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Executive Summary

This is the seventh report examining Chicago’s community policing program. CAPS (for
“Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy”) began in April 1993, when an experimental program
was inaugurated in five police districts. It was field-tested during the ensuing 18 months and then
expanded to encompass the entire city. This report presents an overview of evaluation efforts
since the release of our last report in November 2000.

Trends in crime. The first major section of this report examines trends in crime. Since
1991 there has been a steady decline in virtually every crime category. The largest percentage
decline has been in robbery, which dropped by 58 percent between 1991 and 2001. Robberies
with a gun went down by 62 percent, while those involving some other weapon (or none at all)
went down by less – 55 percent. Serious assault and battery declined by 40 percent. Gun-related
assaults went down a bit faster, as did assaults in domestic situations. On the other hand, gang-
related assault did not decline at all. In the property crime category, motor vehicle theft was
down by 42 percent. Burglary, which typically involves break-ins of businesses, homes or
garages, went down 50 percent, and simple property thefts declined 26 percent over the same
period.

Since 1991, crime has declined in almost all areas of the city, but it has declined most
dramatically in African-American communities. Crime rates generally declined the least in
predominately white areas, where they were not very high at the outset. By the beginning of the
21st century, Chicago was a substantially safer place than it was 11 years before, and residents of
African-American neighborhoods have seen much of the improvement. Compared to 1991, 2001
saw almost 300 fewer people murdered in African-American areas of the city, and 1,100 fewer
raped. Gun crimes there dropped by 17,400 incidents, and 17,675 fewer people were robbed in
predominately African-American beats in 2001.

The exception to all of this good news is the murder rate. Chicago’s homicide rate
declined more slowly than it did for the nation as a whole: the local murder rate dropped by 31
percent, while the national rate dropped by 41 percent. The year 2001 also saw an actual increase
in the city’s murder total, from 631 to 666 cases. Over time, the ability of Chicago police to
solve the murders that do occur has declined as well.

Trends in neighborhood problems. CAPS involves problem solving on a broad scale,
focusing on a wide range of neighborhood concerns in addition to crime. These include both
physical decay (including abandoned buildings, abandoned cars, loose trash and graffiti) and
social disorder (public drinking, loitering and disruption in schools). The evaluation has tracked
concern about these problems using regular surveys of city residents. They reveal that between
1994 and 2001, many residents perceived no particular improvements in the physical condition
of the city’s neighborhoods. Only concern about graffiti, which was the special focus of several
new city initiatives, showed a substantial decline. In the social disorder category, only concern
about loitering dropped in any substantial way.
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However, the surveys also revealed dramatic variations in Chicago residents’ views of
their neighborhoods. The most important factor was race. From the point of view of white
residents, conditions stayed about the same during the course of the 1990s. They reported few
serious problems in 1994, when the surveys began, and somewhat fewer at the end. On the other
hand, by most measures, conditions improved considerably among African-Americans. They
reported less concern about physical decay and most forms of social disorder over time. Latinos
at best held their ground during the course of the 1990s, and by many measures things actually
took a turn for the worse in the Latino community. Especially for Spanish-speakers, levels of
social disorder and physical decay appeared substantially higher in 2001 than in 1994. The
success of this aspect of CAPS depended on who you were and where you lived.

Public views of the police. The next section of the report uses the same surveys to
describe trends in the reported quality of police service in the city. Our surveys monitored the
views of residents concerning police effectiveness, community outreach and service delivery.
Before CAPS was launched, a majority of Chicagoans did not have a very positive view of the
police. Less than 40 percent thought the police were responsive to community concerns, and
fewer still thought they were doing a good job at preventing crime and helping victims. They
were seen as fairly polite and helpful, but not as very effective.

Public opinion improved significantly during the course of the 1990s. By 2001, more
than 70 percent thought police were being polite and helpful, and nearly 55 percent thought they
were responsive to public concerns. Almost half of all Chicagoans gave them a satisfactory
rating for preventing crime, keeping order and helping victims. Moreover, these improvements
could be seen among all major population groups. Whites, African-Americans and Latinos all
gave police higher ratings than they did prior to CAPS being launched. Among African-
Americans and Latinos, perceptions of the police changed most on the responsiveness
dimension, improving by about 20 percentage points. However, our surveys indicate that there is
still ample room for improvement. After eight years of community policing, a little less than half
the public thought that police were doing a good job at preventing crime, helping victims and
maintaining order, and only a few more thought they were doing a good job responding to
community concerns. “Helping victims” was the lowest-rated form of service included in the
surveys; by this measure, police were not seen as responding to the needs of some of their most
important customers. The large gap that existed between the races in 1993 persisted through
2001. Our summary of trends in Chicago is that “the glass” representing the views of city
residents about police went from being “less than half full” to “a little more than half full.”

Citizen involvement. Chicago’s community policing initiative features important roles
for the public. A section of the report examines trends in beat meeting attendance and the results
of a study of meetings all over the city. Attendance at the meetings has remained stable,
averaging about 6,000 persons per month. Chicagoans attended beat community meetings about
59,000 times during 1995. The figure for 1997 was almost 65,000, and in 1999, 67,000 persons
showed up. The figure for 2001 was 66,600. Over the 90-month period between January 1995
and June 2002, more than 488,000 Chicagoans attended more than 21,000 beat meetings.
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Beat meeting attendance rates are often highest in places that can benefit the most from
them. Rates are highest in the city’s predominately African-American beats and lowest – once
population is taken into account – in predominately white areas. In general, attendance rates are
higher in lower-income areas, where people do not have much education. They are also high in
areas where other institutions, including schools and the health care system, have failed to serve
residents very well. Participation is also highest in high-crime areas, and concern about crime is
an important factor motivating people to attend the meetings.

Residents who attend the meetings are often involved in other CAPS-related activities. A
survey of attendees found that 12 percent reported participating in “smoke outs, CAPS picnics or
barbeques.” Participation in neighborhood watches and patrols was surprisingly popular,
reported by 21 percent of those attending. Court advocacy is an official CAPS project that is
sponsored by the district’s advisory committees, and 11 percent of those attending beat meetings
reported some involvement in that effort. “Vote Dry” is the common label for efforts to close
down troublesome liquor establishments in the city using a referendum process, and 12 percent
indicated they had been involved in that or some other liquor control project. Beat activism is
more common in lower-income, African-American areas of the city; where health problems and
low school test scores are also an issue; and in areas with high rates of violent crime.

There is a design for conducting beat meetings as well as for what is supposed to happen
there: they are to be forum for sharing information, identifying problems and making action
plans. Both police and citizens are expected to take responsibility for problem-solving projects,
and beat meetings provide a venue for everyone to review their progress and assess how well
they are doing. A 2002 study examined how closely activities at beat meetings reflected the
design by calculating a “model meeting” score for each. Of the 10 components of a model
meeting, the average meeting scored 6.2. While better than the average in our 1998 study, this
leaves clear room for improvement.

Problem solving. The next part of the report analyzes one of the core elements of CAPS
– problem solving. It is based on a field study of problem solving in 68 beats, interviews with
beat officers and neighborhood activists, and a statistical analysis of trends in recorded crime and
911 calls. Our analysis of these sites found that the most common police problem-solving
strategy was high-visibility patrol, followed by increased arrests, then aggressive stops
(including intensive traffic enforcement; warrant, name and license checks; and field
interrogations). Overall, these tactics were employed at about 70 percent of the priority problem
sites. Nontraditional policing strategies were also described fairly often, particularly for property
crime. It was very common to hear about prevention awareness programs run by police officers,
especially for property crimes such as burglary and theft from autos. Some of the roll calls that
are held at the start of each shift were conducted outdoors, in gang and drug areas, and police in
areas with drug problems were described as talking with residents at beat meetings and using
code enforcement as well as other tools to attack the problem.

Residents were most frequently involved in block club organizing as well as community
marches and patrols. They also ran educational campaigns and crime prevention projects, and
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worked with businesses. Neighborhood or park patrols, programs with businesses, educational
programs and community rallies were the most frequently held community efforts targeting
social disorder. City agencies were also often involved in problem solving. The Department of
Streets and Sanitation and the Forestry Department predominated, for the bulk of the services
described involved street lighting projects, clean-ups, trimming trees and bushes, car tows,
graffiti removal and sidewalk repairs. The city’s CAPS Implementation Office was involved at
almost 80 percent of the problem sites.

The effectiveness of these efforts was assessed in two ways. First, police, residents and
our observers rated the extent of the improvement in the study areas. Their ratings formed two
broad evaluative clusters, one focused on changes in the frequency and impact of problems and
the other on changes in resident involvement in problem solving and their satisfaction with
police efforts. In addition, a statistical analysis of crime and 911 call data assessed the extent of
changes in the study beats as compared to a matched set of comparison areas. Police efforts were
most successful against property crime and least successful in countering social disorder.
Community strategies and nontraditional police efforts worked best against drug problems, and
traditional and nontraditional policing strategies were generally most effective when tackling
property crime and social disorder. 

Management accountability. The report also describes the department’s new
accountability process. This management initiative is designed to focus the department’s
resources on resolving chronic crime and disorder problems; it is Chicago’s version of New
York’s famous “CompStat.” In Chicago’s plan, the 25 police districts are responsible for
identifying local priorities, planning strategies to address them and then executing their plans
effectively. New information systems being developed by the department promise to deliver
expanded and more timely information to assist district management teams in making their plans
and headquarters in evaluating how well they are doing. This is widely known as “intelligence-
driven policing.”

The management accountability process has accomplished a great deal. It has enabled the
department to set specific, measurable goals for which mid-level managers can be held
accountable, and has begun to foster a “culture of accountability” in the organization.
Commanders have developed a more intimate knowledge of their districts, using the available
information technology to assist them in doing so. Managers are expected to more effectively use
resources that are already in their hands. This includes taking measures to curb complaints about
officer misconduct, decrease the number of unanswered 911 dispatches, make sure officers are
spending the right amount of time on assignments and keep overtime expenditures under control.
The process also forces managers to focus on priority problems, targeting specifically where
limited resources will have the greatest impact. More of the department’s special units have
gotten involved in solving district problems. Special units include detectives; narcotics
investigators; a special operations section that provides roving bands of tactical officers; the
public housing unit; the youth division; and the school safety division. The accountability
process tries to break down the barriers between the department’s divisions to foster
communication and collaboration among them at the operational level. The accountability
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process has also led the CAPS Implementation Office to organize more activities that support the
districts’ priorities.

Information technology. The final section of the report presents our first analysis of a
new information technology initiative by the police department. Dubbed CLEAR (for Citizen
and Law Enforcement Analysis and Reporting), this enterprise system is intended to “take CAPS
to the next level,” as the superintendent puts it, by positively affecting crime and disorder
through management accountability. CLEAR will affect many department functions and
promises to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of policing in Chicago.

Almost 20 major information technology projects are currently underway. Some are
aimed at enhancing the managerial capacity of the organization. These are intended to promote
effective resource allocation, enhance officer accountability, monitor personnel problems, assist
tactical and strategic planning, and ensure fiscal accountability. The most work has been done on
automating incident reporting, tracking the flow of evidence, digitizing mug shots, mapping
crime and modernizing the department’s personnel system. Efforts are underway to expand the
range of data collected on crime incidents to facilitate crime analysis and contribute to a growing
national database on criminal offenses. Other projects promise to coordinate the work of regional
law enforcement agencies, prosecutors, the court system and the state corrections department.
State and suburban jurisdictions are already integrating their data into the department’s data
warehouse. The aim is to increase information sharing, eliminate bottlenecks in the criminal
justice system, and provide a comprehensive view of crime and punishment in Illinois. There is
also interest in developing systems to strengthen the department’s problem-solving capacity,
conduct community needs assessments and facilitate information sharing with the community.

While our evaluation of Chicago’s efforts has just begun, other jurisdictions have
reported difficulties in successfully completing comprehensive information technology projects.
The list of obstacles is long. Sometimes too much responsibility is lodged with a few isolated
staff members, often civilians with limited knowledge of officers’ needs. Agencies consistently
underestimate the human factors involved in launching these new initiatives. Use of new
technologies has sometimes been limited because of inadequate training and the perception that
the technologies made officers’ work days more difficult rather than easier and more effective;
officers must believe that adopting change will benefit them personally and make their jobs
easier or more interesting. But software systems can prove so cumbersome to use that only the
most motivated continue to try. Too often these projects collapse due to inadequate planning and
insufficient funding.

The planning and early development stages of CLEAR were designed with these
problems in mind. Each application within CLEAR undergoes a multi-stage development
process involving cooperation between police officers and technical developers, pilot testing in
the field, and training for the eventual users of the systems. Applications are implemented only
after focus groups have offered feedback about their usefulness; internal marketing has taken
place to elicit user interest and buy-in; and field testing has determined that the application will
work properly. The project has considerable funding and a dedicated and talented team of system
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developers. However, realization of each application requires a great deal of time and effort, and
many applications are dependent upon one another. Continuing issues are protecting the data to
be shared from misuse and protecting individual privacy rights. It is still not clear how the
department will involve the community in a meaningful and mutually beneficial partnership; this
will be forged when the community is not simply an information provider but also a recipient of
useful information and an independent monitor of the quality of service that is being rendered.

The report concludes with a look ahead to our evaluation activities in the coming year.
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Community Policing in Chicago, Years Eight and Nine

Introduction

This is the seventh in a series of reports examining Chicago’s community policing
program. CAPS (for “Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy”) began in April 1993, when an
experimental program was inaugurated in five police districts. Many operational aspects of
CAPS were field-tested during the following 18 months, before it began to expand to encompass
the remainder of the city. By then, civilian District Advisory Committees had been nominated in
all 25 districts. A coordinated system for delivering city services in response to police service
requests was phased in and became operational throughout the city by July 1994. During the fall
of 1994 the remaining 20 police districts divided their officers into rapid response units and beat
teams. Beat team officers are to spend most of their time responding to calls and working on
prevention projects in their assigned area, and dispatching procedures have been fine-tuned to
ensure that they stay there. Sergeants and mid-level managers went through several training
programs, and between January and May 1995, virtually all uniformed officers completed three
days of problem-solving training. Civilian administrative managers were assigned to each of the
districts. Beat community meetings were held citywide by spring of 1995.

A department general order released on April 29, 1996, codified many organizational
features of the program. It created a new planning process that begins with the formal
identification of beat problems and the resources required to attack them, and culminates in the
formulation of district and area plans that respond to those needs. Beat community meetings
provide community input in setting these priorities. Starting in autumn 1995, organizing and
problem-solving training sessions for the general public were being conducted across the city by
teams of civilians and police officers. The role of sergeants who supervise beat teams was
clarified, and special training sessions were held for them. The Strategic Inspections Task Force
was formed in November 1996 to coordinate the efforts of police and other city agencies against
gang and drug houses, as well as negligent landlords. During 1996, data terminals were installed
in all patrol cars. The city’s new Office of Emergency Communication ended its first full year of
operation, a period that saw significant improvements in emergency dispatching and the delivery
of management data that increase the analytic capacity of the police department.

During 1996 and 1997 the city also expanded its staff of community outreach workers
charged with assisting beat and district projects and sustaining participation in beat community
meetings. More staff members were brought on to support a new emphasis on housing issues and
the Court Advocacy program, which enlists the help of community members to support
prosecution efforts for local crime and disorder problems. Beginning in 1997, the department
began to tailor its rookie training curriculum to CAPS. Finally, during 1996 and 1997 the city
mounted a substantial civic education effort through the media. Television and radio programs,
billboards, videos, brochures, mailings, festival booths, and district and citywide rallies were
targeted at promoting awareness of CAPS and involvement in its activities. Block club
conventions, citywide and regional neighborhood assemblies, CAPS rallies and a national
conference on community policing have showcased Chicago’s efforts.
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More recently, city attorneys have been assigned to selected district stations to work
directly with officers on drug and gang problems in their beats. In a similar vein, the Cook
County state’s attorney has begun a community prosecutions program in which attorneys
working out of three neighborhood offices intercede in a range of crime cases. A new city
department has been created that consolidates many kinds of CAPS-related quality-of-life cases
for administrative adjudication, removing them from the courts. In 2000, a new unit was created
within the police department that was charged with revitalizing key components of the city’s
community policing effort. The Office of Management Accountability (OMA) is responsible for
ensuring that the department remains focused on its core missions, particularly when it comes to
mobilizing resources required to address chronic crime and disorder problems. In 2001, the
department embarked on the development of a state-of-the-art integrated criminal justice system
known as Citizen and Law Enforcement Analysis and Reporting (CLEAR). The CPD intends to
support CAPS by deploying new and improved systems of accountability that range from early
warning personnel systems to automated case reporting to tracking criminal evidence and,
eventually, to predictive analysis. CLEAR is forging linkages with other criminal justice
agencies and cultivating new ways to integrate policing with the business and community sectors
of the population.

This report presents an overview of our evaluation efforts since the release of the last
report in November of 2000. At the end there is a list of other CAPS reports, articles and books.
The first major section of this report examines trends in crime and neighborhood problems. It is
apparent from the newspapers that crime has declined in many of the nation’s cities, and this
section describes what has happened in Chicago. But CAPS involves problem solving on a much
broader scale, focusing on a wide range of neighborhood concerns. These have been tracked by
regular surveys of city residents, and this section also examines trends in neighborhood
conditions from the viewpoint of the general public. The next section of the report uses the same
surveys to describe trends in the quality of police service in the city. Our surveys monitor the
views of residents concerning police effectiveness, community outreach and service delivery,
and over time these measures of performance have improved significantly.

The third section of the report examines citizen involvement in CAPS. Chicago’s
community policing initiative features important roles for the public, and this section examines
the extent of citizen awareness of the program and participation in it. It describes trends in beat
community meeting attendance and the results of an extensive study of meetings all over the
city. This includes an analysis of the representativeness of the city’s population at beat
community meetings. The next part of the report analyzes one of the core elements of CAPS –
problem solving. It is based on a field study of problem solving in 68 beats, interviews with beat
officers and neighborhood activists, and a statistical analysis of trends in recorded crime and 911
calls. The fifth section describes the police department’s accountability process. This
management initiative is designed to focus the department’s resources on resolving chronic
crime and disorder problems; it is Chicago’s version of New York’s famous “CompStat.” The
final part of the report presents our first analysis of a new information technology initiative by
the police department. Dubbed CLEAR, its applications will affect many department functions
and promise to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of many police procedures.
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Trends in Crime

Any decline in crime is welcome news, and the magnitude of the decline that has
occurred in American cities during the past decade has also been unexpected news. Researchers
and practitioners have puzzled over this pattern and argued about where credit should be given.
Some point to demography and the economy, others to the waning popularity of crack cocaine,
a few to the effectiveness of incarceration and many to smarter policing. Chicago was no
exception to the nationwide trend. Many categories of crime peaked in 1991 and then declined
sharply. The rate of decline in Chicago has lagged that of some cities, but is ahead of others. As
elsewhere, some categories of crime have evidenced an across-the-board retreat, while others
have gone down only in selected areas. And in Chicago, like many cities, the decline began
while community policing was still on the drawing board.

Figure 1 depicts trends in Chicago for many common categories of crime. It excludes
only high-volume property thefts and low-volume arson, which were difficult to display on the
same chart. Murder and rape, the least frequent of the offenses presented here, are graphed on a
separate scale (right side) so their trends are visible. As Figure 1 illustrates, there has been a
steady decline in crime since its peak in 1991 in each of these categories.

The largest percentage decline documented in Figure 1 is robbery, which declined by 58
percent in Chicago between 1991 and 2001. Robbery has long been considered a bellwether
urban crime, combining theft, risk to life and limb (a gun is often involved), and premeditation
and predatory intent. Between 1991 and 2001, robberies with a gun went down by 62 percent,
while those involving some other weapon (or none at all) went down by less, 55 percent.
Murder, by contrast, was least down over this period, by 28 percent. In fact, during 2001 the
number of murders in the city rose a bit, the only increase in a major crime category during this
period. Between 1991 and 2001, murders that took place in domestic situations declined by 52
percent, while other kinds of homicide in Chicago were down by only 23 percent. This is in
line with rapid declines in domestic homicide nationally, but since at the start of this period
there were twice as many nondomestic as domestic homicides, the slower decline in the larger
category predominated. During the 1990s, aggravated assault and battery declined by 40
percent. Assault is an extremely heterogeneous and difficult-to-interpret crime category that
includes (among other things) domestic violence, gang battles, bar brawls, violence in schools
and disputes between neighbors. Within this collection of offenses, gun-related crime went
down faster than nongun incidents, assaults in domestic situations went down a bit more than
others, and gang-related assault did not go down at all.

In the property crime category, motor vehicle theft was down by 42 percent between
1991 and 2001. This is an offense that is accurately reported by victims and recorded by police,
because of the high value of the average loss and the fact that most cars and trucks are insured
against theft. Stolen vehicles are also sometimes recovered, another reason to keep accurate
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Figure 1
Trends in Recorded Crime, 1991-2000 

reports. Burglary, which typically involves break-ins of businesses, homes or garages, went
down 50 percent. Residential burglary went down less (by 46 percent) than nonresidential
offenses, which declined by 60 percent. Simple property thefts (which are not shown in Figure 1)
declined 26 percent over the same period.

Chicago became a safer place as a consequence of trends in the 1990s. To illustrate the
magnitude of the decline in crime, conditions in 2001 can be compared to a “what if . . .” world
in which crime did not decline. For example, between 1991 and 2001 the yearly homicide count
declined from 927 to 666, but during the period a total of 8,659 persons were still killed in the
city. If the murder count had not declined, but had instead remained at its 1991 level throughout
the period, 10,197 people would have died. The crime drop in Chicago saved 1,538 lives, by this 



1 Crime rate calculations used the estimated population for each aggregated group of beats for each year.
These estimates were made by interpolating changes between the 1990 and 2000 census figures for each beat. This
helped to account for the fact that some predominately white beats in 1990 lost population by 2000, while many
predominately Latino beats gained in population over the same period.
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accounting. The consequences of the drop in crime are even more stark in higher-volume offense
categories. If the drop had not occurred, there might have been 166,800 more robbery victims,
71,600 more victims of assaultive violence, 141,800 more burglaries and 125,400 more cars
stolen. Those are large numbers, and they help illustrate the social and economic significance of
what took place in Chicago toward the end of the 20th century.

Race and Trends in Crime

Where did crime decline? Who enjoyed the benefits of the large drop in crime
documented in Figure 1? To answer these questions, the city’s 270 residential beats were
grouped by their racial composition according to the 1990 census. They were divided among 71
predominately white beats, 121 heavily African-American areas, 32 beats of concentrated
Latinos residence and 46 diverse areas. Because the city changed its beat boundaries during the
early 1990s, crime incident reports supplied by the police data center were individually geocoded
to place them in consistent areas. The aggregated groups of beats differed in size, so the analysis
reports rates of crime per 100,000 persons living in each area1.

Figure 2 presents trends for a selection of personal crimes. These include several standard
categories of crime described earlier, and two special analytic categories of crime. In most
instances, the most notable declines in violence occurred in the highest-crime parts of the city.
The trends presented here begin in 1991, the first year that it was practical to geocode city crime
data. As Figure 2 documents, crime was down in all or most areas, but it declined most
dramatically in African-American communities. Crime rates generally declined the least in
predominately white areas, where they were not very high at the outset. However, in percentage
terms, even white beats enjoyed significant declines in violent crime during the course of the
1990s.

The large decreases in crime registered by residents of predominately African-American
beats are apparent: robbery was down by 62 percent, rape by 46 percent, murder by 38 percent,
and assault by 27 percent. Other areas also saw significant percentage declines. For example,
robbery in predominately white areas dropped 43 percent, and for Latinos it was 47 percent. At
the low end, the 27 percent decline in assault in African-American beats was paralleled by a 22
percent decline in heavily Latino areas and a 13 percent decline in predominately white
neighborhoods. In white areas the homicide rate actually ended the period at a higher level than
it began, up 0.5 percent. However, it is apparent in Figure 2 that the real Chicago story was the
11-to-1 ratio between homicide rates in African-American and white beats, and that declines in 
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Figure 2
Race and Trends in Violent Crime, 1991-2001
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the former – along with declining crime in racially diverse areas – powered the almost 40 percent
decline in homicide in Chicago during the 1990s.

Figure 2 also includes a special tabulation of trends in “street crime.” The street personal
crime index includes violent offenses that took place on the street or sidewalks, in alleys and
parks, in parking lots and driveways, and along the lakefront. Between 1991 and 2001, street
personal crime declined by 23 percent in predominately African-American beats. Perhaps more
significant was the decline in gun crime there. A gun crime measure was developed by scanning
recorded crime incidents between 1991 and 2001 (a total of about 6.9 million computer records)
for gun involvement, independent of the type-of-crime classification used by the police. In
comparison to other areas, the most distinctive feature of crime in Chicago’s predominately
African-American beats is the use of guns. In every crime category, both the gun crime rate and
the percentage of crimes that involve guns is highest there. In 1991, for example, 41 percent of
all robbery in predominately African-American beats involved a firearm, compared to 34 percent
in white areas and 32 percent in predominately Latino beats. Virtually every homicide in
African-American areas was by gun. Thus, it was doubly significant that, during the 1990s, the
gun crime rate there dropped 59 percent, and the percentage of all personal offenses involving a
gun dropped most there as well. Gun crime also declined in heavily Latino areas, by 35 percent.

In short, by the beginning of the 21st century, Chicago was a substantially safer place
than it was 11 years before, and residents of African-American neighborhoods had seen much of
that improvement. Compared to 1991, 2001 saw almost 300 fewer people murdered in African-
American areas of the city, and 1,100 fewer raped. Gun crimes there dropped by 17,400
incidents, and 17,675 fewer people were robbed in predominately African-American beats in
2001.

Figure 3 presents a parallel analysis of trends in property crime in Chicago. Three points
are immediately apparent there. First, disparities between property crime rates in the various
areas described in Figure 3 are much smaller than they are for violence. If the ratio of black to
white area homicide rates was 11-to-1 in 1991, for burglary it was 2-to-1, for property theft 1.6-
to-1, and auto theft 1.5-to-1. In Chicago, stealing is – relatively speaking – an equal opportunity
offense. The second lesson of Figure 3 is that, like violence, property crime was generally down
for all kinds of areas in the city. Thirdly, property crime was down at about the same rate
everywhere. There was an equal opportunity benefit in the decline of property crime in Chicago
during the 1990s.

Figure 3 presents two burglary trend lines, one for break-ins of all kinds and another for
burglaries in which the target was a home or residential garage. In the first example, burglary
was down by 52 percent in African-American beats; compared to 1991, almost 12,800 fewer
burglaries took place there a decade later. Burglary was also down, by 47 percent, in
predominately white beats, and 44 percent (from its 1993 high) in heavily Latino areas. Property
theft declined by almost 20 percent in primarily African-American areas, and was down by
similar figures in Latino and racially diverse beats; only white areas did not see much
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improvement here – just 9 percent. But when property crime only targeting residences is
examined, blacks and whites saw about the same 25 percent in crime. (But note the large racial
disparity in residential burglary depicted in Figure 3; by this measure, African-Americans are
much less safe there.) Property thefts in public places, on the other hand, were down about 15
percent for all groups, and auto theft dropped at about the same pace in all of these areas.

Figure 3
Race and Trends in Property Crime, 1991-2001
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How Did Chicago Do?

While crime declined in Chicago during the entire period discussed here, it did in many
other cities as well. The general decline in crime in the United States was one of the most
important social phenomena of the 1990s. Between 1991 and 2001, personal crimes reported to
the police declined by 25 percent nationwide, and property crime dropped by 20 percent. 

Did Chicago do as well as the nation as a whole? To examine this issue, Figure 4
compares city and national crime rate trends for the period 1991-2001. To do so, it standardizes
both figures at “100” for 1991 and depicts each subsequent year’s crime rate as a percentage of
the 1991 rate. For example, by 2001 the city’s robbery rate had dropped to 40 percent of its 1991
level, while the national rate had only dropped to 56 percent over the same period. This
standardization ignores the fact that levels of crime are much higher in big cities than they are
for the nation as a whole, in order to make a clearer comparison of trends in crime.

Figure 4
Chicago and National Trends in Crime, 1991-2001
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As Figure 4 illustrates, the decline in robbery in Chicago proceeded faster than the
national pace. City and national trend lines were virtually identical for burglary until the end of
the 1990s, when the national rate of decline slowed noticeably, and in 2001 the national burglary
rate increased slightly. By 2001 the national burglary rate stood at 62 percent of its 1991 level,
while in Chicago it was 48 percent. Chicago’s auto theft rate fell faster than the nation’s during
much of the 1990s. Differences in the rate of decline narrowed later in the decade, but in 2001
the national auto theft rate spiked upward while Chicago’s continued to decline, and the drop in
Chicago was 10 percentage points greater than that of the country as a whole.

Murder was a different matter. Chicago’s homicide rate declined more slowly than it did
for the nation as a whole, and by the first year of the new century the national figure was down
by more. Chicago’s murder rate had dropped by 31 percent, while the national rate had dropped
by 41 percent. Local media concentrated on the difference between the Chicago figure and that
of New York City, for although the latter has more than twice Chicago’s population, in 2001 it
had fewer murders. The year 2001 also saw an actual uptick in the murder total, from 631 to 666
cases. When these trends became apparent in December 2001, the Chicago Tribune’s headline
read, “City to Get a Dubious Title: No. 1 in Murder.” Of course, Chicago’s homicide rate was far
from being the highest in the nation; seven cities faced higher rates when populations were taken
into account, but because they were smaller, their total body count was much smaller.

Like many cities, the ability of Chicago’s police to solve homicides has also been in
decline. In 1966, the Chicago Police Department claimed to have solved 94 percent of them, but
the usual figure during the 1960s and early 1970s was in the high 80s. As late as 1986, Chicago
claimed to have solved 80 percent of its murders. But then the rate at which police “cleared”
homicide went into sharp decline. In 1990, the solution rate was 72 percent, in 1995 it was 62
percent, and it dropped to 50 percent in 1999. In the first year of the new century the clearance
rate was 47 percent, exactly half the 1966 figure.

Homicide clearances used to be higher because a large percentage were crimes of passion
or fueled by alcohol. They involved offenders who were known or even related to their victims,
or they arose out of fights in bars, and they were usually easy to solve. However, much of the
nationwide decline in homicide during the course of the 1990s was in these categories. Now
drug-related youth violence, gang-related murders and other more calculated killings make up a
larger percentage of offenses. The changing character of victims and offenders is signaled by the
fact that in 2001, the average murder victim had been arrested 8.3 times in the past decade and
the average offender eight times. The changing character of homicide in Chicago is signaled by
an increase in the percentage involving a gun: in 1983, 57 percent of murders involved a gun,
and in 1993 it was 72 percent. When it is possible to figure out the motive, about half of
Chicago’s murders now involve gangs and/or the drug business. But compared to the past, a
much larger percentage are now classified as “motive unknown,” “relationship unknown” and
“stranger on stranger” cases, and these can be difficult to solve. In 1972, police reported they
could not uncover much about offenders – for example, even their relationship with the victim
remained unknown – in 8 percent of homicides. In 1986 that figure was 21 percent; in 1990 it
was 29 percent; in 1998 it was 37 percent; and by 2000 it was 42 percent. As the number of
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homicides in Chicago declined during the 1990s, a larger percentage of what was left was
difficult to solve, at least by the traditional routines of the police department.

Chicago police have made some changes in response. They have become more
aggressive about searching for violent offenders wanted on warrants, and they patrol more
heavily in areas with concentrated violence. The department’s drug enforcement efforts are also
more focused on drug-related violence. The department reorganized detective work in a few
districts, returning to the old practice of assigning murder investigations to an elite homicide
squad rather than parceling them out to detectives with more diverse caseloads. A series of
forums chaired by the superintendent of police has led to increased interagency cooperation in
tackling violence in one of the city’s highest homicide zones. The questions are, will they be able
to resolve more of these hard-to-solve cases primarily by applying traditional policing methods
more vigorously; and can the homicide pattern that has emerged in Chicago be prevented by
evoking this traditional police prevention strategy – deterrence through arrest – when the average
offender has already been arrested eight times? Observers will certainly be watching to see the
results. A December 2001 Chicago Tribune editorial commented, “. . . the way to make the
streets safer for everyone isn’t to cling only to current strategies. Chicago doesn’t have all the
answers. Search hard for new ones.”

Trends in Neighborhood Decay and Disorder

Regular surveys conducted for the CAPS evaluation enable us to examine trends in the
extent of neighborhood problems over time, beginning in 1994. This was after CAPS was
announced and development of the program began in prototype districts, but a year before it
expanded to encompass the entire city. The surveys asked about neighborhood conditions using
categories that are readily understood by the public, and they included many concerns that are
not easily gauged using official statistics. The conditions were the target of problem-solving
projects and city service agencies. The surveys, which were conducted in both English and
Spanish, were large enough to track changes in the views of major subgroups of residents. This
is an important feature of the analyses below, for citywide averages disguised significant
differences in the experiences of many Chicagoans. 

Physical Decay

Signs of visible neglect, abandonment and deliberate vandalism plague too many of
Chicago’s neighborhoods. To measure the extent of such problems, respondents were requested
to rate a list of them. Responses to four questions were used to assess the extent of neighborhood
physical decay:

Graffiti; that is, writing or painting on walls or buildings.
Abandoned houses or other empty buildings in your area.
Vacant lots filled with trash and junk.
Abandoned cars in the streets and alleys.
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Physical Decay

Figure 5 summarizes trends in reports of neighborhood decay during the course of the
1990s. It presents the percentage of respondents who thought that physical decay problems rated
as either some or a big problem in their neighborhood.

Figure 5
Trends in Physical Decay, 1994-2001

Graffiti. Graffiti presented an important test of the effectiveness of the city service
component of CAPS. Graffiti is a common fact of life in many neighborhoods. In 1994 – the first
year for which we have survey data – it was the most highly rated problem among Latino
residents. Overall, 22 percent of Chicagoans thought graffiti was a big problem in their area; for
Latinos the figure was 37 percent; among whites the figure was 17 percent. Chicagoans perceive
graffiti as a sign that gangs are moving into their area, or growing more confident of their control
of the neighborhood, and discussions pondering the significance of specific instances of graffiti
take place at numerous beat community meetings. This dialog was noted by one of our observers
attending a beat community meeting in a heavily Latino area on the city’s Near North Side:

A resident said there is a problem with graffiti and drug use in a nearby alley.
The officer replied that the person painting the graffiti is an “I-Quest.” He said
the graffiti is signed “AOM,” which stands for “another outrageous mind.” He
said he has been to the kid’s house and told him that if he sees any more graffiti,
he will return. The officer noted that other graffiti is the work of pee-wee Maniac
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Latin Disciples. A resident said that residents must paint over graffiti
immediately; he said they “cannot let it go.” The officer added that there had
been a big problem earlier, because of the anniversary of the death of a gang
member. He reported that this graffiti was painted over quickly, and that arrests
have been made.

This resident may have been right in his diagnosis about responding to graffiti. One
theory is that graffiti is “infectious”; that is, where it appears and is not quickly erased, its visible
presence will quickly stimulate still more graffiti. The city’s anti-graffiti program involves
strategies besides cleaning it up (including a city ordinance banning the sale of spray paint), but
rapid clean-ups are a direct response to the contagion theory. Perhaps the most visible element of
the city’s graffiti-elimination program is teams of “Graffiti Blasters” armed with high-pressure
soda sprayers, but paint and supplies are also available for community groups bent on removing
graffiti on their own. It is also interesting to note the detailed local knowledge that the beat
officer had about this specific problem, which is another goal of CAPS.

At a beat community meeting on the West Side, police gave the following advice about
using city services to handle graffiti problems:

The beat facilitator told residents to call police if they found graffiti on their
garages. He emphasized that the more calls police get, the more resources are
allocated to them. A police officer told the residents to call Graffiti Blasters
instead, and passed out information about the program. A resident said she called
911 about the graffiti and nothing happened. The female officer explained the
process of calling the nonemergency number [311] and filing a report over the
phone. The officer passed out waivers to the residents to shorten the process of
having the graffiti removed [the waivers give the city permission to use soda
blasters and cleaning materials on the resident’s property].

As Figure 5 documents, graffiti problems registered the biggest decline over time.
Graffiti was cited as a problem by 65 percent of those interviewed in 1994, and by 48 percent in
2001.

Abandoned buildings. At the other end of the spectrum, building abandonment was the
least highly rated decay problem; in 1994, only 30 percent of respondents indicated that it was
either some or a big problem in their community. But that number varied greatly by group, with
46 percent of African-Americans, but only 13 percent of whites, reporting that abandoned
buildings were a problem in their neighborhood. Building abandonment is a question of
economics. It is heavily concentrated in the poorest areas of the city, where it is most difficult to
make reasonable rates of return by investing in housing because people do not have much to pay.
In poor areas of the city absentee landlords and struggling property owners may be unwilling or
unable to maintain their buildings. Though often constructed of brick and stone (a legacy of the
building code written following the Great Chicago Fire of 1871), the ravages of time, weather
and decades of neglect have left many buildings in poor neighborhoods with crumbling mortar,
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peeling paint, rotten framing, broken windows and leaky roofs. If left abandoned long,
scavengers pick them clean of items of value, including stained glass, light fixtures, wooden
molding, copper electrical wiring and bathroom fixtures. Even aluminum siding will be stripped
overnight and exchanged for cash at recycling centers. Squatters may move in, and drug dealers
find it easy to set up shop. Eventually many of the remaining hulks are razed as part of the city’s
aggressive “tear-down” abandonment strategy, because they are no longer habitable and no one
can be found to make the investment necessary to return them to use.

There are several city programs for moving against abandoned buildings, but of all the
problems here, building issues can be the slowest to be resolved. The rights of property owners
must be respected, so they must be involved before their building can be demolished or
rehabilitated. Property owners can often be difficult to track down. Illinois allows landlords to
hold their property in secret land trusts that enable them to hide their identity from tenants, so
police have to use building department records, tax files and the Internet to locate them.

At a beat community meeting our observer noted:

A resident complained about an abandoned building. The beat officer said the
building is “terrible, terrible, terrible.” He said the owner has never done
anything to secure the building from squatters. A resident said that it is illegal for
the building to be open. The beat officer replied that he and his partner have put
in service requests every week for the past few months. A resident volunteered to
call city services. The sergeant told the resident to be sure to mention the police
requests.

However, over time there was no change in the extent of resident concern about
abandoned buildings. As Figure 5 documents, 30 percent of those interviewed in 1994 thought
that building abandonment was some or a big problem in their neighborhood, and in 2001 the
figure was again 30 percent.

Trash and junk. In the 1994 survey, 40 percent of Chicagoans rated vacant lots filled
with trash and junk as some or a big problem in their area. It was a concern for African-
Americans and Latinos, but not for whites (only 5 percent of them reported that trash and junk
were a big problem). In two poor African-American beats we studied in detail, many vacant lots
were used as makeshift parking lots for cars, trucks and abandoned vehicles. These lots were not
only ugly, but they posed a health hazard, as tall weeds, accumulating trash and abandoned
vehicles inevitably become nesting spots for rats. Overgrown vacant lots were convenient hiding
places for stashes of drugs and weapons that drug dealers did not want to keep on their person.
Vacant lots also attracted illegal dumpers, and they provided places for public drinking. Vacant
lots pose a risk to communities, and they require maintenance and supervision to prevent them
from becoming even greater problems.

Loose trash and junk generally requires a city service response. This discussion took
place at a beat community meeting on the Near South Side:
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A woman asks the tactical officers to ride down and check the end of the alley
where there is a lot of overgrowth, couches and even grills sitting under a tree
where people loiter in the abandoned lot. An officer responded that he has been
by the lot and he only saw old guys hanging out there, and what first needs to be
taken care of is the grass and weeds. The woman continues to complain about the
weeds in the lot and how high they are. The officer tells her he will write up a
work order and call city services to file a complaint, and that he will speak to her
after the meeting to get all the information from her. 

Citywide, reports of trash and junk problems also changed scarcely at all over time. As
documented in Figure 5, 40 percent of Chicagoans thought this was a problem in 1994, as did 38
percent in 2001.

Abandoned cars. Abandoned cars were cited as a problem by 33 percent of Chicagoans
in the 1994 citywide survey. Forty-five percent of Latinos, but only 20 percent of whites,
reported it was either some or a big problem, with African-Americans situated in between.
Abandoned cars are an easy target for city towing but – like building problems – there are legal
niceties that must be observed, unless the vehicle is creating a direct safety hazard. An observer
noted this discussion at a beat community meeting on the Near Southeast Side:

A resident asked about an abandoned car. An officer replied that he has reported
the car three times, and just reported it as a “hazardous tow,” so it would be
considered a priority, but it still has not been towed. The beat facilitator told
residents to report abandoned cars when they see them, and give a description.
“It is up to you, the community, to clean up the neighborhood.” A resident asked
if it would help if citizens called in addition to the police. The officer said the
more the better. He said that they can also call about improperly licensed cars,
but the police must give a seven-day notice on these. 

In another area:

A resident complained of a car that has no license plates and has not moved in
several weeks. The officer said that they would take care of it, but that they should
not wait for a meeting to complain about this. Several residents confirmed that
there is rapid response to towing requests. A resident noted that an abandoned
car on her block had been ticketed but that it was still sitting on the street. The
CAPS organizer [from the city’s CAPS Implementation Office] informed residents
that a car without proper stickers left on the street for seven days is considered
abandoned and should be called in to the city.

As Figure 5 illustrates, concern about abandoned cars remained unchanged between 1994
and 2001. Between 1994 and 2001, only one of the four decay problems tracked here – graffiti –
showed any noticeable decline at all.
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Race and trends in decay. However, citywide trends presented in Figure 5 hide an
important part of the story. There was a great deal of variation in trends over time, especially in
regard to race. In a nutshell, whites began with little serious concern about physical decay, and
things did not change much for them. African-Americans began with many serious problems, but
they reported large improvements in neighborhood conditions over time. The city’s Latinos, on
the other hand, began with serious problems and saw them grow worse over the course of the
decade. None of the city’s three groups reported experiences that were “average.”

Figure 6 illustrates these patterns. It presents separate tabulations by race of the
percentage of respondents reporting that physical decay problems constituted a big problem – 
the most severe rating – in their community. It is also useful to combine responses to these four
questions, because responses were consistent every year. Because – based on residents’ reports –
these conditions tended to occur together, Figure 6 examines a combined index of the extent of
physical decay problems, as well as individual problem measures.

As it documents, little changed for the city’s whites over this period on three of the four
measures. Except regarding graffiti, few whites reported serious concern about neighborhood
decay. The high for abandoned car problems was 6 percent in 1996, and in 2001 it was only 5
percent. In no year did more than 3 percent of whites think they had a serious abandoned
building problem in their neighborhood. Concern that junk and trash were big problems began at
5 percent, and ended at 7 percent. The exception was graffiti, which was rated some problem or a
big problem by 17 percent of whites in 1994. Like other groups, whites reported improvements
in graffiti problems over time, dropping to 7 percent by 2001. On the summary index (which
charts the percentage of respondents in each group averaging at least half way between “some”
and “a big” problem), whites ended up about where they started, but they had relatively little to
complain about because these were the problems of the poor.

This provides one explanation for the apparently limited citywide decline registered by
most of the problem measures presented in Figure 5. During the 1990s, whites were the second
largest racial group in the city, and they had relatively few serious problems needing solving; for
white Chicagoans, there was little room for improvement.

A quite different pattern emerged among the city’s African-Americans. They rated
abandoned cars, abandoned buildings and refuse problems much more highly in the early years
of CAPS. They were nine times more likely than whites to think that abandoned buildings were a
big neighborhood problem, for example, and five times more likely to give the highest rating to
junk and trash problems. Then reports of neighborhood problems by African-Americans declined
sharply in seriousness. Serious concern about abandoned buildings dropped by half, from 22 to
11 percent. Concern about refuse-filled lots and graffiti declined by 11 percentage points. 
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Figure 6
Race and Trends in Physical Decay, 1994-2001

In other words, unlike the city’s whites, African-Americans in Chicago had a long way to
go. And they did just that, reporting markedly improving conditions during the course of the
1990s. Based on the summary rating presented in Figure 6, decay problems for African-
Americans halved between 1994 and 2001.

However, trends reported in Figure 6 do not depict a very hopeful situation for the city’s
Latinos. In 1995-1996, African-Americans and Latinos reported about the same level of concern
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about abandonment and refuse problems, but by 2001 the experiences of the two groups had
diverged dramatically. On three measures, Latinos saw relatively little improvement in
neighborhood conditions during the 1994-1999 period, and then things grew worse on every
dimension. Even the apparent turnaround in serious graffiti problems stabilized during 1998 and
1999, and then reversed itself. By 2001, it was whites and African-Americans who were in the
most agreement about improvements in their neighborhoods – although blacks certainly still had
a way to go before they could claim parity. Among Latinos, things grew worse. Later in this
chapter we will examine these differences in trends in more detail.

Social Disorder

Responses to three survey questions were used to assess the extent of neighborhood
social disorder. Unlike the others, questions about the extent of loitering and public drinking
were not included until 1995, the year that CAPS became a citywide program. Conditions that
were described were:

Public drinking.

Groups of people hanging out on corners or in the streets.

Disruption around schools, that is, youths hanging around making noise, vandalizing or starting
fights.

Loitering. The most commonly cited problem on the list of social disorders was
loitering, with 59 percent of city residents reporting it as at least some problem in their
neighborhood. It probably received this high priority because many Chicagoans associate
loitering with a host of related problems, including gang activity, violence, street gambling,
public harassment, drug sales, public drinking and other activities. When asked about his
neighborhood’s biggest problem, one respondent to a neighborhood survey replied: “Drugs. How
the guys stand on the corners, you can’t even walk down the street because they are selling the
drugs. They stand in the middle of the block.” Another was concerned because, “The guys are
always on the corners saying ‘rock,’ ‘hot’ and ‘weed’.” A third observed that, “Gangs get
together on the weekend. They hang out in the streets, they have problems with other gang
members and gangs start shooting each other.” Another identified his beat’s biggest problem as:
“Teenagers. No respect. There is no curfew, you hear them cursing, hanging on the corners.”
Others pointed to problems like “People on the corners in the liquor stores cause fear to other
people;” “Guys hanging on the corners all night long;” and, “Younger kids hanging out on the
corners and on the next block. It has become a party street because the teenagers hang out on the
weekends, and I have called the police because they were so loud around two in the morning.”

Loitering became a major political issue in Chicago when the city council instituted an
“anti-gang loitering” ordinance that gave police officers the authority to arrest loiterers known to
be gang members who did not move along when asked. The ordinance first took effect in 1993,
and led to about 10,000 arrests per year. The United States Supreme Court declared the
ordinance unconstitutional because of its vagueness, but tens of thousands of Chicago residents
signed petitions declaring that their neighborhoods would become safer places if such a law were
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in place. Rewritten to follow the Supreme Court’s guidelines and enforced since 2000, Chicago’s
gang loitering ordinance weighs most heavily in minority communities: in 1994, while only 11
percent of whites rated loitering a big problem, for African-Americans the comparable figure
was 39 percent, and among Latinos it was 32 percent.

Figure 7 summarizes survey reports of the perceived magnitude of social disorder. It 
presents the percentage of respondents who thought the issues in this cluster rated either some or
a big problem in their neighborhood. Between 1995 and 2001, reports of loitering problems
declined by only about three percentage points.

Figure 7
Trends in Social Disorder, 1994-2001

Public drinking. Overall, 16 percent of Chicagoans rated public drinking a big problem
in their neighborhood, but among Latinos it was 28 percent; for whites it was only 9 percent.
Public drinking was a visible, everyday pastime in some of the poor Latino and African-
American beats we studied intensively. Groups of men (and a few women) regularly congregated
near liquor stores, usually in vacant lots, or they sat on milk crates and curbs in the alleys and on
street corners, never straying far from carry-out liquor outlets. There they sat, passing around
bottles wrapped in brown paper, surrounded by overgrown weeds, empty snack food bags, cans
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and broken glass bottles. When the police asked them to move, they never went far, moving
around the corner or to the other side of the street, just enough to give the illusion of movement.
Within minutes, however, the group would gather again. An observer on the city’s South Side
noted:

Without community pressure, beat officers may not come down hard on the
drinkers. One noted, “I know them; they’re out here every day. [Several of the
drinkers had in fact greeted him by name.] Mostly they are harmless, but they do
litter, they urinate in public, and they set a bad example for kids. Adults drinking
on the street all day do not make positive role models.” In another beat the day-
watch officer had less patience. Once, after several unsuccessful attempts to clear
away a group of recalcitrant drinkers with his loudspeaker, he drove his squad
car onto the sidewalk to disperse them.

In addition, these bands may sometimes be selling drugs. A liquor store owner in the area
said he had learned not to call police because he had been threatened in the past. “Once I did call
police because they were dealing in front of my store. They broke my car windows and
threatened me. I try to be polite and ask these people to move on, but they disrespect me, call me
names and threaten me. I don’t think it should be my job to get involved. It is too dangerous.
That is the police’s job.” Noting that public drinkers usually congregate around their sources of
supply, police and neighborhood activists often look to the city’s “Vote Dry” referenda to close
them down. According to activists surveyed in 1999, vote dry efforts were underway in 22 of the
25 police districts. An observer noted this presentation at a beat community meeting held on the
far South Side:

The neighborhood relations officer then introduced Anthony __, a member of____
Church. He explained to residents that members of his church and other residents
were working to make the 9th and 34th Wards “dry” and that the only way to get
undesirable people off the streets is to close the liquor stores. Last year, 400
church members circulated petitions to get a referendum asking to close liquor
establishments placed on a ballot. They were successful in getting some liquor
stores closed. The members plan to start circulating petitions in June until
August. He told residents that they would be paired up with another person to get
signatures and he would pass out flyers later. 

However, reports that public drinking was some or a big problem in the area did not
decline at all during the 1990s, beginning at 53 percent and ending at 53 percent.

School disruption. Disorder around local schools was identified as a problem by 44
percent of Chicagoans in the 1994 survey. School security issues were described by an officer at
a beat community meeting on the Near West Side:
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The sergeant brought up problems at _____ School. Because of the warm
weather, problems that they normally expected in late March through May were
starting now. Girls were getting more involved with gang activity. These
elementary school girls were selling marijuana and carrying guns. He wanted to
make parents aware and have them look for signs, such as gang-type graffiti on
books, and what kids take and bring home in their book bags. Both boys and girls
are susceptible.

At another monthly meeting residents of the same beat debated what to do about
problems around the same school:

A resident asked what she can do when kids make a lot of noise in the street after
11 p.m. An officer told her to call the police, who can pick the kids up and take
them home. Another resident said there is a problem with kids out late on a
school playground. She said there are not enough lights on the playground, and
that a lot of kids hang out there. An officer asked when the kids are there. She
said they are at the school and then go to a house every Thursday through Sunday
night. A neighborhood relations officer suggested the residents talk to the
principal of the school to see if they can lock the gates after hours to keep people
out.

Disruption in and around schools was of particular concern to parents. For example,
among Latinos, 34 percent of those we interviewed in 1995 from households with children
reported that school security was a big problem; among Latino households without children the
comparable figure was only 12 percent. School disruption was a real problem for the city’s
Latinos because they were the group with the most children. In the 1995 survey, fully 66 percent
of Latino households reported having children living at home (this figure peaked in 1998 at 73
percent); in contrast, only 25 percent of white households had children, as did 50 percent of
African-American households.

Between 1995 and 2001 the biggest drop in the social disorder category was in reports of
the extent of school disruption. As Figure 7 illustrates, the percentage of residents rating school
disruption at least some problem in their neighborhood declined from 52 to 42 percent over the
period.

But taken as a whole, the city did not see much improvement in the extent of social
disorder over time. It may be instructive that the most substantial decline was associated with
schools; as we have seen, many positive changes and aggressive security efforts were underway
in the city’s public schools, in parallel with CAPS. On the other hand, crime in schools was
down nationwide during this period. In 2000, the Chicago Tribune reported that theft, rape and
assault declined by one-third nationally between 1992 and 1999, and total victimization at school
was down by 20 percent. The city may have simply been sharing in that general trend.
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Race and Trends in Disorder. These overall city figures also disguise the fate of many
of the city’s communities. As was the case with physical decay, when groups are examined in
detail, it is apparent that some grew better off while others did not. In general, the bulk of the
improvements registered in the surveys were reported by African-Americans. On the other hand,
Latinos saw few benefits from the program. While white Chicagoans saw some gains, on two of
the three measures there was again little room for much improvement.

Figure 8 illustrates the pattern. It presents separate tabulations of the percentage of
respondents reporting that problems in the social disorder cluster constituted a “big problem” in
their community, and trends in a summary social disorder index. As it documents, little changed
in the city’s predominately white neighborhoods over this period. Few whites reported serious
neighborhood problems before CAPS was announced. None of the problems in the social
disorder cluster was top-rated by more than about 10 percent of whites. Over the next seven
years, reports of concern about school disruption declined 50 percent, from 11 to five percentage
points. This trend was statistically significant, but those for loitering and public drinking were
not; they remained essentially unchanged during the course of the 1990s, albeit at a low level.
One explanation for the limited changes registered on most of the citywide social disorder
measures is that white Chicagoans had relatively little to complain about.

Figure 8
Race and Trends in Social Disorder, 1994-2001
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The pattern was different for the city’s African-Americans. They expressed substantial
concern about social disorder during the early years of CAPS. In 1994, almost 40 percent
thought group loitering was a big problem in their neighborhood; the figures for school
disruption and public drinking were 22 and 23 percent, respectively. But over time they reported
modest improvements in neighborhood conditions. The percentage of African-Americans
expressing concern about disruption in and around schools dropped to only 8 percent in 1999,
before rebounding a bit to 14 percent in 2001. Concern about public drinking and loitering
problems were also down, until African-Americans reported losing ground again in the 2001
survey.

There was little good news for the city’s Latinos, however. As Figure 8 illustrates, in
1994 and 1995 African-Americans and Latinos reported about the same level of concern about
social disorder; their summary scores for disorder problems were virtually identical. But by
1999, the experiences of the two groups diverged dramatically. Latinos saw none of the declines
in school disruption reported by other groups, and reports of public drinking in their
neighborhoods worsened considerably. Like African-Americans, they continued to report
loitering problems.

In summary, CAPS involves the creation of new partnerships and working relationships
between the police and municipal service agencies. Other city institutions – especially the
schools – are working in parallel on some of the same problems. New institutions have been
created, including an administrative hearings department for handling problem buildings and
other quality-of-life violations, and a process for regulating liquor was expanded to include
significant community input. By 2001 the balance of concern about neighborhood problems had
shifted dramatically in Chicago. This shift is illustrated by the summary ratings for social
disorder and physical decay. From the point of view of residents, conditions for whites stayed
about the same. They had few serious problems to start with, and fewer at the end. By most
measures, conditions improved considerably among African-Americans. But at best, Latinos
held their ground during the course of the 1990s. In the face of the unrelenting pressure of
immigration, by many measures things actually took a turn for the worse in the Latino
community. None of the city’s major groups was “average,” and the success of CAPS depended
on where you lived.

The Police and the Public

One goal of CAPS is to increase popular confidence in the responsiveness and
effectiveness of the police. Nationwide surveys report that police generally have the support of
the public, and they are held in higher esteem than are many other public officials. But support
for the police is not as high among residents of the nation’s largest cities, and in the early 1990s
Chicago was no exception to this pattern. Opinion about the police is also divided by race, and in
the past, Chicago has come off badly in comparisons of the views of whites and African-
Americans as well. During the 1970s, the Census Bureau conducted surveys of residents of 26 of
the nation’s largest cities. In these surveys, the opinion gap between white and African-
American residents of Chicago was the largest of any city in terms of public confidence in
policing, and as a whole, Chicago stood near the bottom.
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This section examines the changing views of Chicagoans during the course of the 1990s
and into the new century, as CAPS took root in the city. It examines the depth of racial divisions
over policing, and the plan the city had that might address the gulf between whites and other
Chicagoans. Police gained significant support during the decade, and did so among all major
groups. Much of the explanation for this lay in improving neighborhood conditions. Many – but
not all – Chicagoans felt their neighborhoods were growing cleaner, safer and more comfortable,
and this rebounded to the benefit of the police.

Some of the best evidence of the impact of CAPS on residents’ confidence in the police
comes from the first two years of the evaluation, when research could be conducted in the
prototype districts where the program was being developed and in matched comparison areas
where policing was being conducted as usual. In the prototype districts, the largest changes in
opinions about the police were confined to perceptions of their responsiveness to community
concerns. The evaluation found that perceived police responsiveness improved significantly in
four of the five experimental districts, but not at all in three of their four comparison areas.
Perceptions of police effectiveness and demeanor also improved in predominately African-
American districts but not in their comparison areas. Combining all of the residents of the
prototype districts, attitudes toward the police changed most favorably among African-
Americans, who began with fairly negative views on most dimensions. Views of policing also
improved among whites, but they were quite positive to start with, and they also grew more
positive among renters and home owners. The greatest shortcoming of the program in the
prototype areas was among Latinos, who started out even more dissatisfied than the city’s
African-Americans. Their views did not improve at all. The district in which Latinos involved in
the development of CAPS were concentrated was the one district where opinion of the police did
not improve significantly.

Measuring Public Confidence in the Police

Since then, the CAPS evaluation’s citywide surveys have included a battery of questions
probing residents’ views of the quality of policing in their neighborhood. Four questions measure
perceptions of police demeanor. The questions ask how fair, polite and helpful the police in their
neighborhood are, and whether the police are concerned about their problems. Like most of the
measures in this section, respondents were given four response categories to choose from,
ranging from very positive to very negative. Before CAPS was launched, police in Chicago rated
best on this dimension. In 1993, fully 86 percent of the city’s residents thought their
neighborhood police were very or somewhat helpful, as opposed to not very helpful or not
helpful at all. Police came off worst in terms of politeness, for only 71 percent of those who were
interviewed granted them a positive rating on that question.

A second measure combines questions concerning police responsiveness. It was based on
responses to questions asking how responsive police are to community concerns, whether they
are dealing with problems that concern the community, and whether they are working with
residents to solve those problems. There were large differences in how Chicagoans rated police
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on these three measures. In 1993, more than 80 percent of residents reported that they were
responsive to neighborhood concerns. But less than half thought the police were actually dealing
with problems that concerned them, and only 39 percent reported that police were doing a good
job working with neighborhood residents to solve problems.

The last measure that can be tracked over this nine-year period is police performance,
based on responses to questions asking “how good a job” the police are doing at helping victims,
preventing crime, and keeping order on the streets and sidewalks. In 1993, Chicago police did
not rate highly on any of these aspects of their performance. They did best in terms of keeping
order; 56 percent gave them positive marks on this. But only 36 percent reported that officers
helped out victims effectively, and only 45 percent gave them passing marks on preventing
crime.

Trends in Public Confidence

Figure 9 illustrates trends in Chicagoans’ views of the police between 1993 and 2001. It
charts the percentage of respondents who averaged a positive rating on the questions in each
cluster.

As noted above, police scored best on their personal relations with the public. Even at the
outset, a majority of Chicagoans believed that their neighbors were treated well by police, so
there was not much room for improvement on this measure. Before CAPS began in 1993, almost
two-thirds averaged a positive score on the police demeanor index; that figure rose to 73 percent
by 1999, before dropping a bit to 71 percent. The biggest increase in this category was the
percentage who thought police treated residents of their neighborhood politely –  increasing from
71 percent to 80 percent over the period. The percentage who thought police were helpful went
up by only four percentage points, but that was from 86 percent to 90 percent. By 1999, fully 86
percent of Chicagoans thought police were very or somewhat fair in their dealing with their
neighbors.

On the other hand, before CAPS was launched less than 40 percent of Chicagoans had an
optimistic view of police responsiveness to community concerns. Responding to this perception
was a most important goal of CAPS. By 1995, beat community meetings were held regularly
throughout the city, and each police district had formed an advisory committee. City services had
been reorganized to support police problem-solving projects by fall 1994. As Figure 9 illustrates,
perceptions of police responsiveness to community concerns improved steadily with time; 
overall, the responsiveness index rose nearly 20 percentage points. The largest increase in this
group of questions was the percentage who thought police were doing a good job working with
residents to solve problems, which rose from 39 percent to 59 percent over the period. The
measure recording the widest recognition asked about police responsiveness to neighborhood
concerns: positive ratings on this dimension rose from 81 percent to 88 percent between 1993
and 1999.
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Figure 9
Trends in Confidence in the Police, 1993-2001

Before CAPS began, Chicagoans were most negative in their views of how well police 
did their job. But over time, the index measuring this aspect of police service improved
significantly, rising from 36 percent to 50 percent. This trend is also depicted in Figure 9. In this
category, new police efforts to prevent crime were most widely recognized. Between 1993 and
1999 the percentage of respondents granting them a positive rating on this aspect of their work
rose from 45 percent to 60 percent. Reports that police were doing a very good job or a good job
assisting crime victims increased from 37 percent to 57 percent. Police got the highest marks for
keeping order; positive scores on this measure hit 66 percent by 1999, up from 56 percent in
1993.

These were solid gains. The dark horizontal line highlighting the 50 percent mark in
Figure 9 emphasizes that by 2001 a majority of Chicagoans lay in the positive range on three of
four measures of public opinion. But the 50 percent mark also emphasizes that there was still
ample room left for improvement on these dimensions. After eight years of community policing,
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a little less than half the public thought that police were doing a good job at preventing crime,
helping victims and maintaining order, and only about 55 percent thought they were doing a
good job responding to community concerns. “Helping victims” was the lowest-rated form of
service in the surveys; by this measure, police were not seen as responding to the needs of some
of their most important customers. Our summary of trends in Chicago is that “the glass”
representing the views of city residents about police went from being “less than half full” to “a
little more than half full.”

Race and Trends in Public Confidence

The yearly tracking surveys conducted by the CAPS evaluation also gauge trends for
selected groups. Figure 10 presents trend data for whites, African-Americans and Latinos on the
evaluation dimensions described above. It divides respondents by race (excluding the smallest
categories) and presents the percentage of respondents in each group who each year averaged a
positive rating on the survey questions in each cluster. It excludes Latinos for 1993, when the
city survey could be conducted in English only.

Figure 10
Race and Trends in Confidence in the Police, 1993-2001
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As Figure 10 documents, on most measures there were across-the-board improvements in
Chicagoans’ views of the quality of police service. The level of opinion varied from topic to
topic, but the trend generally did not vary much by race. Whites perceived that police treated
people in their neighborhood well even before CAPS began, so there was not much room for
improvement there. Latino and African-American perceptions of police demeanor improved by
about 10 percentage points and ended near the high note. Whites began the period with relatively
negative views of police on-the-job performance, but their views – like those of African-
Americans and Latinos – improved by about 10 percentage points. Among African-Americans
and Latinos, perceptions of the police changed most on the responsiveness dimension, improving
by about 20 percentage points between 1993 and 1999. Among whites the comparable shift was
about 10 percentage points, but they began from a higher base.

Thus, by three measures the views of Chicago’s major racial groups shifted in a positive
direction over the course of the 1990s. These changes ranged from 10 to 15 percentage points,
and they were substantial enough that the views of a majority of African-Americans and Latinos
almost made it into the positive range on all three measures. But in the end satisfaction rose to
this level only on the index of police helpfulness, fairness and concern. Otherwise, only whites
ended up consistently above the 50 percent mark. As the city entered the 21st century, Chicago’s
police department made a great deal of progress, but still had a long way to go.

During the course of the 1990s, Chicagoans of all ages and races grew more sanguine
about service rendered by the police. Among those under age 50, opinions about the police
improved by 10 to 15 percentage points over this period, and the same was true for older
African-Americans. Views of older Latinos remained stagnant over the period, but otherwise
assessments of the quality of police service improved over the period even among the most
disaffected groups.

Another personal factor potentially linked to assessments of policing is language. As this
report documents, conditions for the city’s Latinos differed substantially for English and Spanish
speakers, and there is reason to suspect that their relationships with police would cleave along
similar lines. There are more ways that encounters between police and residents can go awry
when they come from different cultures and have a difficult communication gap to bridge. In
addition, the city’s Spanish-speaking Latinos are less likely than others to know about CAPS,
and many live in areas with relatively low rates of beat community meeting involvement –
especially in light of the often high crime rates there. However, views of the police improved
over time among both groups. There was a 15 percentage point improvement among English
speakers and almost a 20 percentage point shift in the positive direction among those interviewed
in Spanish.

But while there were general improvements in assessments of the quality of police
service in Chicago, at the end of the decade the gulf between whites and others remained
unchanged. Based on a summary index combining demeanor, responsiveness and performance
measures, about 20 percentage points separated whites from other city residents, compared to
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about 25 percentage points six years earlier. The views of many city residents grew more
favorable, but division between whites and racial minorities over policing in Chicago hardly
shrank at all.

Involvement in Beat Community Meetings

Beat community meetings are one of the most distinctive features of Chicago’s
community policing program. Beginning in mid-1993, police began holding neighborhood
meetings in every beat in the prototype districts. They are regular – usually monthly – gatherings
of groups of residents and officers working in the area. By the spring of 1995 these meetings
were being held in church basements and park buildings all over the city. In the CAPS plan, beat
community meetings are the principal mechanism for building and sustaining close relationships
between police and the general public. The meetings are to provide a forum for exchanging
information, and a venue for identifying, analyzing and prioritizing problems in an area. They
are a very convenient place to distribute announcements about upcoming community events,
circulate petitions and call for volunteers to participate in action projects. The meetings also
provide occasions for police and residents to meet face to face and get acquainted, a feature
facilitated by the formation of teams of officers with permanent beat assignments. As they have
evolved, beat community meetings have become venues for regular reports by police to the
community on what they had done since the last meeting about problems that had been
discussed. They are supposed to provide an occasion for residents to report on their own
problem-solving efforts, but – as we shall describe below – this happens fairly infrequently.

Beat community meetings are public gatherings open to all. They are always attended by
beat officers on duty at the time, a few team members from other shifts, and the sergeant who
supervises the beat team. During June of 2002, a city budget crisis briefly prevented off-duty
officers from attending beat community meetings, but that policy was quickly changed in
response to complaints by residents and police. Officers serving in specialized units, such as
gang officers or detectives, are often present as well, along with a representative of the district’s
neighborhood relations unit. On occasion, higher ranking members of the district’s management
team attend. Meetings are sometimes attended by representatives of the city’s service
departments and area community organizations, local aldermen’s staff and organizers from the
CAPS Implementation Office. Although districts are required to hold beat community meetings
only once every three months, almost all meet monthly. Our 2001 city survey indicated that 59
percent of Chicagoans knew that beat community meetings were being held.

The city and the police department invest a great deal of energy in turning residents out
for the monthly meetings. District officers distribute flyers and hang posters in businesses and
apartment building entryways. The neighborhood relations offices in the districts encourage
organizations to get involved and invite their members, and some develop mailing lists from the
sign-in sheets distributed at the meetings. In past years a district arranged for beat maps and a list
of upcoming meetings to be stapled to the lids of pizza boxes delivered in their area. In July and
September 2002, the department distributed letters to several hundred Catholic churches and
Jewish synagogues, requesting that they be duplicated and passed out to their memberships. The
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letters were written in English, Spanish and Polish, and they including a map of police beats in
the area and a beat meeting schedule. A followup indicated that perhaps 136,000 letters were
distributed in response. Recently the police partnered with the Catholic churches to encourage
their members to attend beat meetings. With the approval of the Cardinal, an informational letter
was sent to churches to be distributed to service attendees. Efforts to involve members of the
Jewish, Protestant and Islamic faiths are ongoing. On occasion, school children have brought
home announcements of beat community meetings, and announcements have been distributed by
churches. Computer-savvy residents can check the meeting schedule for their beat via the
Internet. The CAPS Implementation Office, originally housed in City Hall and later within the
police department, sends field workers door to door in selected areas, encouraging residents to
attend. The newsletters and television spots advertising CAPS emphasize the importance of
attending beat community meetings.

Over time, the variety of meetings involving police and the public has grown. A few
large and diverse beats have been subdivided and regularly hold separate meetings. Beginning in
2002, meetings in a number of beats plagued by low turnout were merged with those in adjacent
beats  to boost attendance. The department also began to experiment with holding meetings at
new times and days, including – for the first time – on Saturdays. Beats that are largely
commercial in character (such as the downtown area) meet less often, and many who attend there
represent businesses and building security units. Heavily commercial police districts have a
specialized business liaison officer to handle these kinds of events. In some beats, advance
sessions are held with neighborhood activists or civilian “beat facilitators” to craft action plans
and prepare for beat community meetings. Facilitators are selected by the police to assist them in
planning their agendas and running beat community meetings. Police districts and individual
beats sponsor other kinds of assemblies as well, including marches; rallies and block parties that
involve considerable numbers of residents; smaller meetings between police and neighborhood
activists or ministers; and neighborhood watch and cell-phone patrol groups.

Our surveys of city residents indicate that awareness of beat community meetings by
members of the public was stable during the course of the 1990s but dropped a bit in 2001. The
biggest gap in awareness that meetings are taking place is between home owners (at 71 percent
in 2001) and renters (only 51 percent). Awareness is high among Chicagoans over age 50 and
low among those who did not graduate from high school. African-Americans have consistently
outpaced whites (by about five percentage points during most of the 1990s) and Latinos (by 15
percentage points for those interviewed in English, and by 20 percentage points for those
interviewed in Spanish). 

Trends in Beat Community Meeting Participation

This section of the report examines trends in citizen involvement in beat community
meetings. It is based on data drawn from brief forms completed by officers for beat community
meetings. These forms detail where and when meetings were held, who was there and what was
discussed. They have been a reliable guide to the basics of the meetings, based on comparisons
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of the forms and reports by observers for the sample of beat community meetings they attend
each year. Occasionally paperwork gets lost, but by keeping track of meetings it is possible to
develop estimates of attendance when the data for a particular session are missing. These
estimates are based on the average attendance at other meetings in the beat during the same
season of the year; these seem appropriate because beat community meeting attendance has
proven to be very stable over time. For the most recent 12 months of data, an average of 254 beat
community meetings were held across the city each month.

Figure 11 charts trends in beat community meeting participation since January 1995. The
left axis reports monthly attendance figures, while the right axis presents the cumulative total of
attendees since the starting date. Based on these estimates, Chicagoans attended beat community
meetings about 59,000 times during 1995 and 61,000 during 1996. The figure for 1997 was
almost 65,000, and it was more than 69,000 for 1998. In 1999, 67,000 persons showed up, and in
2000, 66,000. During 2001, residents turned out 66,600 times. As the right axis on Figure 11
indicates, over the 90-month period between January 1995 and June 2002, more than 488,000
Chicagoans attended more than 21,000 beat community meetings.

Figure 11
Trends in Beat Community Meeting Attendance, 1995-2002
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As Figure 11 illustrates, beat community meeting attendance is very seasonal. It is lower
in winter months than during the summer, and the lowest attendance month is always December.
December 2000 was the lowest turnout month on record; only 1,838 people attended beat
community meetings during that month of near-record cold and near-record snowfall.
Attendance is also low in December because many beats that usually meet in the second half of
the month usually cancel their meeting due to the holidays.

The “head counts” that can be extracted from police records are silent on how many new
participants come each month and how many are regular attenders. Questionnaires we
distributed at beat community meetings during 2002 found that the average participant attended
5.7 meetings during the previous year. (There is more discussion about this study later in the
report.) A citywide survey conducted in spring 2001 also asked about beat meeting participation,
and because it queried a random sample of the population this survey tells us something about
people who do not show up at all. In the 2001 city survey, 16 percent of Chicagoans indicated
that they had attended at least one beat community meeting in the previous year.

High and Low Attendance Beats

To examine patterns of high and low attendance we combined meeting reports for each of
the city’s beats for all of 2001 and then calculated their average monthly attendance rate. To
compare attendance across beats it is necessary to take account of their varying size. The
boundaries of the city’s police beats were originally drawn to equalize workloads, measured by a
formula using calls for service, so beats vary widely in population. For example, in 2000, the
bottom 20 percent of the city’s beats in terms of population averaged 4,400 residents, while the
top 20 percent had an average of more than 19,000 residents. In general, only adults come to beat
community meetings, so the denominator for each beat’s attendance rate is the number of
residents age 18 and older. These population figures were drawn from the 2000 census. This
section examines patterns of attendance by comparing rates of attendance to demographic, crime
and other data on the beats. Most measures were logged to account for skewed distributions. In
these analyses, nine beats are excluded because their residential population is very low; they are
located either in industrial areas or in the downtown business district.

Beat community meeting attendance rates were often highest in places that could benefit
most from them. Rates were the highest in the city’s predominately African-American beats and
lowest – once population is taken into account – in predominately white areas. In general,
attendance rates were higher in lower-income, higher-crime areas where people did not have
much education. They were also high in areas where other institutions, including schools and the
health care system, have failed to serve residents well.

 Figure 12 illustrates these relationships. It charts both the data for beats and the
regression line that best describes them. Figure 12 documents the link between beat meeting
attendance rates, crime and affluence. Attendance was higher in poor areas. For example, the 
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Figure 12
Factors Associated With Beat Community Meeting Attendance

correlation between attendance rates and a common poverty measure – the percentage of families
headed by women – was +.57. The lower-left panel illustrates the relationship between meeting
attendance and another poverty measure, the percentage of residents with incomes below
$15,000; the two were correlated +.44. Another panel documents that beat meeting attendance
was lower in beats where more residents had a college education; the correlation between the
two measures was -.31. Interestingly, the link between involvement and home ownership, a
factor often strongly associated with participation in volunteer and civic activities, was virtually
nonexistent (-.09). Beat meetings also provided an alternative to the traditional way of
influencing government in Chicago: voting in local elections. Attendance rates were somewhat
related to the turnout rate for local elections (+.29), but attendance was highest in beats offering
the least support for the incumbent mayor in the 1995 election (-.53).

The success of beat community meetings in areas where other institutions have not
worked well is illustrated by the relationship between beat community meeting attendance and
school and health data. Attendance was higher in areas where test scores for the city’s public
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school students are low, truancy rates are high and graduation rates are poor. The correlation
between attendance rates and a composite achievement test score for the school serving each
beat was -.34. Attendance was higher in areas where residents have health problems, including
high rates of gonorrhea and tuberculosis, and where infant mortality is high. The attendance-
infant mortality correlation was +.49, for example. Turnout was also somewhat higher (+.38) in
beats where city land use files rate a large proportion of buildings as being in bad condition, and
in beats where many parcels of land sit vacant (+.41).

These findings are important because they run counter to a common form of bias in social
programs. Voluntary, community-based programs typically overrepresent the interests of better-
off, home owning and well-established areas. This is so common that it is the norm to expect a
“middle-class bias” in volunteer-based social programs. Around the country, it has proven
difficult to sustain the involvement of residents of communities that need community policing
most. However, in Chicago turnout rates for the city’s community-policing program are
positively related to many measures of need. They are especially high in poorer areas with bad
housing, in predominately African-American beats, in areas where schools and health programs
are not effectively meeting residents’ needs, and in places that are less influential in politics.

Participation was also highest in high-crime areas. For example, attendance rates were
correlated +.42 with the murder rate and +.59 with the rate for gun-related crimes of all kinds.
The relationship between attendance rates and the overall personal crime rate (+.58) is presented
in the lower-right panel of Figure 12. The link between high-volume property crimes and
participation was similar; the correlation was +.40 for property crimes of all kinds and +.30 for
residential vandalism. In multivariate analyses, attendance was related both to crime and
deteriorating housing. Statistically, crime was the strongest factor explaining participation rates.
High turnout in high-crime areas is important because it runs counter to pressures that
historically have shaped police-community relations in poor and disenfranchised communities.
Residents there have too often had a troubled relationship with the police who serve them. They
are more likely to think they do not get good service, and that police are abusive toward their
neighbors. Organizations that represent them may also not have a track record of cooperating
with police, since their constituents too often fear them. Our surveys indicate that many of these
beliefs are still quite strong in poor and minority communities, but turnout has still been strong
in many places that need help most.

What Happens at Beat Community Meetings?

During the summer of 2002, we assessed the extent to which beat community meetings
are reaching their goals. Observers attended a large sample of beat community meetings to make
note of what happened there. The sample of 130 beats involved in the study was selected
randomly from the city’s 270 residential beats, and the sample beats mirrored almost exactly the
demographic and land use features of the city. Observers completed a structured observation
form each time. On the form they recorded the number of police and residents who attended as
well as the roles played by police and other city employees. Using a checklist, they noted
issuesthat were raised by citizens during the course of the meeting. They reported on the
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languages employed at the meeting, the distribution of printed materials, and leadership roles
played by police and residents. Our observers noted which participants identified problems and
solutions to problems. They judged the effectiveness with which the meetings were run, and
whether efforts were made to involve residents in problem-solving projects.

During meetings the observers distributed questionnaires to residents and police who
were present. Questions for residents focused on conditions in the beat, their personal
involvement in CAPS and their assessments of the meetings they had attended. Resident
questionnaires were available in both English and Spanish. Police were asked many of the same
questions, and they were also asked about working conditions in their district and about their
assessment of the department’s new information technology initiative. A total of 3,706 residents
and 643 police officers were surveyed.

A special feature of the 2002 study was that observers were to attend each sample beat at
least twice to increase the reliability of the observations. They completed an observation form
each time, and at follow-up visits offered survey questionnaires to police and residents who did
not complete one initially. More than two visits were required in some circumstances.
Occasionally, the meetings we sampled were devoted to special events, or marches or picnics
were held in their stead. On some occasions the agenda of a meeting was so full that our
observers were not able to distribute the resident and officer surveys. Intense heat during July
2002 discouraged attendance in many places, so additional observations were scheduled in order
to survey an adequate representation of meeting participants. The profile of beat community
meetings presented here is based on the first two meetings we observed in each beat, so that they
each contributed equally to the analysis.2

Many of the beat community meetings we observed were held in local churches (28
percent), park district field houses (23 percent) and schools (15 percent). An average of 25
residents attended; the smallest meeting that was held was attended by three residents and the
largest by 125. An average of seven police officers (and as many as 12) were there. Almost all
meetings began at 6:30 or 7 p.m., and the average gathering lasted 58 minutes. Police have
attempted to accommodate the city’s burgeoning Latino population by producing Spanish-
language CAPS materials, but handouts were available only in English at 83 percent of the
meetings. Also, only 4 percent of the meetings we attended featured even a little translation of
the proceedings into any other language.

In surveys distributed to those who were present, we asked how often they had attended
beat community meetings in the past year; the average was 5.7 meetings. Twenty percent
indicated that this was their first meeting, while 9 percent indicated that they attended every
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month. Frequent attendance is crucial to overall attendance at beat community meetings, because
those who come often contribute disproportionately to the yearly attendance total. For example,
the 9 percent of residents attending every meeting contribute 23 percent of the total who attend
over the course of a year, because they are always there. In the survey, we classed those who
report attending eight times a year or more as “frequent attenders.” They make up 30 percent of
attendees at any given meeting, but over a year’s time they constitute 62 percent of those who
show up. Older males are the most frequent attenders, along with home owners and whites.
Those with a high school education but who did not go to college come most often, as do long-
term residents of the neighborhood.

What Do They Talk About?

Using a structured recording form, observers noted the topics that were discussed at the
meetings. Only issues raised by residents are examined here.

Drugs are one of the most commonly discussed problems; residents expressed concern
about drug sales or use at 62 percent of the meetings. Our observer noted in one beat:

A quite lengthy discussion took place about conditions on _____ Street between
____ and ____. Several residents complained about the adults as well as youths
in the area selling narcotics. They were selling the narcotics on the streets. The
buyers would then proceed to an abandoned building on the block to use the
drugs. The drug trafficking caused a lot of traffic congestion on the block. Drivers
would literally have to wait until the dealers sold their product and the customer
was happy. The residents said that in the last few months, the problem seemed to
escalate. The narcotics were being sold in greater numbers and at all times of the
day. The abandoned building that addicts were using became a haven for
squatters and their children. As a result of all the discussion about that problem,
the police decided to make that their new mission. They promised increased
police patrol. The tact sergeant also promised more surveillance and undercover
work in that area.

People who come to beat community meetings where drugs are discussed reported in our
questionnaires that they are concerned about many other types of problems as well, including
street crime and gang violence. Drug problems are discussed most frequently in meetings held in
poor and predominately African-American beats where violent crime rates are high and where
many crimes that take place involve guns. These are also beats where residents report the most
dissatisfaction with police working in the area.

Physical dilapidation is another frequent topic at beat community meetings, discussed
by residents 47 percent of the time. This category includes concern about abandoned or run-
down buildings, abandoned cars, graffiti and other forms of vandalism, litter and trash, illegal 
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dumping, loose garbage in alleys and overflowing dumpsters. An observer made this note during
a beat community meeting:

They . . . had very serious concerns in regard to a dilapidated building in their
block that was being used for drug sales. The drug seller’s people were also
squatting in the basement of the building. The main concern was that the four
adults who were squatting also had three children under the age of four with
them. The building had no running water or working electricity, but the neighbor
had seen the landlord trying to assist the squatters to tap into the water. The
neighbor who owns the building next to it complained about the rats in this
dilapidated building. He stated that contact had been made with 311 but there
had been no response. At the conclusion of this conversation the police proceeded
to leave, stating they were going to this building to check all this information out.
This neighborhood beat community meeting was filled with frustration from
residents, the facilitator and police. The facilitator can be quoted about the
residents’ overall feeling: “These people are prisoners in their own
neighborhood.”

Discussion about physical decay is most frequent in poorer areas that have many vacant
buildings and low rents, and that are plagued by both personal and property crime as well.

By contrast, parking and traffic problems were discussed most frequently in better-off
areas. In the 44 percent of beats where it was discussed, residents expressed concern about traffic
congestion, parking and double parking, speeding, running stop signs, and reckless or drunken
driving. Discussions of traffic problems predominated at a meeting attended by one of our
observers:

A resident discussed a problem near a school on her block. She said that parents
waiting to pick up their kids would double park in front of the school and back up
traffic for miles. When residents asked these people to move their cars and drive
around the block to wait, the drivers usually did not respond. Some of these
parents park in a private parking lot next to the school. The officers said that they
would consider heavily ticketing the area, and that if they did so at the school
then they would have to heavily ticket the whole beat. One resident suggested that
she videotape some of these cars and show how much chaos they are causing in
the street. These tapes could then possibly be shown at the school’s annual open
house to parents. Another resident discussed the problem of people running a
stop sign near her home. She said that many children cross the street there after
school. She sees several cars a day fly through the intersection. The woman asked
the police if they could post a car there during the afternoon and hopefully stop
some of this. An officer said they don’t have the manpower to do this. They drive
one-man cars, and they can’t just sit on a corner for an hour each day. They are
needed at too many other places. The woman suggested that they park an empty
car near the corner, but the officers said they don’t have enough squad cars to
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just leave one parked. The police suggested maybe the school should post a
crossing guard at the intersection.

Parking and traffic problems are discussed most frequently in areas where there are
relatively few problems. There, few issues other than parking and traffic concern residents. The
police who attend meetings in these beats agreed, for they also give them low problem ratings.
Beats emphasizing parking and traffic have low meeting turnout rates, and few who attend report
much CAPS activism. They are predominately higher-income, white collar areas with high rents
and home values.

Beats where discussion focuses on gangs have a much different profile. Overall, gangs
and gang-related violence were brought up at 29 percent of the meetings we observed.3 The
specific concerns that were voiced included intimidation by gangs, outbreaks of gang graffiti,
gang recruiting and gang loitering. Our observer noted:

It was at this point that the attendees became really vocal, particularly when a
man brought up the gang problems in the neighborhood. The attendees began to
give personal accounts of sightings of gangs, particularly around the park
district. For example, the man who brought up the gang issue said his wife was
nearly shot outside the intersection of ____ and ____ by gang members when
waiting for their daughter to return from school. He had lived in the
neighborhood for 18 years and had called 911 so many times he had “worn out
the buttons on his phone.” He was extremely frustrated with the police response
to the gang situation and referred to the neighborhood as a “war zone.” In
particular, he felt that the neighborhood was “losing control of the park.” The
subject of police response to the gang situation was apparently a hot issue with
many of the attendees. Another man said that he had seen gang members carrying
guns and using young gang members as lookouts. In addition, there were
complaints that the squad cars and the police were not effective deterrents to the
gangs. 

In Chicago, gangs are a visible problem in heavily Latino beats. Residents who come to
meetings there are also vocal about graffiti problems and public drinking. Gang problems are
frequently discussed in areas that are home to large families, where schools are overcrowded and
where unattached males are also concentrated. Gang problems are most frequently discussed in
areas where people have little education and many households fall in the Census Bureau’s
“linguistically isolated” category – that is, no one in the household speaks English at all. 

Concern about property crime was voiced at 38 percent of the meetings we attended.
The most frequent issues are home and garage burglary, break-ins of cars and auto theft, car
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vandalism and general theft. Confidence games aimed at senior citizens are also discussed. Our
observer noted:

Residents said that two nights before, some people stole a car in their back alley.
These people then went on a joyride through the alley, knocking over garbage
cans and damaging property. They finally drove out of the ally, dumped the car in
an abandoned lot and set it on fire. The residents said that they called 911 a
couple of times and that the police only showed up after the car exploded. They
were questioning why the police didn’t show up right away, saying that if they
had, the police could have arrested the individuals before the car was set on fire. 

Property crime is a subject for discussion in better-off areas of the city, and in
predominately white beats that are home to concentrations of senior citizens. On the other hand,
residents who attend beat community meetings there generally report little concern about
personal crime.

Personal crime was discussed at just 22 percent of the meetings. The issues raised by
residents included robbery, purse snatching, domestic violence and sexual assault.

One resident brought up the recent attacks against elderly people in the area. Teenagers
have been asking older people if they have change for a $20 bill, and when the people
reach for their wallets, the kids hit them with bats and take their money. This has been
happening while the elderly people are walking, driving or waiting at bus stops. 

Various forms of social disorder were discussed at 89 percent of the meetings. This
category included a long list of minor offenses, as well as conditions that are not criminal but
that frequently disturb neighborhood residents. The list of problems discussed includes
prostitution, public drinking, panhandling, curfew or truancy violations, disturbances by
teenagers, public exposure, gambling, trespassing, noise and landlords who lose control of their
buildings. Concern about social disorder is so widespread that it is not closely associated with
any particular neighborhood feature. In just one beat our observer noted:

The first problem discussed was a large group of children running amok on a
particular block. The resident said the group sometimes numbered in excess of 40
children. These kids would leave garbage in the yards and streets. Another
problem, possibly related, took place after school was dismissed for the day. A
resident complained that after school, streets would be mobbed with children
running around and causing trouble. These children broke the resident’s windows
twice in the same week as well as at other times. Another complained about the
sale of tobacco to minors at a local convenience store. He said that minors could
purchase individual cigarettes at this location and that he was worried that these
cigarettes might contain marijuana.
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In another area:

Two residents complained that there was a huge party going on in the street in
front of their home. They said there were a few hundred people drinking, smoking
marijuana and drag racing. They were also urinating on front lawns and causing
trouble on the block. A building owner at the meeting said she is having a
problem with her building. She said there are human feces all over in front of and
next to the building. 

In a third:

The next topic of discussion was prostitution rings, including those in which
children were being pimped out to do sexual favors in various alleys and on
streets around the beat. One resident complained that she saw the prostitutes
every day behind her garage engaging in sexual activity with various men. She
said she was trying to get her neighbors and tenants involved but was not sure
how to stop it. 

 
One of the issues residents discussed was policing. In fact, negative comments or

complaints about the police were aired at 44 percent of the meetings. The most frequent
complaints were about the speed or quality of police responses to 911 calls. This was followed
by complaints that there were not enough police serving the area, or that they were not visible
enough. Negative comments about the police were more common in predominately African-
American areas that are neither extremely poor nor well-off – where many lower-income home
owners are concentrated. Crime rates are not particularly high in these areas, although school
truancy is. Surveys of officers at the meetings reveal that they do not come to beat community
meetings very regularly and have little contact with residents who do, except when they attend.

CAPS Activism

Beat community meetings are intended to serve as a springboard for community activism.
CAPS envisions police and residents working in partnership to solve community problems, and
beat community meetings provide the principal forum for making plans and getting everyone
involved.

To assess the extent to which they are getting involved, the participant survey included
questions about various forms of CAPS activism. Residents were asked if they had participated
in each activity during the past 12 months “in your beat or district.” Overall, 64 percent of those
who attended reported participating in at least one of the activities that were listed. Table 1
presents detailed findings from the survey.
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Table 1
Beat Community Meeting Participant Activism

       Percent of Meeting Participants Involved in CAPS Activities in the Past 12 Months

Aggressive Activism Involvement in CAPS

marches or rallies 25 a city or area Neighborhood Assembly 18

prayer vigils 13 CAPS fairs, forums or education
programs

16

smoke outs, CAPS picnics or 
barbeques

12 attended court for court advocacy or a
Court Advocacy subcommittee meeting

11

positive loitering 9 Vote Dry or liquor control projects 12

parent patrols or walking  school
bus

6 worked with the CAPS office to organize
a neighborhood group

14

neighborhood patrols or watches 21 contacted police or elected officials about
a problem

39

percent involved in aggressive
activism**

43 percent involved in CAPS neighborhood
projects**

53

** See text for definition of activism measures.

An analysis of patterns of activism found that activities described in Table 1 actually fall
into two distinct clusters. One featured several kinds of aggressive activism. They are listed on 
the left side of Table 1, and included marches, prayer vigils, smoke outs, positive loitering,
parent patrols and neighborhood watches. Participating in marches and rallies was the most
frequent activity in this category. Twelve percent reported participating in “smoke outs, CAPS
picnics or barbeques.” Most of these events are aggressively anti-crime, for they are deliberately
held in the midst of street drug markets or prostitution zones and are intended to drive both
sellers and their potential customers from the area. “Walking school buses” are parent groups
that walk through a neighborhood each morning “picking up” youths and escorting them to
school. Neighborhood watches or patrols were surprisingly popular, reported by 21 percent of
those attending. Overall, 43 percent of those attending beat community meetings reported being
involved in at least one of these efforts.

Activities reflecting involvement in CAPS neighborhood projects are listed on the right
side of Table 1. These ranged from attending neighborhood assemblies to being a court advocate,
working on liquor control projects and organizing neighborhood groups. Court advocacy is an
official CAPS project that is sponsored by the districts’ advisory committees, and 11 percent of
those attending reported some involvement in that effort. Neighborhood assemblies and CAPS
fairs or forums are events organized by the CAPS Implementation Office, a civilian-staffed arm
of the police department. “Vote Dry” is the common label for efforts to close down troublesome
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liquor establishments in the city using a referendum process, and 12 percent indicated they had
been involved in that or some other liquor control project. Overall, 53 percent of those attending
beat community meetings in the summer of 2002 reported being involved in at least one of those
activities. “Contacting police or elected officials about a problem,” which is a fairly passive form
of involvement, was the most frequent activity reported in the survey (at 39 percent), and it fell
in this category.

Two other activities included in the questionnaire are not listed in Table 1, because they
did not fall into either of these statistical clusters. In addition to those, 23 percent of the residents
who were surveyed reported that they had participated in a CAPS community clean-up or
beautification project, and 10 percent said they were involved in “other efforts to close a problem
business.”

There were some differences in patterns of involvement in these two clusters of activities.
Older, long-term residents of the community tended to be involved in neighborhood activities
but not in aggressive activism. Men and African-Americans were more likely than their
counterparts to report being involved in both neighborhood and aggressive activism. Reports of
activism were highly related to being a frequent participant in beat community meetings and in
working with other beat community meeting regulars in activities in the community.

A more significant issue is whether CAPS activism is concentrated where it is needed
most or higher in better-off areas of the city. To examine this, we created beat-level measures of
participation in CAPS neighborhood projects and aggressive activism. This confirmed that beats
that are cohesive – that is, beats where those who come to meetings attend frequently, know and
work with one another outside of the meetings, and belong to other kinds of community
organizations as well – spawn more CAPS activism. Beat activism is also more common in
lower-income, African-American areas of the city, where health problems and bad school
outcomes are also issues. Activism is higher in areas with high rates of violent crime, and where
neighborhood amenities such as grocery stores and restaurants are harder to find.

In short, like beat community meeting participation rates, both aggressive activism and
involvement in CAPS neighborhood projects were more common in places needing it most. This
is a finding that again runs counter to a common form of bias in voluntary social programs. In
Chicago, areas at risk enjoy both higher rates of participation in meetings and higher rates of
activism by those who attend.

Model Beat Community Meetings

The police department has a vision of how beat community meetings are to be conducted
and what is supposed to happen there: they are to be a place to share information, identify
problems and make action plans. Both police and citizens are expected to take responsibility for
problem-solving projects, and beat community meetings provide a venue for everyone to review
their progress and assess how well they are doing. Earlier reports in this series documented that
many meetings did not go according to plan.
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One goal of the 2002 study was to examine how closely activities in the field reflected
the plans made downtown. To do this, the observation form completed at each meeting gathered
information on the elements of a “model meeting.” The data can be used to rate the extent to
which each resembled an ideal gathering. The rating scale is based on 10 aspects of the
meetings; these are summarized in Table 2.

Some of the meeting components summarized in Table 2 represent the “mechanics” of
the meetings. Were meetings well run? Observers reported that there was a clear agenda, either
printed or clearly announced, for 84 percent of the meetings. On the other hand, minutes or
summaries of the previous meeting were presented in some fashion at only 30 percent of them.
(This measure is not included in the index .) Under the department’s guidelines, for each beat a
civilian “facilitator” is supposed to be identified, among whose tasks is to help organize and
conduct public events. The observers noted that civilian facilitators actually were present at 75
percent of the meetings. Observers also judged the overall effectiveness with which the meetings
were run and concluded that about 12 percent were poorly conducted. Just over 55 percent were
fairly effectively managed, and 32 percent were judged to be very effectively run. The police
officers who played leadership roles got somewhat higher marks than the civilians; just over 60
percent of the civilian leaders at the meetings were judged to be fairly or very effective,

Table 2
Components of a Model Meeting

Clear
Agenda

Information
Shared

Civilian
Leadership

Volunteers
Encouraged

Action
Component

Was there a printed or
verbal agenda for the
meeting?

Were crime maps or crime
reports handed out?

Was there a civilian
facilitator for the meeting?

Were volunteers called for
or sign-up sheets passed
around?

Did residents leave the
meeting with a
commitment to future
action?

Resident
Feedback

Officer
Feedback

Problems
Identified

Solutions
Identified

Meeting
Effectiveness

Did residents report back on
previous problem-solving
efforts?

Did police officers report back
on previous problem-solving
efforts?

Were problems or issues
identified at the meeting?

Were solutions proposed for the
problems that were identified?

Rating of the overall
effectiveness with which the
meeting was run.
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compared to 85 percent of police leaders. However, meetings led by civilians or jointly between
police and a resident were judged on the whole to be better run, but they constituted only 5
percent of the meetings. There was also a fair degree of information sharing by police.
Department guidelines call for crime information to be distributed at beat community meetings,
and this usually happened. The department’s crime analysis system can produce a variety of
reader-friendly maps, crime lists and reports, and our observers reported that either crime maps
or printed crime reports were passed out at 88 percent of the meetings.

There was a great deal of variation in the extent to which different elements of Chicago’s
problem-solving model were enacted at beat community meetings. All of the officers in the
department’s patrol division have been trained to employ a five-step process that features
identifying and analyzing problems, developing and implementing solutions to them, and
assessing the effectiveness of what they have accomplished. These problem-solving steps were
also woven into the curriculum of the massive training program for neighborhood residents that
was conducted in 1995 and 1996. Observers found that the most frequently met standard on the
list presented in Table 2 was that there was a discussion of beat issues: problems were identified
at every meeting. Most problems were identified by residents who were present, and police
dominated the discussion of problems at only 11 percent of the meetings. There were usually
discussions about how to solve them as well. The observers noted that solutions were proposed
for problems that were discussed at 77 percent of the meetings. As in our earlier studies of these
meetings, most solutions (45 percent) were proposed by police. Residents proposed most of the
solutions 12 percent of the time, and did so jointly with police at another 20 percent. When it
came to debating or “brainstorming” about solutions rather than just announcing them, police
were also more likely to be involved than were residents. Residents debated solutions at half of
the meetings, the police at almost 70 percent.

Follow-up reports at beat community meetings are important aspects of the process.
Reports on problem-solving efforts presented at beat community meetings serve several
functions. These discussions help make it clear to participants that attending “pays off”– that
they should attend because something actually happens as a result of the meetings. Reports on
the problem-solving efforts of residents help sustain the enthusiasm of participants for the
process, for it recognizes their contributions and may encourage others to join in. Beat
community meetings also provide a forum for residents to hold beat officers accountable. Calling
for reports on their efforts since the previous meeting helps savvy residents ensure that police
and city service agencies actually follow up on problems discussed at these sessions. The
observers found that police contributed reports of their efforts fairly often; they reported on their
problem-solving activities at 74 percent of the meetings. However, only 47 percent of the
meetings featured residents discussing their own efforts.

Because sustaining effective citizen participation in problem solving has proven to be
difficult in many areas of the city, the observers also kept note of the role of beat community
meetings in mobilizing participants. One factor they watched for was whether volunteers were
called for or whether sign-up sheets were distributed at the meeting to engage participants in
particular activities. They found that this happened at 24 percent of the meetings. On the other
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hand, other community events or activities were announced at 60 percent of the meetings, and
attendees were encouraged to use the city’s nonemergency 311 services hotline at 61 percent.
Observers also made a critical summary judgment at the end of each session: did residents leave
the meeting with a commitment to future action? When participants leave knowing what needs to
be done as well as what their role is in those efforts, beat community meetings may have a
greater impact than when there is no commitment to any clear action. Observers were to assess
each meeting on the basis of calls for volunteers, announcements of other meetings or activities,
and action plans that were discussed. Based on these criteria, they judged that only 26 percent of
the meetings met the standard of having an “action component.”

To summarize all of these factors, a model meeting index was created by summing
indicators of each of the 10 components listed in Table 2. The index set a high standard by only
counting meetings that were judged to be “very effective”; otherwise, the components of the
index were either present or absent in each case. When the elements of the meetings were
combined, the usual meeting met a bit more than half of our criteria: the average meeting score
was 6.2, and the median was 6.0. Across the beats, none of the meetings received a score of zero,
and a total of 13 percent received four points or fewer. At the other end of the scale, 3 percent of
the meetings received a perfect score, and 24 percent received a score of eight, nine or 10.

What seemed to contribute to better meetings? One factor that has been identified in past
reports remains important: civilian leadership. Meetings that were chaired jointly by residents
and police best fit the model, with an average rating of 7.4. They were followed by those run by
residents (6.6), while those run only by police scored an average of 6.0. However, residents
principally conducted only 37 percent of the meetings, and did so jointly with police only 5
percent of the time. Among those run by the police, the most highly rated meetings were run by
beat team sergeants, while members of the Community Policing Office ran the lowest-rated
meetings. Among the components of the model-meeting index, civilian- or jointly led meetings
were more likely to have clear agendas and discussions of solutions to the problems that were
discussed. They were also more likely to feature descriptions by residents about their own
problem-solving activities and more calls for volunteers for various activities, and they were
more likely to end with a commitment to action on the part of residents. Model meeting scores
were not linked to the predominate race of a beat or to any racial disparity between residents and
the police.

Representing the Community

In Chicago’s model, beat community meetings are the vehicle for grass-roots
consultation and collaboration between police and residents. CAPS resolves a potentially
complicated question – “who is the community?” – by defining it as the residents of a specific
geographic unit of the city, along with assorted building owners, business operators and others
who have a stake in the area. Their representation depends on who shows up for a meeting. This
resolution was the result of a political struggle between police and politicians, on one side, and a
fragmented collection of community organizations on the other, played out during the early years
of the program. The organizations “outside” wanted “inside.” They demanded that the meetings
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be organized and led by local groups that would control the agenda and invite police to
participate on their terms. They wanted civilian involvement in all significant aspects of the
program to be directed by leaders who were either elected by beat residents or who somehow
emerged from locally prominent organizations. These organizations had an agenda that extended
further than crime. They saw resident involvement in CAPS as another vehicle for building the
autonomous capacity of residents to help themselves and lobby effectively in the corridors of
power for the outside resources needed to address their most pressing problems. Because all of
this would take time and energy, they also wanted grants and contracts to support the
professional organizers required to carry off this vision of resident involvement.

Police and city leaders would have none of this. Politicians were worried that beat
community meetings would provide a venue they could not control – one where complaints
about elected officials and efforts to unseat them might be initiated. In this post-political-
machine era, none of the aldermen had a mechanism for reaching the grass roots in their
constituencies that approached the magnitude of what the police were proposing to create. Police
feared that the meetings would be taken over by “loud mouths” who would vent their spleen
given any uncontrolled opportunity, and by people who would try to bend police priorities to suit
their personal interests. Officers felt that they could not be “the friend of the people” (as one put
it) and enforce the law against them at the same time. The department insisted on being the
official “host” for the meetings and on controlling the agenda. This was a one-sided struggle, for
the mayor, the city council and the police held all the power. Looking back later in
disappointment, the leader of the community empowerment side of this battle lamented:

It could have been a community-building and empowering process; could have
developed a democratic partnership with police; could have involved tens of
thousands in ongoing cooperative problem solving. The implications of its
potential frightened the city, and so the administration gave us what we have now
– a program that, measured against what it could have been, is clearly a failure. 

Chicago proceeded with a “de-politicized” version of representation at beat community
meetings, because that was the politically safe route. But that decision raised hard questions.
Unlike formally constituted bodies – made up, for example, of heads of organizations, official
nominees of the mayor or elected representatives – beat community meetings are composed of
those who happen to hear about them and choose to attend. Between the point when they began
to meet citywide in 1995 and June 2002, Chicagoans attended beat community meetings 488,000
times. However, on a monthly basis this constitutes only a small percentage of beat residents. In
many areas a good meeting draws about 30 residents, which averages only about 0.4 percent of
the adult population of a beat.4 So while sheer numbers were important, it was also important 
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that beat community meetings represent the interests of residents. Even a small meeting can do
this effectively if those who attend adequately articulate the concerns of the general public. This
raises representational questions about beat community meetings.

One issue is, to what extent do those who attended beat community meetings resemble
community residents? The answer involves comparisons like those made in Figure 13. It
describes the relationship between the demographic composition of the beats (at the bottom of
each chart) and the background of those who attended meetings there (on the side of each chart).
Information about beat residents is based on the 2000 census. The contrasting data on beat
community meeting participants is drawn from questionnaires completed by 3,656 residents who
attended meetings in 124 beats for which there is complete data for this analysis.

Figure 13
Neighborhood Representation at Beat Community Meetings
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The right panel in Figure 13 depicts the match between the percentage of beat residents
and meeting participants who owned their home, an important feature of any neighborhood. As it
indicates, home owners were significantly overrepresented in the beats we observed: they were
the majority group at 90 percent of the meetings. At the average meeting, 77 percent of
participants were home owners, compared to a beat average of 44 percent. The
overrepresentation of home owners is especially apparent at low levels of beat home ownership;
this is signaled by the decelerating regression line that is the best statistical description of the
relationship between the two measures. As the arrows in Figure 13 illustrate, beats that averaged
about 30 percent home owners were represented by meetings where about 70 percent of the
participants were home owners.

The left panel of Figure 13 charts the representation of the city’s Latinos. It documents
that Latino participation in beat community meetings tended to be low except in beats where a
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“critical mass” of Latinos resided. There it rose sharply, as illustrated by the rapidly accelerating
regression line. But there were relatively few concentrated Latino beats in the city above the
“take-off” point (only 15 beats in the study sample were at least 70 percent Latino), so gross
underrepresentation of Latinos was the norm. Even at the 70 percent Latino mark, the proportion
of Latinos at beat community meetings was generally only about 40 percent. 

Beat community meetings overrepresented other groups as well. Older neighborhood
residents were also overrepresented. In beats where about 15 percent of the population is over
age 65, almost 30 percent of those attending meetings were senior citizens.

In short, on many dimensions, involvement in Chicago’s beat community meetings
demonstrates an “establishment bias.” This is not uncommon: in many social programs that rely
on volunteers, better-off and more established members of the community are the quickest to get
involved and take advantage of the effort. Research on involvement in neighborhood anti-crime
organizations find that higher-income, more educated, home owning and long-term area
residents more frequently know of opportunities to participate and are more likely to get
involved when they have the opportunity. In the case of beat community meetings, the largest
discrepancies in involvement favored home owners, non-Latinos and older, long-term residents.
It is important to underscore, however, that this overrepresentation took place within beats. It
was not better-off people from some other neighborhood who took fullest advantage of the
program, it was the neighbors of those who did not. In poor areas they were scarcely an “elite” ;
they were just a little better off, and they might still do a good job representing the interests of
their small area of the city.

Latinos were the most underrepresented racial or ethnic group. Chicago has made efforts
to involve Latinos more deeply in its community policing effort. The publicity campaign
supporting the program featured a component aimed at Spanish-speaking residents. It has
included paid promotional announcements and a police-staffed talk show on Spanish-language
radio; booths at festivals held in Latino neighborhoods; and wide distribution of posters, flyers
and newsletters in Spanish. Spanish-speaking community organizers work for the city to
generate involvement in beat community meetings and in problem solving. The city’s emergency
communication system is staffed to handle foreign-language calls, and the police department
itself has about 800 Spanish-speaking officers. The department’s cadet diversity training
includes some role-playing exercises revolving around linguistic issues. But despite these plans,
the integration of the city’s Latino residents into CAPS has proven difficult to accomplish. As
we noted earlier, English-only handouts were available at 83 percent of the meetings, and only 4
percent of the meetings we attended featured even a little translation.

It is also significant that there has been little progress in improving the representativeness
of Chicago’s beat community meetings. The patterns of participation revealed by the 2002 beat
community meeting study paralleled almost exactly the findings of our 1998 study, which were
presented in our November 2000 report. In 1998, beat community meetings also overrepresented
home owners, long-term residents and older Chicagoans, and dramatically underrepresented the
city’s growing Latino population.
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Solving Neighborhood Problems

During the summer of 2002, the CAPS evaluation team conducted a study examining
how Chicago police tackle neighborhood problems. The study focused on the problems that are
most often identified by the police as local priorities. Interviews, field observations and archival
data were examined to a) reconstruct what actions police and residents took at each site, and b)
assess the success of their problem-solving efforts. A final section examines the relationship
between the actions that were taken at each site and what happened as a result.

Problem solving is one of the key components of CAPS. In Chicago, a “problem” is
defined as a group of related incidents or an ongoing situation that concerns a significant portion
of those who live or work in a particular area. Links between incidents can arise from common
victims, offenders or methods of operation, but most are defined by their concentration in
specific locations. Problems are also persistent: they are unlikely to disappear without an
intervention of some significance, because they typically have survived routine efforts of the
police to resolve them. Because they are persistent, repeated incidents probably share causes, so
dealing with these underlying sources may prevent future problems. It is also important that
problems potentially can be solved using the resources that police and the community can bring
to bear on them; they cannot take on society’s largest problems at the beat level. Finally, while
dealing with crime remains at the heart of the police mission, problems can include a broad range
of community concerns. They range from noise to the dilapidated condition of many of the city’s
older rental buildings, and include a host of social disorders, municipal service shortcomings and
a broad range of code enforcement matters.

Police and thousands of neighborhood residents have been trained to respond to local
problems using a five-step process. The first step is to identify problems and prioritize them.
Next, officers and residents are to analyze problems following the “crime triangle.” The process
calls for them to gather information about offenders, victims and locations of crimes.
Subsequently, they are to design strategies that might deal with the chronic character of priority
problems. They are asked to “think outside the box” of traditional police enforcement tactics and
to use new tools that have been developed to support their problem-solving efforts. Chicago’s
model also recognizes a stage during which the community, police and other city departments
implement strategies. This highlights the special skill and effort required to actually set plans in
motion. Finally, police and residents are to evaluate their own effectiveness by assessing how
well they carried out their plan and how much good they accomplished. Between 1995 and 1997,
most patrol officers and more than 12,000 civilians were taught this process. The department’s
information technology (which is described in a later section of this report) can be a help at
several stages of the problem-solving process, and city services can be mobilized to deal with a
broad range of environmental conditions.

As part of its commitment to the “grass-roots” planning process that was described in
some detail in a previous section of this report, major responsibility for identifying priority
problems rests with the city’s 279 beat teams. They are to identify two to three local priorities
based on their experience, analysis of crime data and discussions with residents at beat
community meetings. These priorities are set under the direction of their sergeant, who prepares
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a beat plan form that describes each problem and the strategies they plan to use against it. The
district’s CAPS lieutenant must approve each plan, and must later approve closing it when the
problem has been abated. These plans provide major input into the crafting of district and area
level plans, so senior managers in the district also review them on a regular basis.

         Figure 14             The Problem-Solving Study5

   Problem-Solving Study Sample
                                                                        To begin this study, a database was                            
                                                             constructed that included all of the department’s beat          

plans initiated between July 2000 and July 2001. The          
most common problems that beats identified were chosen
for examination. They included:
 

Drugs and Gangs. Very few beat plans identified
one of these issues without implicating the other, and just
one gang-only problem appeared in the sample. The 21
study sites in this group included those prioritizing street
drug markets, drug houses, gang involvement in drug sales,
and gang violence.

Property Crime. Specific crimes in the study
sample include house and garage burglary, shoplifting,
break-ins of autos and auto theft. Twenty-five beats
identifying property crime priorities were selected for the
study.

Social Disorder. Sample problems in this category
include public drinking, noise, prostitution, teenage
disturbances, issues caused by irresponsible liquor

establishments, disruption around schools, gambling and homelessness. Twenty-two beats were
working on problems in this category.

Only plans in effect for at least a year were included in the sample to ensure that police
and residents had time to mount a serious problem-solving effort. While beats typically have
more than one plan in effect at any given time (most have two or three active plans), a beat could
be selected for inclusion in the study only once. Only beats with problems falling into the
categories described above were selected. After these criteria were applied, beats were selected
at random for the study. Figure 14 describes the location of the beats; the study was conducted in
all but three police districts, one of which encompasses the central business district.
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To carry out the project, field observers were trained to conduct systematic observations
of problem sites. Six pairs of observers were in the field between May and September 2002.
They began with the geographical description of the problem site that was noted in the beat plan,
and the plan’s explanation of the nature of the problem itself, but these were usually quickly
amended as they made observations and interviewed local informants.

One of the observers’ tasks was to make an assessment of conditions in the problem area.
Each time they visited a beat they completed a site assessment form that recorded problematic
behaviors by people visible on the street. They counted youths and adults who were loitering in
groups and those they suspected of drug dealing. They watched for public drinking, soliciting for
prostitution, panhandling, gambling and apparently homeless or mentally ill people. They also
recorded the extent of graffiti, trash, abandoned cars and discarded liquor or beer bottles. Except
for those related to property crime, their observations gave us an independent measure of the
visibility of priority problems to trained observers. A total of 424 site assessments were
completed in the 68 study beats.

A most important task of the observers was to identify and interview knowledgeable
informants. The observers conducted personal interviews with police officers whom they
identified as knowledgeable about the problem site. Of the 142 officers interviewed, 87 percent
were members of the beat team or the beat sergeant, 6 percent were members of special gang or
burglary units, and 5 percent worked for the district Community Policing Office. The officers
had served in the beat or district for an average of 4.6 years. They were questioned about the
nature of the problem; what they had done about it; what other department units had done about
it; the efforts of community groups and city agencies; and how successful efforts to solve the
problem had been.

Observers also interviewed neighborhood residents and others who were knowledgeable
about the sample problem. They identified the residents by attending beat community meetings
in the area; contacting community organizations and members of District Advisory Committees;
interviewing members of the district Community Policing Office; and riding with beat officers.
They interviewed 138 knowledgeable residents. The respondents had lived or worked in the beat
for an average of 18 years, and 75 percent had a formal role in CAPS. Just over 50 percent
reported that they had been trained during the mid-1990s, when problem-solving courses were
held throughout the city, and 82 percent indicated that they had discussed the sample problem
with a police officer. Like the police, residents were questioned about the nature of the problem;
what they had done about it; what community groups and city agencies had done; what they
knew the police had done; and how successful efforts to solve the problem had been.

In addition to answering more conversational questions, both police and residents
completed systematic rating sheets. One section asked them to rate the frequency of either police
or resident activities, and the other asked them to rate progress against the problem on a number
of dimensions. After completing work on a problem site, the observers completed their own
rating sheet assessing the extent to which problems were solved. In each case, the questions
focused on the sample problem we were tracking in the beat. A total of 135 observer rating
forms were completed.
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The fieldwork component of the evaluation was supplemented by statistical analyses of
quantitative time series data on crime and calls for service. They provide an alternative view of
conditions at the site and have the advantage of extending back in time.

Problem-Solving Strategies. The first question is, what did police and residents do
about problems on their beat? To examine this, we relied on the results of personal interviews
and rating sheets completed by police and residents. Coders carefully examined the text of the
interviews and classified all of the problem-solving activities reported in each. Because they
each had different experiences upon which to draw, police and residents we interviewed were
asked to describe actions undertaken by both police and residents. Not surprisingly, police knew
more about police efforts, and community members knew more about community activities, but
each had things to share about the other. The data presented here combine the information
provided by all of the parties. Taking advantage of the fact that we have multiple informants for
each problem site, only strategies that were described by at least two of them are included, for
we have more confidence when informants agree about what was happening in their beat.

Table 3 summarizes the frequency with which various strategies were described for each
type of problem. For example, at least two police and/or residents reported that foot or bike
patrols were deployed in 19 percent of gang and drug sites, and community marches or patrols
took place in 29 percent of those areas.

The police officers and residents who were interviewed described a variety of police
problem-solving efforts in their beats. As summarized in Table 3, the most common police
strategy was high-visibility patrol, which was frequently employed in response to all kinds of
problems. This category included directed patrol, rapid 911 response, special mission cars and
other efforts to establish a police presence in an area. Overall (total figures are not reported in
Table 3), these tactics were utilized in 87 percent of the study areas. Foot or bicycle patrols were
used fairly infrequently, at less than 20 percent of the sites. Aggressive stops listed in Table 3
included intensive traffic stops and traffic enforcement; warrant, name and license checks; field
interrogations; more intensive use of administrative violation notices; undercover “buy-bust”
operations; and issuance of dispersal orders under the city’s gang and drug loitering ordinance.
Overall, these tactics were employed in 38 percent of the priority problem sites. The special units
that are identified in Table 3 include narcotics units (which were most frequently named), gang
teams and the vice squad (for prostitution problems).

Nontraditional policing strategies were also described fairly often, particularly for
property crime, but also in half of the social disorder sites. In this category it was very common
to hear about prevention awareness programs run by police officers, especially for property 
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Table 3
Police and Resident Problem-Solving Strategies, by Type of Problem

 Percent of Beats Employing Each Strategy

                             beats having problems with                                           beats having problems with

 police  strategies drugs
and

gangs

property
crime

social
disorder

agency and community
   strategies   

drugs
and

gangs

property
crime

social
disorder

police
surveillance

29  4  9 community organizing 57 32 23

high-visibility
police patrols

100 76  86 community marching
or patrolling

29  4 14

foot or bike patrol 19 16 23 community clean-ups  5 4  0

aggressive
police stops

43 24 50 community education
strategies

14 44 14

more police
arrests or citations

91 24 77 community provides
services

 5 0  9

involve special
police units

52 32 32 CAPS Implementation
Office involved

62 48 54

non-traditional
police responses

38 76 50 city service agencies
involved

76 64 50

   Note: cells report the percentage of beats in each problem category in which two or more police and/or residents
   described the strategy being employed. There are 21 gang and drug sites, 25 property crime sites and 22 social
   disorder sites. Data are based on the responses of 138 residents and 142 police officers.

crimes such as burglary and theft from autos. Thefts from autos in particular are encouraged by
victim carelessness, and this was the target of a number of leafleting campaigns. Property crime 
problems also attracted projects to involve businesses in preventing crime, distributing posters
and flyers, and using the department’s information technology to examine crime patterns. Street
roll calls were conducted in gang and drug areas, and police there were described as working
closely with beat meeting participants, talking with residents, and using code enforcement and
other tools to attack the problem. Beat meeting participants and businesses were also vehicles for
police efforts against social disorders, as were public awareness programs. 

Everyone who was interviewed was also asked about community involvement in the
problem. Block club organizing and community marches and patrols were frequently undertaken
at drug and gang sites. Like on the police side, educational campaigns of a variety of types were
very commonly described by informants in property crime areas. Overall, educational campaigns
were conducted in 38 percent of the study areas. Community organizing, patrols, “positive
loitering” campaigns, programs with businesses, and educational campaigns were the most
frequent community efforts against social disorder.
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City agencies were also frequently involved in problem solving; overall, they were
described as contributing to solving problems in 63 percent of beats. The Department of Streets
and Sanitation and its Forestry Bureau predominated, for the bulk of the services that were
described involved street lighting projects, clean-ups, tree and bush trimming, car tows, graffiti
removal and sidewalk repairs. We also asked our informants whether the city’s CAPS
Implementation Office was involved in solving the problem. This office is involved in both
mobilizing residents for marches, vigils and beat meetings, and in organizing coordinated city
service projects in blighted areas. Overall, representatives from the CAPS Implementation Office
were a visible presence in almost 55 percent of the problem sites.

Rating sheets completed by police and residents add an additional piece of information
about their problem-solving strategies – the extent or frequency with which they are employed.
To assess this, police officers were presented with a list of 11 common patrol strategies and
asked how frequently they did them in a typical week. Their responses could range from zero
(they did not do them at all in a typical week) to five (they did them virtually every day).
Residents were asked to report on the frequency of a list of 11 community strategies. As was not
the case with the strategies list, each group described only its own efforts. In both cases, the
questions reminded respondents of the date on which the problem was officially prioritized, and
the questions referred to efforts since that time. Table 4 presents the results; for the police it
presents the average frequency for each strategy, while in the community column it notes the
percentage of strategies that were initiated more than once.

On the police side the most frequent activities are found at the top of Table 4, which
summarizes a list of traditional enforcement activities that form a statistical cluster. Visible
patrol, confronting troublemakers and conducting field interrogations were the most frequent.
The average for all of these enforcement activities is presented at the bottom of the policing
column. On average, officers engaged in these activities more than three times a week in gang
and drug areas, and somewhat less in the other sites. More nontraditional policing tactics are
described at the lower left. Gathering information through interviews and the department’s data
systems was fairly common for drug and property crime sites, but otherwise activities on this list
were carried out only about twice a week.

In the resident column there is a great deal of variation in the use of strategies. The group
of strategies at the top of the resident column formed one statistical cluster, and in combination
they reflect a broad range of efforts to actively organize and involve the community. Involving
beat community meeting participants and block clubs in solving a problem, and mobilizing to
confront problems with liquor outlets were the most frequent of these. School-based projects
were the least common in each problem category. Two strategies in the middle of that column
formed another statistical cluster; they both reflect using government to solve problems, by
involving aldermen and using the district court advocacy committees to bring local priorities to
the attention of the court. Both of these strategies were reportedly common in each problem-site
category.
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Table 4
Police and Resident Problem-Solving Activity, by Type of Problem

Average Beat Activity Levels

                                          beats having problems with                                        beats having problems with

 police  strategies
(average number of times they
do it in a typical week)

drugs and
gangs

property
crime

social
disorder

community strategies
(happened more than once
since problem was identified)

drugs and
gangs

propert
y

crime

social
disorder

Answer a call in this area that is
related to the problem

3.0 2.1 1.8 Hold a march, vigil or smoke-
out at the location

47 23 37

Drive through this area to
establish a police presence  

4.6 4.9 3.4 Organize a “positive
loitering” campaign

43 30 36

Confront a troublemaker who is
part of the problem    

3.2 2.0 2.5 Form a neighborhood watch
group or a resident patrol

47 50 33

Do a traffic stop and contact
card related to the problem     

2.6 2.0 1.9 Involve block clubs or local
organizations

69 70 59

Make a foot stop and field
interrogation related to the
problem   

3.0 2.4 2.4 Get local businesses and
liquor stores to cooperate in a
campaign against it

59 42 46

Enforce a city ordinance, curfew
or truancy law, or use an ANOV 
to get at this problem

2.4 1.8 1.9 Organize a parent patrol or
“walking school bus” at a
local school

23 18 28

Get information from a resident
about the problem

2.6 2.4 1.7 Involve people from the
CAPS beat community
meeting

90 76 82

Use CHRIS or ICAM to
examine data about the problem 

2.3 2.5 1.4 Involve the alderman’s office
against it

79 70 59

Check a mug shot or Rogues
Gallery to help look for
someone associated with the
problem 

1.9 1.6 1.2 Use the CAPS court 
advocacy group in a court
case against it 

48 46 64

Contact a city agency or use a
service request form to get
action on the problem

1.6 1.2 0.9 Hold a neighborhood clean-
up or fix-up project

58 65 53

Talk to a landlord, building
manager or shop owner to get
action on the problem

2.0 1.9 1.1 Put up posters or hand out
information about the
problem

68 85 38

avg. traditional (top)
avg. nontraditional (bottom)

3.3
2.2

2.5
1.9

2.7
1.3

avg. activism (top)
avg. use of city (middle)

59
64

52
58

55
62

Note: cells report activity levels in beats in each problem category. For police it is the average number of times per week they
report doing it; for residents it is the percentage of beats in which they are aware that it has occurred more than once.
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Measuring Success in Problem Solving

For the purposes of this study, measuring the success of problem-solving efforts was
done in two ways. First, personal interviews with neighborhood residents and police included
questions about the problems and what had happened since they were identified as priorities by
the police. Rating sheets completed as part of the interview by both police and residents also
included questions about the problem. The number of interviews conducted in each beat was
small, but respondents were chosen for their knowledge and experience, as well as for their
ability to provide an overview of the problem at hand. Of course, police and residents brought
different experiences to the interviews and viewed local problems from somewhat different
perspectives, but that was another strength of using both groups to assess progress in problem
solving. At the end of their explorations of each problem beat, our observers also made their own
assessments of what had happened there. We found that, while they were observing
neighborhood conditions from different vantage points, there was broad agreement between
police, residents and our observers on where they had been more successful and where they had
been less successful in terms of their problem-solving efforts. The comments police and
residents made during their personal interviews also agreed with the results of the rating
questions, once the former were extracted and coded from transcripts of the interviews.

The interviews also enabled us to gauge trends in a broad range of outcomes. We were
not interested solely in how much crime there was, but also in the ways in which it affected the
community; whether the community organized to fight back; and whether they worked in
collaboration with the police to do so. Increasing community organization and resident
involvement is known as a problem-solving “process success,” and these are not things that can
be measured by crime statistics alone.

We also used data from the police department’s 911 center and crime reports filed by
officers responding to the calls. There were many advantages to using them – most importantly,
they extend backward in time. We used 78 months of crime data and 40 months of 911 calls to
contrast “before and after” levels of crime in the study beats. As described below, we also
compared targeted beats with similar areas that did not have the same priorities to see if trends
differed in areas where our study problems were prioritized. This was important because crime
rates have been dropping in Chicago for the past decade. As a result, the fact that they went
down in a beat over time is not alone strong evidence that problem solving made a difference
there.

Interview success ratings. During their in-person interviews, beat officers and
neighborhood residents who were questioned completed an assessment form that asked them to
rate their progress on the problem since the date the problem was officially designated a beat
priority. They responded along seven-point rating scales that ranged from “much worse” to
“much better, with a “4” at the midpoint indicating that the situation had remained “about the
same.” At the completion of all of their investigations, our observers also completed their own
assessment forms, drawing upon everything they had learned from their personal site inspections
and observations, the interviews, their review of beat plans and their observations of beat
community meetings. The average beat was rated by six informants and observers.
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We combined these ratings to produce beat level measures because of the raters’ broad
agreement about what was occurring in their beats. For example, the average correlation between
police and resident ratings of trends in the “impact of the problem on area families” was +.32,
and +.45 between observer and resident ratings and +.29 between observer and officer ratings. A
summary rating was created by adding each beat’s three sets of ratings. The summary score was
correlated above +.70 with each of the three individual ratings. The correlation between resident
and officer reports on problem trends in personal interviews was +.38.

Combining the ratings supplied by all of the observers for a beat produced summary
survey measures of progress in problem solving along several important dimensions. These are
summarized in Table 5. One dimension is the apparent frequency of the problem, which was
indexed by responses to questions about trends in the number of people involved in causing it
and about its magnitude (the questions asked about the quantity of drugs sold, the amount of
property stolen and the size of the area affected, depending on the problem type). Overall,
informants from 65 percent of the study areas saw a reduction in the number of people involved,
and 49 percent saw a decrease in the magnitude of the problem. They saw their biggest success
in reducing the frequency of social disorder.

Another outcome dimension is the consequences of the problem. This was measured by
responses to questions about trends in public concern about the problem, its visibility, its impact
on area families and innocent passers-by, and the extent to which it generated other kinds of
crime. Overall, our informants saw improvements in the visibility of the problem in 90 percent of
the beats, but in less than half of the beats were they optimistic about the impact of problem
solving on other crimes generated by the problem they were working on. Everyone was least
optimistic about alleviating the consequences of drug and gang problems for the community.

In line with the CAPS vision of problem solving, increased resident involvement in
solving problems through their own actions and in cooperation with the police were also
included among the outcome measures. Overall, residents of about half the study beats were
reported to have enhanced capacity to work on their own to solve problems, and the biggest
success registered in this category was in resident cooperation with police in solving social
disorder problems. Finally, the assessment inventory included a question about trends in resident
satisfaction with police efforts. Our informants thought that satisfaction grew most in property
crime and social disorder sites.

The bottom of Table 5 includes two summary rating measures that were formed by
statistically clustering the outcome ratings. They provide general measures of success in solving
the problem, and in “process successes” in the form of resident involvement and satisfaction. In 
each case, the percentage of our informants averaging a positive trend – for example, fewer
people involved in a problem or increased satisfaction with the police – is presented. By these
summary measures, our informants – the police, neighborhood residents and the observers –
were least sanguine about solving drug and gang problems, and most optimistic about dealing
with social disorder issues.
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Table 5
Survey Measures of Problem-Solving Success, by Type of Problem

                                                 Percent Averaging an Improvement

drugs and
gangs

property
crime

social
disorder

all
sites

Problem Trend
 - problem has  “gotten better” 81 88 82 84

Problem Frequency
 - number of people causing it
 - magnitude of the problem

62
33

60
60

73
50

65
49

Problem Consequences
 - resident concern about problem
 - visibility of the problem
 - impact on area families
 - impact on passers-by
 - other crime generated by it

67
81
33
52
33

72
92
60

——
——

68
95
68
77
59

69
90
54
65
46

Resident Involvement
 - efforts to act on their own
 - cooperation with police efforts

38
62

60
60

55
68

51
63

Satisfaction with Police Efforts
 - resident satisfaction with effort 52 76 73 68

average frequency and consequences
average involvement and satisfaction

43
52

64
60

68
68

59
60

         Note: “—” indicates the question is not relevant for the problem type.

Trends in crime data. The fieldwork component of site assessments was supplemented
by statistical analyses of quantitative time series data on crime and 911 calls. Time series trends
in appropriate categories of calls for service and recorded crime data were created for each
problem site. For example, if the beat priority was house burglary, the crime trend data included
only burglaries of residential dwellings, and the process was similar for auto theft and other
crimes. These indicators were selected to provide a view of the life course and fate (as of mid-
2002) of each sample problem over time. They provided an alternate view of conditions at the
site, with the advantage of extending back in time and casting a wide net over conditions there.

Comparable time series data were assembled for matched sets of beats in which the
sample problem was not identified as a priority. Comparability in this instance meant that the
beats fell in the same race-class-lifestyle cluster of city beats, of which there are six. These
trends provide a general baseline for each problem beat and serve as a control series for each
problem we selected for study. For example, a decrease in crime in a study beat – but not in its
matched comparison areas – suggests that police might have been successful there. Likewise, if
crime rose in a set of comparison areas but remained stable in the matched problem-solving beat,
that stability may also have been a result of police efforts. The comparison series included
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multiple beats. For example, each comparison-group series for a drug-problem site included data
from an 61average of nine beats that were similar to the study beat, and for property-crime beats
the average was 32 beats. We did this to smooth out the impact of unusual events or conditions
in comparison areas and to provide a general background against which to assess trends in the
study beats. However, it must be noted that similar beats that do not face similar problems must
differ on other unmeasured factors, and this aspect of the research design is far from a controlled
experiment. Also, it was not always possible to identify comparison series. In the case of drug
crime, it turned out that every beat located in poor, predominately African-American areas had
prioritized a drug problem of some sort, so there were no control areas to be found.

Crime data were aggregated from information on 3.9 million individual crime incidents
that were reported during the 78 months between January 1996 and June 2002. On average, there
were data for 66 months before a problem was prioritized and 22 months afterward. The data are
monthly counts of relevant incidents for the target beats and matched sets of comparison beats.
The advantage of these data is that they detail what the police determined actually happened at
the scene. In this study, recorded crime data are best for assessing the effects of police efforts
against violence and property crime. The burglary series includes forcible, unlawful and
attempted burglaries of homes and residential garages. The motor vehicle theft series includes
both attempted and completed crimes. Theft from auto cases are inadequately measured by the
police, for they frequently fail to enter the detailed information needed to classify them when
filling out their reports, so we cannot examine trends in those problem sites in any detail.
Recorded crime data are not very useful for examining drug problems. In general, a crime
incident is recorded in this category only when a drug-related arrest is made. As a result, there is
no real distinction between the apparent extent of crime and police success in catching someone.
However, drug problems are often associated with assaultive violence, and these are better
measured by the police. The recorded crime data examined here include both attempted and
completed assaults and batteries. Crime reports are also not very useful for examining many of
the social disorders in our study, for they often do not generate a standard offense report. For
drug and social disorder problems, we rely more heavily on citizen complaints registered through
the city’s 911 system.

The 911 data were aggregated from 23.4 million calls to the City of Chicago’s Office of
Emergency Management and Communications using the same design. An advantage of these
data is that they are gathered independently of the activities of responding officers, who may
choose to reclassify or discount incidents. However, 911 data also provide only a very rough
guide to what took place at the scene. The city’s Office of Emergency Management and
Communications gathers only data required to make a dispatching decision, and what actually
happened at the scene is usually best assessed by the responding officers. For drugs, we included
calls classified as complaints about narcotics selling, narcotics loitering, and gang and narcotics
loitering. For prostitution problem sites we used the call classification “vice complaints.” The
calls-for-service data are for 40 months – January 1999 through April 2002 – so the time series is
also short for statistical purposes. On average, there were data for 19 months before a problem
was prioritized, and for 21 months afterward.



6A detailed report on the statistical analysis of time series data for the 2002 problem-solving study can be
found at the Institute for Policy Research Web site (www.Northwestern.edu/IPR/publications/policing.html).
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Where these data were available, the goal was to use them to provide another indicator of
beat problem-solving success. Two measures of success are presented here. The first is whether
crime went down. This involved a simple comparison of levels of crime targeted by beat officers,
before and after they identified a problem as a priority. However, as noted above, this is not a
very strong test of problem-solving effectiveness. As we have seen, crime in Chicago was in
general decline during the 1990s, and the offense rate could easily have gone down in a
particular beat for other reasons, even if a problem was not specifically targeted. Alternately, a
stable level of crime might be evidence of police success if factors in similar areas were causing
crime rates there to move up at the same time. The second measure of success takes these
possibilities into account. It is based on the results of a complex statistical analysis of trends in
both the study beats and their matched comparison areas. A Box-Jenkins Intervention Analysis
was conducted of each time series. It distinguishes between gradual and immediate changes in
crime, whether those changes were – through June 2002 – temporary or permanent in nature, and
whether trends in the study beats were unique or just matched trends in similar areas of the city.6

To illustrate all of this, Figure 15 presents data for a study beat on Chicago’s North Side.
It plots trends in the beat’s priority problem – house burglary – for 19 quarters (57 months)
before that problem was identified, and for five quarters (15 months) after it was prioritized. The
point at which the beat plan was filed (January 2001) is also identified in the figure. Figure 15
depicts quarterly data, but all of the statistical analyses described above used monthly crime
counts. The quarterly data still “jump around” considerably in response to the weather and other
factors, so actual figures are presented in the faint background in the figure. Readers should pay
more attention to the general trend revealed by the data. This is depicted by dark dashed lines,
one for the months before the beat plan was filed and another for the months afterward. These
lines document that the number of offenses was increasing during the months leading up to the
decision by the beat team to prioritize house burglary. After, the trend shifted markedly, 
heading in a downward direction. A simple comparison of the average levels of house burglary
before and after the beat plan was filed would indicate that crime was down in this area.

Figure 15 also introduces data from this beat’s comparison areas. Another dark line
illustrates house burglary trends in 17 other similar beats; this trend is labeled “comparison
beats” in the figure. Only the trend line is presented; quarterly data are not. The comparison
beats provide a baseline indicating how trends in the study beat might have looked in the absence
of an intervention by beat officers. Unlike in the study beat, house burglary in other areas
declined during the period before 2001. The key point, however, is that it turned upward through
the middle of 2002, when the data come to an end, while house burglary began to fall in the
study area. This suggests that social forces generally affecting these kinds of city neighborhoods
were causing crime to rise, at a time when it was falling in our study area. A statistical analysis
of these data confirmed the conclusions suggested by the figure: in the months immediately
following the intervention, house burglary increased unexpectedly in matched areas but declined
sharply in the study beat, which is what we would expect based on past trends.
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Figure 15
Time Series Analysis Example

Table 6 summarizes trends in the crime and 911-call data for all of the study beats. The
top sections of the table report whether or not crime was down significantly. Overall, recorded
crime was down in 52 percent of the beats. It was down much more often in property crime areas
(81 percent) than in the drug problem areas that we examined (24 percent). The beat described in
the example above was in the former category. Trends in 911 calls point to fewer successes,
however. In the case of drugs, only 12 percent of beats registered a statistically significant
decline in complaints by the public, and for social disorder the success rate was zero. In both
categories the most frequent situation was that there was no change in the volume of citizen
complaints in the months following the prioritization of these problems.

The lower section of Table 6 presents a more detailed picture of trends in the study beats
and their comparison areas. Nine possible configurations could occur, but only three were
consistent with problem-solving success; they are presented separately in Table 6. The example
presented above of the beat with a priority house burglary problem is included among the
“priority beat down and comparison up” cases, for that was the statistically significant pattern.
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Table 6
Analyses of Recorded Crime Trends, by Type of Problem

Trends in Recorded Crime     Trends in 911 Calls

total assaultive
violence

property
crime

total drug
complaints

social disorder
complaints

percent of study beats
where crime was:
     down**
     unchanged
     up  

52
39
9

24
59
18

81
19
0

8
76
16

12
75
12

0
78
22

percent of beat pairs 

    study beat down
    and comparison up** 25 18 31 20 31 0

    study beat down
    and comparison stable** 16 12 19 16 12 22

    study beat stable
    and comparison up** 3 6 0 16 25 0

    other patterns that
    indicate no effect 56 64 50 48 32 78

number of beat pairs 33 17 16 25 16 9

        ** statistically significant pattern consistent with problem-solving effectiveness

Based on recorded crime trends, one-quarter of the study beats fell in this category, and another
20 percent in other patterns that were consistent with successful problem solving. On the other
hand, a majority (56 percent) did not point to any success at all. Overall, the analysis of 911 calls
pointed to more frequent successes than did the analysis of recorded crime. This was especially
the case in the drug category, compared to social disorder problems.

Problem-Solving Efforts and Successes

The final question is, what is the relationship between what police and residents did and
the outcomes they achieved? To examine this, we merged the results of the analyses presented
above. Measures of problem-solving strategies and activity levels of police and residents
(summarized in Tables 3 and 4), as well as the outcomes reported by them and our observers
(summarized in Tables 5 and 6), were compared with outcomes reported by police, residents and
our observers. The outcome measures are the two summary indicators presented in Table 6:
problem frequency and consequences, and resident involvement and satisfaction. Table 7
presents the findings in the form of correlations between selected strategy and activity measures
and the two outcome indicators. They indicate when strategies or activities corresponded with
the outcomes in a substantial way. Blank spaces indicate that there is no correlation.
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Table 7
Problem-Solving Strategies and Outcomes, by Type of Problem

                          Selected Correlations Between Strategies and Outcomes                

drugs and
gangs

property
crime

social
disorder

all
sites

Impact on Frequency and
Consequences

  traditional enforcement strategies

  nontraditional police strategies

  traditional enforcement activity level

  nontraditional police activity level .25

.45 .27

  community activism 

  community education strategies

  using government strategies

  Implementation Office involvement

.54

.30

.26

.59

.27

.28

Impact on Involvement and
Satisfaction

  traditional enforcement strategies

  nontraditional police strategies

  traditional enforcement activity level

  nontraditional police activity level 

.62

.43 .32

.34

  community activism

  community education strategies

  using government strategies

  Implementation Office involvement

.48

.44

.47

.44

.34

Impact on Time Series Measures

  traditional enforcement strategies

  nontraditional police strategies

  traditional enforcement activity level

  nontraditional police activity level

.37

.34

.49

.36

.39

.29 .32

  community activism 

  community education strategies

  using government strategies

  Implementation Office involvement

.44 .51

.37

.81

.36

.32
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One column in Table 7 reviews factors associated with positive outcomes in drug and
gang sites. There, community activism and non-traditional police strategies and activities were
associated with improving neighborhood conditions. So, too, was the involvement of the CAPS
Implementation Office in gang and drug projects. In the case of property crime, educational
strategies and nontraditional police activity levels (which involved information gathering, using
city services and dealing with building managers) were linked to outcome and process successes.
Community activism and educational strategies were linked to reductions in recorded crime, as
were both traditional and nontraditional policing strategies. For social disorder, both traditional
and nontraditional policing were linked to declines in citizen complaints via 911, as were efforts
by the CAPS Implementation Office and using the help of government agencies more generally.
In general, community strategies and activities, as well as nontraditional policing, were more
consistently related to improving local conditions than were conventional policing efforts.

Of course, there are many reasons not to interpret any of these associations as causal. The
sample sizes are small, particularly for the columns that present results separately for the three
major problem categories, so the results could be due to chance factors. While we gathered
detailed descriptions of the strategies and activities examined here, they have been combined at a
fairly abstract level into the analytic categories described above, in order to discover broad
patterns in problems and strategies for solving them. Detailed case studies of sites that
apparently have been successful (and complementary studies of sites that have not) would reveal
more about “what works” that is of practical utility.

 Management Accountability

“These meetings were not initiated to be adversarial, but as a way for [you] to
become effective, efficient and to think outside the box.”

 – Police manager, to participants at a headquarters meeting

In our last report, we noted that the police department’s new focus on management
accountability had just begun. In February 2000, the Office of Management Accountability
(OMA) was established to provide “the necessary authority and the appropriate organizational
purview to bring about an overall improvement in the management of the Chicago Police
Department and to intensify the city’s community policing strategy in all organizational bureaus
of the Chicago Police Department” (OMA Statement of Purpose). Directed by a deputy
superintendent and staffed by about 12 sworn and civilian employees – including management
analysts and crime analysts – this unit works to ensure that all CPD personnel and resources “are
linked to strategies developed to address crime and disorder jointly identified by the community
and police at the beat and district level.” The 25 police districts are responsible for identifying
local priorities, planning strategies to address them and then executing their plans effectively.
The role of OMA is to oversee this process, holding district commanders and area deputy chiefs
(commanders’ immediate superiors) accountable for carrying it out.

One of the most visible aspects of the accountability process is meetings. At the district
level, members of the management team are to meet monthly to carry out their planning and
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implementation duties; these are “Level One” meetings. All or several of the five districts
composing each area participate less frequently in “Level Two” meetings. At these meetings
plans and accomplishments are reviewed, and area chiefs have the authority to reallocate some of
their officers. To a certain extent, the area chiefs can reallocate some of their officers to respond
to pressing needs in particular districts. To do this, they have created special teams comprising
officers “borrowed” from all parts of the area. These teams are assigned for a limited period to
address the most serious problems in the entire area. Third-level meetings are held at police
headquarters. At these, the department’s senior executives assess the effectiveness with which
the department’s core missions are being addressed.

While meetings are an important component of the accountability process, the
organizational strategy behind them is much larger. Accountability is a way of thinking and
working, all the while knowing that one’s decisions and actions are under constant scrutiny and
may need to be justified. Accountability involves “doing your homework,” crafting well-
thought-out plans, and monitoring and documenting efforts to address the problems that have
been prioritized. Standards imposed by accountability are an expression of what is valued by the
organization, and what behavior is expected or discouraged. Real “buy-in” by members of the
organization to accountability, like to CAPS as a whole or to other police initiatives, is crucial to
its success.

What led to this new focus? Our report of 1999 documented a number of shortcomings in
the implementation of CAPS, and it singled out the absence of meaningful planning and problem
solving in particular. In response, a CAPS Project Office was established within the police
department to conduct an assessment of the efficacy of the strategies and procedures that
comprise Chicago’s community policing program, and to gauge the true level of CAPS
implementation in the districts. The department’s internal assessment concluded that, while
many elements of community policing were integral parts of the way the Chicago Police
Department did business, the problem-solving component of CAPS had not gotten very far. This
was attributed, in part, to weaknesses in the organization’s accountability process. No one above
the level of sergeant was really in charge of many important elements of CAPS, and no one was
really overseeing how well they were carrying out their CAPS responsibilities. This led to
significant changes in the department’s management structure – changes detailed in a series of
steps in our 2000 report.

Our analysis of Chicago’s accountability process began in advance of the 2000 report,
which described the police department’s fledgling efforts. Since the 2000 report we have
attended four of the orientation sessions that launched the project, 15 headquarters reviews, six
area-level meetings and 11 district management team meetings. We focused on three selected
districts to study the process in practice. Project staff attended accountability meetings at all
levels for each of these districts and interviewed key members of their management teams. We
interviewed OMA staff on repeated occasions, and on two occasions interviewed 13 district
CAPS management team leaders (“CAPS lieutenants”). As is the case in other sections of this
report, our description of the accountability process presents a snapshot in time. The process has
evolved significantly over the past two years, and doubtless will change again.
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The Accountability Process

In this process, managers are held accountable for four core functions. As described in
OMA’s Statement of Purpose, they are:

• “Reducing chronic crime and disorder identified at the beat and district levels.” Like
any large organization, the police department has a number of goals, some driven by their
mission and others by bureaucratic impulses. The first part of this statement of purpose
reiterates that some goals are more important than others; the second that patrol units out
in the field will decide what they are. This signals an important aspect of Chicago’s
accountability plan – that authority and responsibility for managing operations have been
decentralized. Another important feature of the process is OMA’s emphasis on involving
the efforts of many of the department’s specialized units in tackling priorities set at the
local level by officers in the Patrol Division.

• “Identifying and containing or eliminating emerging crime trends and patterns.” The
districts are supposed to show managerial flexibility by adapting quickly to changes in
their immediate environment, without waiting for orders from headquarters. Identifying
crime trends has been greatly facilitated by the new information technology that is
described in the next section of this report. A common refrain at accountability sessions
is that the police are the “crime experts” and should be able to detect trends before public
complaints reach a crescendo. 

• “Organizing community involvement and responding appropriately to community
priority concerns.” This is a fundamental CAPS goal, integral to the department’s
commitment to community-oriented problem solving. The beat community meetings that
were described earlier in this report are one mechanism for identifying these concerns,
and steps in the accountability process are aimed at ensuring that they are addressed. The
CAPS Implementation Office is responsible for organizing community efforts in the
problem areas prioritized by the districts.

• “Managing the efficient use of police personnel and other resources.” There is always
more police work to be done than there are officers available to do it, so commanders
have to make choices about how to allocate their resources. The accountability process
holds them responsible for doing that wisely. In addition, as part of the process the
district’s managers are invited to identify organizational impediments to getting their
work done; these are labeled “management detractors,” and OMA is committed to
solving them, as part of making accountability a “two-way street.”

Operationally, this model works as follows. Each district chooses its problems and
strategies, based on an analysis of its data, and then concentrates its resources on them. In its
oversight role, OMA asks, “Are you implementing the strategies you chose?” If the district is
doing what it planned, the question then becomes, “It is working?” Along the way, OMA asks
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questions such as, “Are you managing efficiently?”; “Are the community and city services
involved?”; and “Are outside units involved?” 

In addition, inspectors from Auditing and Internal Control, which was incorporated into
OMA in early 2001, expanded their purview by adding problem-solving activities to its
checklist. Field inspectors now assess the extent to which districtwide operations are correlated
to priority problems as listed on beat plans. Over the span of a month members of this arm of
OMA examine proposed strategies and progress reports, as well as at whether the problems are
assigned as missions to beat officers at roll call. The inspectors attend meetings at the beat level
and check to see whether city services have been enlisted whenever appropriate, and whether
beat facilitators, the District Advisory Committee (DAC)  chair and CAPS office are involved in
problem-solving efforts. At the end of the month-long process, inspectors report on their findings
and make recommendations that are shared with district commanders. In addition, a sergeant
working directly for OMA attends beat meetings four days a week to monitor their compliance
with departmental standards. This incorporation of important elements of CAPS into the
department’s routine internal review processes marks an important step in making these part of
the everyday business of the organization.

Because the accountability process is a departure for the CPD, it was introduced slowly,
and a great deal of advance warning was issued concerning its new expectations. The OMA head
met with each district’s management team to explain the new rules; describe what he would be
looking for; and advise them about how to prepare for each step of the process. Everyone knew
something about New York’s CompStat, so part of the message was that this was to be different.
Some have described Chicago’s accountability process as a “kinder, gentler” version of the New
York model. Proponents say that it does not have the same “bite” as New York’s, but that is
because it is not needed. Accountability meetings – especially headquarters meetings – were
never intended to be a “gotcha!” experience. From the very beginning, the OMA head and his
staff focused on their four-part mission and clearly articulated what they were attempting to
accomplish. Early district- and area-level meetings were clearly “run-throughs” rather than hard-
nosed inquisitions. As the OMA deputy superintendent put it at one area meeting, “Be on top of
the four core activities.” Our observer noted:

[The OMA head] stated that this was pretty easy to figure out now. They are the
management team that develops these strategies; once they agree on the
strategies, they need to see if the strategies were carried out. This is the key, he
told them. He then said they needed to fill out the area planning sheet
summarizing the strategies, putting together a time line, and getting information
from specialized units. His office will call them one or two weeks before the
headquarters meeting to get this information from them for analysis. He told
them, “If crime is going up in any category, you can assume we’ll probably ask
questions about it.” And regarding community concerns he said, “If something
blips up, you can be sure we’ll ask about it.”

At these orientations the deputy superintendent informed the group of why he was there
and what he was looking for. To the observer, questions asked and issues focused on were
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obvious; observant managers caught on quickly as well. However, there remained (and remains)
an entrenched belief that OMA is “out to get them.” At a district planning meeting held just after
the district’s headquarters session, one manager lamented, “No matter how prepared we are,
[OMA] always finds something.”

This was a departure from the way the department customarily did training. Usually, they
only trained groups of officers of identical rank, but in this case the entire management team sat
through orientation sessions as a unit. They were to work together to make the accountability
process work in their district, and this helped prepare them for this team-oriented concept.

District strategic operational plan (SOP) sessions. There are three levels of
accountability meetings. One commander used a baseball analogy to describe the process:
“Level One is spring training; Level Two is pre-season.” This would make Level Three opening
day. Level One is the SOP meeting, and creating, implementing and evaluating the effectiveness
of the district’s SOPs lie at the heart of the accountability process.

Figure 16 presents the first page of an SOP worksheet, which guides the collection of
information needed to plan responses to priority problems. It specifies the data that need to be
extracted from the Department’s information systems, and walks districts through the process of
identifying offenders, victims and locations that constitute the core of the problem. It calls on the
district to propose goals for itself; problems that are elevated to the level of a district priority
often present tough targets and often transcend beat boundaries, and police need to consider what
they realistically can hope to accomplish. At any given time districts are working on about three
SOPs, so they also have to make hard decisions about the level of resources they can direct at
any one of them. The second page of the worksheet documents the assignment of responsibility
for executing specific components of the plan, and the next lays out a format for displaying
monthly data evaluating progress on the problem.

At district meetings, the local management team (composed of the commander, three
watch commanders, a tactical lieutenant, the CAPS management team leader, the Community
Policing sergeant, and – perhaps – the civilian DAC chair) assesses and revises the district’s
SOPs, discusses the district’s efforts for the past month, makes new plans, and tackles
management issues. In addition to district representatives, others in attendance might include the
CAPS Implementation Office area coordinator, area detectives, representatives from the area
deputy chief’s office (or the deputy himself), an attorney from the city’s Law Department and
the civilian district administrative manager. There was a great deal of variation in how the
meetings we observed were conducted. Sometimes they resemble mini-headquarters sessions,
with formal presentations, PowerPoint presentations and structured discussions of the four
elements of the process. Sometimes they are extremely informal, quickly concluded and
superficial.
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Figure 16
Strategic Operational Plan Form

In a “formal” district meeting, an ordered agenda covers topics similar to those focused
on at headquarters: discussion of SOPs, emerging crime trends, community concerns and
management issues. The meeting is typically led by the commander, although the CAPS
lieutenant may take the lead at times. When the process was new, the OMA director attended
these meetings to get them on track. Later, a senior member of his staff would occasionally
attend these meetings to make sure they stayed on track. He would explain that this was “step
one of three,” review the four core functions and step into the discussion on occasion to get them
“accustomed to the types of questions that will come up at the headquarters meetings.” He would
prep them for step two, the area meeting, where the area chief would “identify resources to be
harnessed to deal with the district’s identified priority problems.” Once in a while, organizational
problems in implementing a strategy would come up at this level, and commanders were
encouraged to mention these “management detractors” at their headquarters meeting. An early
example was the inability of districts to secure unmarked police vehicles in order to do
undercover surveillance operations.

SOP meetings are generally held monthly, and their quality varies even within a district.
Sometimes they are held purely for information sharing – gathering reports on actions that had
been taken in the previous month so that data could be added to the assessment section of an
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SOP. At other times, and especially just before and after a headquarters session or when an SOP
is about to expire, there is more discussion, evaluation and new planning. At effective SOP
meetings, there is discussion of both the success of strategies and why some of the things they
have been trying may not be working, along with proposals for new strategies. Our observer at
one meeting noted:

One example of management team problem solving focused on the problem of
theft from autos. The commander and one watch commander threw out ideas on
how to tackle this problem, while other managers occasionally added their
thoughts.

There is an action component to the beat SOP meetings: they end with some clarity about
activities the district plans to undertake. Our observer noted this at one district meeting:

One got the impression that this isn’t a group that says, “Good, that’s over. Now
we don’t have to do it for another month.” Attendees came away with tasks and
planned to follow up on some issues next time. The district also had a good grasp
of the planning process. They put forth ideas for dealing with an emerging crime
trend, planning to review these efforts and create an SOP if the problem
persisted.

Area accountability sessions. Level two is the area meeting. An area meeting is defined
as an “ongoing, regularly held meeting at which the area deputy chief attempts to coordinate and
optimize the strengths of specialized units to impact trends and conditions in the area’s five
districts.” While districts meet monthly to discuss SOPs, area meetings are held less frequently.
They are required to be held quarterly, though they may be held as infrequently as once a year,
and often they are held just before a headquarters session. These meetings tend to be more
formal than the district meetings and feature a PowerPoint presentation, formal seating
arrangements and an audience sitting on the sidelines. The area deputy chief generally leads
these meetings, though sometimes a district commander will conduct a portion of the meeting.
The format usually mirrors that of headquarters meetings, with each district taking its turn at
addressing the four categories of questions likely to arise there. Usually two districts are called
to the meeting, with each taking its turn in the “hot seat.” These meetings are attended by various
police area managers as well as by the district management team. Area detectives in particular
are likely to be quizzed about how they are assisting the district. The area chief may ask for
updates about what the district has been working on. Some active problem solving occurs here as
well. Community concerns are often fleshed out and given more discussion time here than at
headquarters sessions. In addition, it is common to see a representative from the CAPS
Implementation Office called upon to speak or be told what to do to help the district.

Although the formal agenda for these sessions is standardized, the area chief sets the tone
for the meetings and determines their effectiveness. In some instances, the area chief takes
control and tells those present what they are required to do; there is no discussion at this
moment. In other cases, the chief takes on a facilitating role and elicits discussion by
participants. There might even be discussion among district representatives and the special units
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attending, with the latter being called on to explain what resources they can bring to bear on the
problem being discussed. And, in a some instances, the area chief only goes through the motions
and does not contribute much substance to the meeting. Differences in how well commanders
prepared for these meetings were evident; some were on top of their district’s numbers and
status, while others struggled to answer the questions posed to them. The first area meetings
were more orientation than strategy sessions, for the districts often had to first be taught the basic
concepts. Subsequent meetings were able to skip this educational component and proceed
directly to the task at hand.

Area sessions also offer a forum at which district commanders can make requests for
assistance from their chief and other units present. The creation of area saturation teams is an
excellent example of the nimble resource reallocation that the accountability process aims to
encourage. In this case, area deputy chiefs created teams of officers that they “borrow” on a
rotating basis from their districts. They reassign them to support specific projects or to respond
to crises in particular parts of the area. The Areas – not downtown – thus are in a position to
allocate resources based on their more intimate knowledge of local problems and capacities.

Signs of new expectations for the department’s many special units can be seen at area
meetings. Units usually called upon to provide more help to the districts include Detectives, the
Special Operations Section (which provides extra plainclothes officers for special projects), the
Public Housing Unit, the Youth Division, the School Patrol Unit, the Public Transportation
Section and Vice Control. The only thing district managers can do when they need other units’
help is file interdepartmental support service requests (IDSSRs) for assistance. But at the area
level these units are called to the table and expected to take an active role in the planning process
and commit themselves to action. The area planning process puts pressure on special units when
it requests them to focus their activities on geographically defined problems that support district
priorities, and to provide feedback to beat officers and district managers. At one area meeting we
observed, the OMA director issued a warning to representatives of special units that they should
expect to be grilled at headquarters sessions concerning the effectiveness of their response.

Often the districts had be cajoled into requesting help from units outside the Patrol
Division. Because they had little success enlisting the assistance of outside units in the past,
convincing the districts that they should rely on them was a challenge, and successful area
meetings addressed the traditional autonomy of specialized units head on. After one area meeting
our observer reported:

[The area deputy chief] proceeded by asking various specialized unit
representatives to speak. The area detective commander promised to assign gang
specialists to assist district gang teams and to provide them with intelligence on
local gangs as it relates to narcotics distribution. Special Operations vowed to
increase their efforts in the district’s SOP areas as well as to disseminate reports
on what they have done in a timely manner. Preventive Programs would work
with the Community Policing Office to schedule gang prevention workshops. The
CAPS Implementation Office’s planned strategies included encouraging
community involvement in identifying narcotics locations, organizing marches
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and promoting involvement in court advocacy – especially having court advocacy
volunteers monitor drug cases submitted to the community prosecution unit.

Effective area meetings feature vigorous discussion of priorities and debate over the
allocation of the area’s resources, and commitments by special units to support district projects. 

Headquarters accountability sessions. The most formal meetings are held at police
headquarters. They began in November 2000, but it was not until February 2002 that every
district had experienced its first one. One district is showcased each time. Until the conclusion of
the first round of headquarters sessions, each district was notified a few weeks in advance of its
debut. This set in motion a clear and stress-inducing deadline for the districts to work toward;
one CAPS lieutenant told us, “it’s like studying for the bar exam!” Since February 2002, districts
have been given less advance notice. Districts are now usually chosen because OMA has
identified a new crime pattern or an increase in incidents related to one of their priority
problems, and districts that carefully monitor their crime figures can anticipate being called
upon. In addition, districts that are doing well but have not been reviewed for a while might be
chosen.

Headquarters sessions force a block of time onto the busy schedules of downtown
executives during which they can focus on strategic and management issues rather than on the
endless phone calls and mini-crises that otherwise fill their day. Because their ability to
independently assess the performance of the districts is also on display, OMA staff work hard
beforehand to organize data and get their analytic assignments completed. These accountability
sessions represent a dramatic departure from business as usual at the CPD, for in the past
districts and units had usually enjoyed freedom from close scrutiny. In effective meetings, there
is evidence of whether or not announced plans were actually carried out; if “cops are on the
dots” (if they are working where the crime is); if concerns expressed by the community are being
attended to; and if the department’s numerous and highly independent specialized units are
contributing to the districts’ efforts.

Present at a typical session are the superintendent; five or six of the department’s most
senior deputies; the chiefs of Detectives, Patrol and Organized Crime, as well as heads of other
special units; the area deputy chief responsible for the district under scrutiny; and other police
and city officials. In the beginning, districts that had not yet appeared at a session sent observers;
they could be seen furiously scribbling notes throughout the entire session, and attendance often
exceeded 100. Later, fewer visitors attended. On display front and center are all of the district’s
managers, seated in a row with identifying title cards. The head of OMA leads the discussion,
and behind him staffers take notes and control the display of a PowerPoint presentation on a
huge LCD screen that fills the front of the room. The display is used to document the points
prepared in advance by the staff.

The districts we monitored varied in how they prepared for the meetings, but none took
the upcoming meeting lightly. In some the district commander relied on the CAPS lieutenant and
community policing sergeant to do the research and prepare answers to questions that they
anticipated. At the other extreme, one district management team held a practice headquarters
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session at which the commander quizzed his entire management team as if he were the OMA
head. Districts are supposed to have mechanisms in place to keep ready for an assessment at any
time. However, when called for a headquarters meeting, some districts’ managers and their staff
must rush to get the district paperwork in order for the meeting, which is perhaps an indication
that accountability is not yet routine.

The sessions generally begin with a brief overview of the purpose of the accountability
process, including a description of its four core functions, and then a review of the status of the
district. On the screen appear trend lines for general crime, arrest figures and measures of district
workloads, including the ratio of crimes to officers assigned to the district. More interesting to
the questioners are changes in violent and property crimes in the district, using as a benchmark
the previous year’s comparable figures. Another general productivity measure is arrests per
officer; in this instance, the top managers are interested in which officers are making arrests,
because they want uniformed patrol officers to remain active rather than turning over
enforcement to plainclothes officers and other units. 

The bulk of the meetings are focused on assessing the effectiveness of the district’s
actions against specific problems the management team pledged to take on in their district plans.
A typical plan might focus on garage burglaries in four beats, gang loitering in five beats or
prostitution in three beats. Having gone through the process of identifying and prioritizing these
problems and describing resources they would allocate to solving them, commanders at the
headquarters meetings face an analysis of how well they executed the plan and how effective
they were in resolving problems they identified.

The procedure at accountability sessions is to step methodically through the two or three
priority problems identified by the district and review the list of five or six strategies that
commanders typically committed to fielding against them. As discussion ensues, a summary of
each plan flashes on the screen at the front of the room. The upper left corner of Figure 17
presents the summary of one district’s plan to tackle drug houses in three of its beats. The plan
proposed using other department units and the city’s Strategic Inspections Task Force to put
pressure on drug houses; to increase visibility of uniformed patrols while at the same time
slipping undercover officers into the area; to try to enlist community support at beat community
meetings; and to clean up and improve lighting in targeted sites. 

The review of strategies during headquarters sessions is usually as much about process as
it is about outcomes. Questioners at the head table are willing to defer to the local expertise of
district managers about which problems should be considered priority and which strategies
should be used. Instead, they focus on the effectiveness of the plans. Following through on the
promised strategies is known as “seeing that the ticket gets punched.” So, if the plan was to press
the prosecutor for “felony upgrades” for arrestees deserving substantial punishment, OMA
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District Accountability Session Presentations
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analysts track the total, percent and trend in felony upgrades for district arrestees. If the
commander promised to assign foot patrols to deal with a problem, charts appear on the screen
displaying counts of foot patrol assignments before and after the plan went into effect, and the
staff would have reviewed hundreds of activity reports to see if officers actually recorded any
forays on foot in the vicinity of the problem. If there was a promise to involve the community,
the head table would call on a representative of the CAPS Implementation Office to rise and give
an account of activities that had been organized in the target area (for example, meetings,
marches, the formation of block clubs, intensive neighborhood clean-up projects, phone trees,
court advocacy participation). If city service agencies were able to contribute to solving a
problem (for example, by towing cars, or installing new street lights or signs), analysts forage
through city databases to count the number of service requests that were filed targeting the
problem area. The upper-right quadrant of Figure 17 presents an analysis of city service requests
filed for beats with a narcotics problem. Compared to many, a lot had been done in this district.

Part of the discussion of priority problems is an analysis of the effectiveness of the
district’s efforts to counter them. OMA analyzes “before versus after” comparisons of crime
statistics or calls for service, and comparisons of “this year versus last year.” The lower-left
corner of Figure 17 presents trend lines for theft that were displayed during one district’s
headquarters accountability session. The numbers for 2001 were below those for 2000, and in
June things looked a bit better still, so this was deemed evidence of success.

OMA analysts also produce analytic maps that identify concentrations of crime. For one
shoplifting SOP they identified short stretches of several commercial streets that accounted for a
disproportionate percentage of all crime in the city, much less the district. OMA’s crime
mapping capacity also enables the staff to compare district plans with information from the
department’s data warehouse, to ensure that resources are being deployed in areas of need. The
map presented in Figure 18 was displayed on the screen at one headquarters accountability
session when the discussion turned to its narcotics plan. In this case, the district’s problems were
extremely concentrated, and the cluster of beats identified as its priority (which are indicated in
the map) passed the test.

While these analyses frequently point to some real successes, it is the nature of most chronic
crime and disorder problems that they do not go away quickly – if they were that easy a target,
everyone in the room would not have devoted so much time to them. Sometimes there is a
constructive discussion of what else can be done. This might involve a debate about possible 
changes in city ordinances, and in that case the department’s lawyer would rise to make a few
comments. Senior managers also provide examples of how they had handled similar problems
during their days on the street. Police consider the city’s pawn shops and second-hand retail
stores as major underlying causes of crime, because thieves can convert items they steal to cash
there, so there is frequent discussion of how to monitor their sales and identify “serial pawners.”
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Figure 18
Headquarters Session Crime Map

 
Sometimes these sessions identify additional tasks for detectives and other special units.

At each session the head of the area detective unit sits at a table near the front and anticipates
being quizzed about detectives’ contributions to addressing the priority problem under
discussion. A departure from traditional practice, this reflects a conscious attempt to force
detectives to share information and act in concert with uniformed patrol officers. The detectives
are occasionally referred to as a “support unit,” which does not fit their self-image. If the
problem is an outbreak of aggravated assault, a questioner at the head table might ask about
whether detectives are intensively interrogating arrestees about where they had gotten their guns.
The analysts sitting behind them will have a screen ready that analyzes the proportion of assaults
assigned to street detectives for investigation rather than being dealt with on the telephone or
closed without further investigation. If the district is home to a large contingent of public
housing residents, questions will be directed at the representative of the area’s public housing
detail. Records filed by the Special Operations Section – a roving squad that can be called on to
flood a troubled area with plainclothes officers – will be examined to make sure they were
making the right kinds of arrests in the right places.
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Many observers would agree that the department is organized into separate bureaucratic
fiefdoms, but with sufficient pressure they can be pulled together to work in unison on specific
problems. At one headquarters session a deputy superintendent noted that he wanted to see
special units pay as much attention to crime trends as do district commanders, and to quickly
reallocate their resources as the need becomes apparent. There were visible effects of the
accountability sessions on the insularity of two department fiefdoms – Detectives and Special
Operations – during the first 18 months of the new accountability process. Other distinct units,
such as the CAPS Implementation Office, City Law Department attorneys and the department’s
computer systems unit are also called upon to support police efforts. 

Problems identified as priorities by the district do not take up the whole agenda. OMA
analysts also work on identifying emerging crime trends. These are new patterns that officers
and residents should be on the lookout for, and that might be “nipped in the bud” if solved
quickly. An early example was thefts of auto air bags, which suddenly skyrocketed in just one of
the city’s 279 police beats due to the efforts of an entrepreneurial thief. Other emerging trends
might spawn numerous “copycat” offenses if they become widely known. This was threatened
when gangs in one district began setting fire to each other’s cars in the wee hours of the
morning, as their rivals slept. OMA expects the districts eventually to be able to do this kind of
crime analysis on their own, using the department’s new information technology. 

OMA also struggles to independently assess whether or not districts are responding to
residents’ priorities. This is a fundamental goal of CAPS, and integral to the department’s
commitment to community-oriented problem solving. One approach used by OMA is to study
reports filed by officers who attend each beat community meeting and pull out what was
reportedly discussed. Analysts also read the minutes of District Advisory Committee meetings
and reports from their subcommittees, and examine patterns of calls to the city’s nonemergency
311 city services hotline. For about a year, information about community concerns was supplied
by the civilian staff of the CAPS Implementation Office. Each month the grass-roots organizers
sent a list of unresolved problems downtown, where they were summarized and classified by
district and beat before being sent on to OMA. Most of these concerns focused on neighborhood
problems, but a significant number pointed to shortcomings on the police end of CAPS. These
included complaints about poor leadership and a lack of officer continuity at beat community
meetings, a lack of visible follow-through on problems discussed at the meetings, unprofessional
responses by 911 operators and slow police response to calls. These reports, which were judged
to be too brief and undetailed, were later discontinued. It is noticeable, however, that while our
observational study of beat community meetings found complaints about police registered at 44
percent of beat community meetings, we never saw these complaints making it onto a
community concerns list. 

At accountability sessions, commanders can be confronted by lists of problems
assembled by OMA analysts and quizzed about what they are doing about them. Community
concerns that are linked to an official district priority are considered. Figure 17 listed community
concerns that were gleaned for display at one headquarters session. They ranged from a “peeping
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tom” to gang recruitment at a local school, and the commander was queried about several.
However, OMA is really interested in the process that districts have in place for identifying
community concerns and responding to them. For example, someone in each district – usually
the CAPS lieutenant – is supposed to be responsible for reading beat community meeting reports
and taking note of issues that are described there. A senior district manager – often a watch
commander – should have the task of assigning officers to work on them, monitor their progress
and decide when issues have been successfully resolved. To the extent to which their
information systems enable them to monitor community concerns, OMA analysts track the
concerns from downtown. Districts that do not have some kind of systematic process in place for
responding to problems raised at beat community meetings hear about it at accountability
meetings. 

The sessions also examine internal management issues, some of which are of major
importance to the community as well. The districts are pressed to reduce their reliance on
overtime – an expensive item for the city – and to keep after officers who seem to be abusing the
department’s liberal sick-leave policy. The cost of repairing district vehicles is noted in “car
crash” discussions. OMA analysts compare the amount of time officers spend answering various
kinds of calls, with an eye toward keeping that number down. There is usually mention of trends
in complaints by the public against district officers alleging verbal abuse or use of excessive
force. There is pressure to identify and counsel repeat targets of these complaints, and
commanders have described roll-call training sessions they held that stressed officer restraint.
There is also an examination of management issues for detectives. This includes clearance rates,
overtime and frequency with which cases are filed away without a real field investigation.

In theory, the headquarters accountability sessions are to be a “two-way street,”
providing the districts and OMA analysts with an opportunity to identify bottlenecks, known as
“management detractors,” that hinder getting the work done in any large organization. We
observed discussions of problems in entering and retrieving data from the department’s data
warehouse, and the absence of reports that could provide useful information. Commanders
sometimes point to equipment shortages and the constant drain of staffing levels for special
events. However, not much attention is devoted to these topics at headquarters meetings; thus
these discussions are rare. Historically, members of the organization have been reluctant to put
their careers in jeopardy by criticizing their superiors, and this aspect of the culture will be
difficult to change.

The accountability process has evolved over time. The basic appearance of the meetings
and the major topics that are discussed have remained unchanged. However, since the
completion of the first round of headquarters sessions with each district, the rationale for
choosing districts to reappear has shifted to the emergence of unexpected crime trends. Some
standard questions asked in the past (for example, “Are you checking open warrants?”) have
been replaced by new ones (for example, “Are vehicles linked to narcotics arrests being
seized?”). There are perhaps fewer surprises, because commanders now know what to expect and
many have procedures in place so that they can “cram” for possible invitations to come
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downtown. Displays at the front of the room have become more sophisticated, and databases that
can be tapped to monitor the districts have become richer. But OMA still wants to know if
commanders know their districts; if the districts are implementing strategies they specified in
their SOPs; if they are effectively using all the resources at their disposal to combat priority
problems; and if the efforts are working. Individuals sitting on both sides of the table will also
change, but the reason they are all there remains the same: “To ensure, to the maximum extent
possible, that resources are linked to strategies that address crime and disorder.”

Accountability as a Change Strategy

“[Each accountability meeting] was a learning experience and handled as such.
Each step of the way we’re expected to improve.”

 – District manager

We have described the accountability process as a seemingly endless series of meetings,
but it has deeper purposes. It is intended to set in motion internal organizational processes that
must happen for the four goals of accountability – reducing crime and disorder, responding to
emerging trends, speaking to residents’ concerns and managing efficiently – to be realized. This
section assesses some of those processes in light of our observations and interviews.

Clarifying the mission. Mission statements express the core values of an organization in
a sufficiently tangible form to suggest that there are ways in which success in achieving them
can be measured. They commit members – from the chief on down – to those values and success
measures. Organizations can drift away from their core missions, especially in the public sector,
where success at “the bottom line” does not directly translate into their paychecks. Organizations
tend to become self-serving when they can, focusing only on problems that comfortably fit their
practices and letting internal administrative issues and bureaucratic infighting take precedence
over real work. They may develop performance evaluation criteria that do not reflect the needs
of the rest of the organization. As one top manger put it, “It’s the natural thing in bureaucracies –
especially in those with specialized expertise – to go off and focus on their own goals, not the
organization’s goals. They go their own way.” Too much of the organization’s time gets caught
up in solving the red tape problems and quelling turf battles that erupt as a consequence.

Our view is that senior officials within the police department recognized that the
organization was too focused on tradition and administrative matters rather than on changing
conditions in the neighborhoods. The response was a plan to instill new efficiency and
effectiveness into the organization. Rededicating the department to reducing crime enables them
to set specific, measurable goals for which mid-level managers can be held accountable. It also
enables them to apply new technologies to policing. The accountability process has refocused
police efforts on long-standing problems; an examination of the problems prioritized in the
district’s plans demonstrates that serious crime and disorder problems have taken first place on
their agendas.
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Developing a culture of internal accountability. As early as 2000, OMA staff
suggested that their goal was to put themselves out of business. That is, their intention was to
eventually pass control of the accountability process from headquarters to the five administrative
areas of the department, decentralizing responsibility for keeping the organization focused on
chronic crime and disorder problems. There is good reason to choose the Areas for this. Areas
may be small enough that executives at this level can keep abreast of conditions there, although
they are still quite large. The largest police area in Chicago (Area 5, on the Northwest Side) is
the same size as San Francisco, and Area 1 is larger than Milwaukee. The smallest police area in
the city, Area 4, is only slightly smaller than Minneapolis. But for this administrative hand-off to
be realized, the organization needs to develop a “culture” of accountability; that is, it must be
part of the routine business of the organization. Some elements of this culture are: 

Know the District. Managers are expected to know the problems facing their areas. They
must use the technological resources available to them to discover their own hotspots, crime
spikes and crime patterns. In some departments this is the task of specialized crime analysts at
headquarters; in those places the culture expects downtown to tell the operating units what to do.
Chicago’s expectation that the districts would do their own crime analysis led to a mini-chorus
of complaints about lack of training and staff, but the districts quickly learned how to handle the
task. Forcing district managers to divert their attention from administrative and bureaucratic
tasks to the crime in their district was one of OMA’s goals, and it succeeded. Managers do know
their districts better. Whatever their other views, what we heard in interviews was that the
accountability process “keeps us on our toes,” and this was overwhelmingly viewed as a positive
step. There was a sense that accountability caused managers – especially commanders – to “keep
on top of things” as opposed to before accountability, when people were “lax” or there was a
tendency to “allow things to slack,” because no one was watching.

Now, according to one commander, the pressure of accountability makes the commander
and watch commanders “painfully aware of what’s going on in the district and focusing on those
problems.” During one headquarters session, a commander was obviously prepared. This
impressed the deputy superintendent, who said their “stats were on track – did you get my
notes?” to which the commander replied, “No sir, I know something about my district!” Many
we interviewed would echo the sentiment expressed by one commander that the accountability
process “created a forum for commanders to be challenged to know what’s going on in their
district . . . [It] also made the management team more aware of the day-to-day operations and
how to allocate their people. Accountability has created a leadership role for everyone.” 

Manage Efficiently. Managers are expected to more effectively use resources that are
already in their hands. This includes taking measures to curb complaints about officer
misconduct, decrease the number of unanswered 911 dispatches, make sure officers are spending
the right amount of time on assignment, and keep overtime use under control. These issues are
routinely brought up at all levels of accountability meetings. Information is often shared among
the management team, members of which discuss how to address their problems. Their responses
can be timely. For example, in one district, squadrol crashes were a big problem. They
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determined that mostly newer officers were responsible for crashes, and the district instituted
training for them. As a result, the number of crashes went down. At headquarters meetings,
commanders describe the practices they have in place to ensure that their officers are not abusing
medical leave privileges, including checking on them several times a day by telephone and
making it clear that they were needed at work.

Districts wanting more staff perform all these managerial tasks and see them as an “add
on” to the long list of things they currently do rather than as an opportunity to work more
efficiently. The lament that the districts do not have sufficient personnel is persistent – predating
these new demands. Local commanders have long pointed to the various fairs, festivals and
special events that draw away their staff, especially during the busy summer months, as the chief
cause of their trouble. The arrival of management accountability provided some commanders
with a new source of aggravation to point to, adding lamentations about the demands of
accountability-related tasks such as crime analysis, and about the fact that the CAPS lieutenant
position was created by depriving them of one of their field operations lieutenants. One
remarked, “It’s OK to fire you for not doing your job, but first they have to give you enough
resources to do your job. . . If they want to fully implement accountability, then give people the
staff they need to get it done.” OMA’s response was that they would always have undone tasks
and that district management teams had to make hard choices. But accountability has its
supporters: “We should be called on the carpet every once in a while,” a manager commented,
“to justify what we’ve done. It’s a tool to keep us focused, to stop us from getting sloppy.”

Manage as a Team. Managers are in agreement that the accountability process promotes
teamwork; in fact, some stated that for the first time they feel as though they are part of a team.
Survival – surviving headquarters meetings, in particular – binds management teams together,
and though commanders are responsible for knowing their districts, it is their management team
that gets them there. Savvy commanders delegate responsibility for answering some questions
they anticipate at headquarters meetings to members of their staff who were responsible for
dealing with the issue, thus giving them an opportunity to shine when they have done a good job.
Assembling a competent team is more crucial now than it has ever been. To the department’s
credit, it has many qualified people who can do this.

Stay Focused. One of the challenges of policing is that there are always more things that
need attention than there are resources to address them. Management accountability recognizes
the limitations of what police can do with the available resources, so it emphasizes focusing on
priority problems, targeting specifically where the limited resources will have the greatest
impact. Utilizing crime analysis, districts are expect to decipher the exact locations of the
problem – which street, block or building, etc. – as well as the time the problem occurs and who
is involved. Proper deployment of resources is an efficient way of dealing with the problem of
limited resources. As one lieutenant put it:

In the past, there was a lot of good police work done, but it was in a spaghetti
fashion, [that is] you would throw everything to the wall and something will stick.
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Now information gets passed along better, crime trends can be spotted better and
similarities in offenders can be spotted – all because of the database.

We found ample evidence that districts have become more focused. Strategizing about
resource allocation is common at all levels of decision making. This may be one of the
accountability process’ greatest successes.

In addition, “hardening the target,” or making potential victims less vulnerable, is a way
to reduce crime without much police effort. Shoplifting, for example, is a crime for which labor
to get victims to do more to protect themselves pays off. There is ample evidence that districts
frequently use these strategies to focus their resources; this may be one of the accountability
process’ greatest successes. Discussions relating to resource allocation are common at all levels
of meetings. 

“Punch the ticket.” Districts are expected to demonstrate that they have focused their
resources on priority problems. The department’s planning process calls for districts to identify
priorities, draft plans to address them (the SOPs described earlier), and then carry through on
those plans. The last step is known as “punching the ticket,” and seeing that the ticket gets
punched is a major focus of the accountability sessions. Everyone has limited resources, and the
focus is now on concentrating those resources in specific areas, targeting specific problems
where they will have the maximum impact.

There is evidence that districts are doing just this. Managers have always bemoaned the
lack of manpower and resources to tackle all the problems in the district. The accountability
process forces them to focus their efforts. A potential down side of this is that it encourages
focusing too narrowly on what OMA can monitor, because that is what the district will be called
upon to explain. At a beat community meeting we observed, residents were debating prior to
voting on the beat’s priority problem for the next six months. The beat officers who attended
lobbied for their view; they described “OMA’s computers,” and argued for a problem against
which they felt they could show success.

Make your numbers. This could be a logical final step to this process, but in Chicago, it is
definitely not part of the equation. It is the final step in other cities, and police chiefs sometimes
find specific crime reduction targets in their employment contracts. Chicago’s accountability
process calls on unit commanders to demonstrate measurable success at alleviating crime and
disorder problems. To date, however, the department has chosen not to impose specific standards
to be met by the districts. Of course, goal setting is a tricky business. Other departments have
struggled to maintain the integrity of their recorded crime numbers, recognizing that there are
bad as well as good ways of getting them down. Expectations may well differ from district to
district, for some clearly face more difficult problems than do others. Percentage changes can be
inappropriate when the base numbers are low. But currently the accountability process just calls
for “less,” or reductions compared to the previous year. 
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Overcoming the bureaucracy. As noted above, one goal of OMA is to involve all of its
units in CAPS and problem solving, because “community policing is the way we do business.”
Prior to instituting the management accountability process, however, this commitment did not
extend very far beyond the department’s Patrol Division. Community policing and problem
solving were not seen as something that other units did. Even within the Patrol Division, there
was never a clear operational role for some managers. This changed with the advent of
management accountability. 

Watch commanders. Watch commanders, who hold the rank of captain while they have
the position, are responsible for running the operations of the district 24 hours a day. They are
the ones who assign missions and make sure they are carried out. They handle staff assignments
and anything else that may come up during their shift. When their job description was revised in
2001, CAPS-related duties were included for the first time. In addition, watch commanders are
expected to take an active role in making sure the district is focusing on its priority problems, by
being on top of the district’s numbers and crime trends and by assigning missions that focus on
these priorities. As part of the district management team, they are required to attend all
accountability meetings, to be involved in problem solving and to manage the resources under
their control. The expectations are evident at headquarters meetings, where watch commanders
are asked direct questions about their knowledge of crime trends in the districts as well as
pointed questions about their decisions. For example, for some time the deputy superintendent
focused on impounding cars that could be seized because they were linked to narcotics cases. In
preparing for headquarters meetings, his staff would compile a list of the cars that could have
been seized. When there was a discrepancy between this list and the cars that were actually
seized, he would quiz commanders or watch commanders on their judgments to make sure that
seizure was being considered in each case. Many of those we interviewed consider watch
commanders to be the “linchpin” in making accountability work. One manager stated: “Until
captains are truly held accountable for how they manage their watches, and their feet are held to
the fire, nothing will change.” The general consensus is that watch commanders are extremely
involved in managing problem solving.

Special units. This group includes units and bureaus staffed by thousands of department
employees. Most important in this context are Detectives; Narcotics; a Special Operations
Section that provides roving bands of tactical officers; the Public Housing Unit; the Public
Transportation Section; Vice Control; the Youth Division; and the School Patrol Unit. These
units are not organized along district lines, and there has always been some tension between
them and the patrol division. The special units have been happy to let the Patrol Division do
“community policing” while they did “traditional policing.” Sometimes there was outright
resentment or animosity between the divisions, but sometimes there was just lack of
communication.

The management accountability process tries to break down the barriers between the
different divisions in order to foster communication and collaboration among them at the
operational level. Heads of the units are required to be at the headquarters meetings, and they or
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their representatives are required to attend area accountability meetings. At the meetings, they
are expected to respond to questions about how they have been supporting the districts in their
efforts. For example, OMA staff monitor arrest patterns of Special Operations officers to ensure
that they are making the right kind of arrests in the right places. Detectives are routinely quizzed
about whether they have been coordinating their efforts with district priorities.

In our interviews, there was general agreement that special units have become more
responsive to requests for support from the districts since the accountability process began.
There has been an unprecedented increase in communication from these units, and they are
providing reports and feedback to district commanders now more than ever. While some of the
barriers are still there, and some are still paying lip service to the process, there has been
improvement in the involvement of special units. They are being held accountable for their
actions – or lack thereof – in the districts, and the districts have noticed this. One manager
claimed that accountability “has pushed special units to be more responsive to [district] needs.”
Another described the change in special units: “They used to go out and attack their problem.
Now they attack the commander’s problem.” Not all units have bought into the concept,
however. One manager noted that he is involved with some units on a regular basis while he
does not see others until “10 days before the headquarters meeting.”

The Detective Division was the first of these units to be pulled into the accountability
process. By most accounts, this has been a positive development. Partnerships are growing
between the detectives and the districts, and information is being communicated. In addition, in
spring 2002 the detectives began having their own version of accountability meetings. These
meetings, established as an initiative to decrease homicides, focus on information sharing at the
area level. Tactical representatives from districts in the area, as well as area units such as youth,
bomb and arson, the narcotics squad and others, meet regularly to discuss unsolved homicide
cases. How this fits into the overall accountability process remains to be seen, and our next
report will take a closer look at developments outside of the Patrol Division.

CAPS Implementation Office. The accountability process has caused the CAPS
Implementation Office (CIO) to organize more activities that support police priorities. One
feature of the accountability process is that civilian CIO area coordinators were added to the
district’s management teams, and they are expected to participate in district planning and
evaluation efforts. CIO area coordinators and their staff of organizers, as well as city service
coordinators have access to SOPs, allowing them to focus their efforts on target areas prioritized
by police. In some areas CIO staffers use SOPs to write their own strategic plans. In those plans,
organizers give their attention to sites noted in the SOP. This new mandate for the CIO enabled
many districts to finally learn that the CIO had resources that could be poured into solving
problems. CIO staff attend accountability meetings at all levels, and are called upon – especially
at area and headquarters meetings – to document what they have been doing to assist the district.

DGHES. The Drug and Gang House Enforcement Section (DGHES) has played a
prominent role in problem solving since its inception. The Chicago Department of Law (the
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city’s attorney) formed DGHES to use the city’s drug and gang housing ordinance to prosecute
negligent property owners. Attorneys are assigned five police districts each. They focus on crime
in and around gang or drug houses, vacant lots and abandoned buildings. They use municipal
code violations and crime patterns to target property owners, who are legally responsible for the
physical conditions and criminal activities in and around their buildings. It was natural to have
DGHES representation at headquarters meetings to discuss how their work related to SOPs.
However, this did not occur until late 2001. And then the process was not always well-executed:
a lawyer assigned to one area found that most buildings referred to him were not in the SOP
areas. More recently, headquarters sessions have featured analyses of DGHES and other
building-focused programs, and maps have been displayed linking their location with priority
problems identified by the district.

Intelligence-driven policing. There is interest around the country in finding ways to link
data to decisions in policing. The capacity to link efforts to hold unit managers accountable with
new information technology represents a major change in the way police departments are run. In
the past, computers simply stored the immense flow of data that comes into police departments,
but increasingly they are flexible enough to give back needed information, in the form of
analytic reports and crime maps. This is a cornerstone of the accountability process, because the
flip side of crime analysis is accountability. A great deal of knowledge about what is happening
in a district is now available to everyone, and others can easily see what the district has been
doing about it. While information about crimes can be organized to reveal patterns, information
about incidents and arrests can also be organized to reveal whether the district’s actions are
making an impact. The accountability process has forced managers to become crime analysts –
like it or not.

In practice, usually one or two people in the district take on this responsibility; some are
naturally drawn to it, especially those who are computer-savvy, while others are told to learn it.
The department has observed a surge in interest in information system training among district
personnel, which OMA tracks. Though the head of OMA hopes that one day “everyone in the
department will be a crime analyst,” most still do not believe it to be their responsibility. Officers
have always relied on others to provide information, and they continue to expect this. In
addition, crime analysis is seen by many as simply more work – an additional responsibility that
is not an integral part of their job. Until this attitude changes, crime analysis will continue to be
viewed by most as “that’s [fill in person’s name, position, or rank] job.” However, it is
encouraging to see examples of technology use in the districts. At one district’s SOP meeting, it
was mentioned how crime analysis had successfully affected the deployment of resources. One
manager noted during an interview that his district appreciates that more detailed data are now
available, making it easier for them to see emerging crime trends. We heard predictable
complaints about too much paperwork. The accountability “paper trail” was seen as
overwhelming, but equally as often it was viewed as important to document district efforts and
show that something was being accomplished.
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Implementing best practices. The ultimate goal of crime fighting strategies is to
alleviate crime and disorder problems. This is not an easy task – if it were, these problems would
not be considered “chronic” and would not persist regardless of police efforts and different
strategies. Therefore, while OMA would like to see districts demonstrate measurable success at
reducing crime – and indeed they do judge districts on whether their numbers have gone down or
up – they also acknowledge that the police have only so much control over crime. As a result,
they stress that each district should choose its problems and strategies, based on an analysis of
the data, and then concentrate its resources on them. OMA asks, “You chose these strategies.
Are you doing them?” If the district is using the strategies, the question then becomes, “Are they
working?” The answer to this question determines the district’s future actions. If they are not
working, strategies need to be discontinued and new ones put in place. But if they are working,
the activities should continue. And, successful strategies should be disseminated to other districts
that may be able to use them successfully as well. 

Accountability meetings are a promising forum for the discussion of best practices. OMA
makes a constant effort to encourage creative problem solving. A familiar refrain, especially at
early meetings, was “You’ve got to think outside the box . . . we should constantly be looking at
different ways to knock down the problem.” Whenever a district came up with a new approach
or initiative, OMA staff and some of the senior executives would pounce on it, offer praise and
talk about disseminating it as a best practice. Unfortunately, this was the exception rather than
the rule. Traditional police strategies – including using the same generic strategies to deal with
different problems – continue to be king.

Because only the focus district attends headquarters meetings, they are not ideal venues
for disseminating best practices to other districts; area-level sessions are probably a better venue.
OMA has created a Web site that includes an inventory of best practice reports, as well as district
and area SOPs and beat plans. This site has been accessible since June 2002, but whether
managers will seek this information remains to be seen. Currently no mechanism exists to track
whether the site is being accessed. There is evidence that, to some extent, successful initiatives
or strategies are being shared among managers and districts in meetings. For example, at one
headquarters meeting we observed there was a discussion on what to do about retail theft. The
same issue came up at a headquarters meeting a few months later, and someone encouraged this
commander to contact the other district for assistance. We have also seen this in meetings at
other levels. The same topic came up at an SOP meeting in a district, and the commander noted
that another district had dealt with a similar problem, suggesting, “Maybe we should talk to
them.” Technology promises to make dissemination of best practices more efficient.

There needs to be more attention paid to why particular strategies work well or why a
district’s numbers are down. We have observed that when managers were asked why, for
instance, their district’s medical absences are down, they often do not seem to know. In another
example, why were thefts from autos down? Is it because flyers were put on cars reminding
owners not to make their car a target? Or is it because an offender was recently arrested? Or is it
because a snowstorm stranded everyone for a week? Many of the explanations that we hear
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reflect after-the-fact guesses rather than thought-out analyses. Care must be taken in
disseminating something without a firm understanding of why it should work in various settings.

Measuring what matters. Both the districts and OMA focus on crime statistics –
numbers of incidents, arrests and calls for service – to determine whether something is a problem
and whether the problem is getting any better. The renewed focus on reducing chronic crime and
disorder inevitably presses the organization toward reliance on those numbers. Even while they
acknowledge that keeping track of numbers is necessary, managers in the field note that they
undervalue the “intangibles” that were community policing’s hallmark, including community
satisfaction and the formation of police-community partnerships. Some lamented that
accountability was forcing them to stray from the CAPS concept. One argued, “When CAPS
started, it wasn’t supposed to be this numbers thing, and now it’s totally a numbers thing.”
Another critic noted, “[Accountability is] not CAPS. This is a left hand turn from CAPS. . . This
is mission-oriented policing, more traditional. . . This is top-down management, stats driven.” A
minority approved of the emphasis on numbers, believing that having to explain them provided
an unbiased standard for holding managers accountable.

 This perception that accountability is “not CAPS” runs counter to the OMA position that
accountability supports CAPS. The director has argued several times that “CAPS is problem
solving, and problem solving is CAPS.” We are less convinced of this formulation of what
CAPS represents. From the beginning, CAPS stressed the role of an active and engaged citizenry
in attacking problems, and an expansion of the police mandate to encompass a much broader
array of neighborhood problems and conditions, working in collaboration with a broad range of
city and private agencies. By this definition, some of what matters is not being measured, and
thus eludes the accountability process. The process is driven principally by objectives that can be
measured by the department’s information systems. Community policing has a number of
objectives – including some set out in the CPD’s 1993 mission statement, Together We Can – for
which there is no data to assess either the success of the organization or the effectiveness of mid-
level managers. Two such objectives are reducing fear of crime and enhancing customer service.
Except for monitoring attendance numbers at meetings and police-sponsored events, little is
monitored. At headquarters sessions, the citizen role in problem solving has been reduced to
participating in CIO-organized marches, DAC activities and court advocacy; otherwise, this is a
police-only program. Direct community input is rare at accountability meetings at all levels.

As noted above, the representation of community concerns in the accountability process
is inadequate. OMA has few sources of information about these, and what they have provides an
unreliable guide to residents’ priorities. At meetings, the time devoted to community concerns is
slight. Sometimes a community representative – usually the DAC chair or court advocacy chair –
is present at these meetings, but not to represent any views. Once, a manager joked about how he
got in trouble for putting a community member on the spot by asking a question. Only on
occasion does the area coordinator from the CAPS Implementation Office have a role. OMA has
often said when discussing strategies that “this process is not just about the police. We need to
consider community and city service strategies.” If the community side of things is as important
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as it is made out to be, more time and attention need to be given to learning what community
concerns are and what strategies might involve the community more in problem solving.

Rewards and performance. Time after time in our interviews, we heard from managers
that they do not perceive that rewards and consequences come from the department’s new
accountability process. In order for this process to be credible, districts need to be rewarded for
doing a good job – not just for doing their job – and they need to be disciplined when they are
doing a poor job. According to department executives, district managers have been removed
because of their performance, but this is not visible to many we interviewed. They continue to
believe that, at best, the only reward is pride in a job well done, and they are frustrated that their
efforts are not rewarded, while others who do not put in the effort suffer no consequences. There
is no visible “grading” of districts on the basis of their area or headquarters sessions. Currently,
the only apparent penalty for not doing well is losing face. This is not trivial – many note that no
commander wants to be embarrassed by performing poorly in front of superiors and his or her
own management staff. But except for the occasional “kudos,” or “I congratulate you,” there is
no other apparent feedback. One manager who viewed the process favorably but felt there should
be clearer performance standards noted:

He doesn’t see accolades other than “You did a nice job.” It comes down to
personal pride. “There are seven of us on parade when these things come up. It’s
like school: we want to have the answers when questions come up.”

Commanders who busted their ass to do it would say privately, “I’m doing it for
pride,” but they know others who don’t work as hard won’t get consequences.
The credibility of the process isn’t there.

This may have been appropriate during the first round of the headquarters accountability
process, which took 15 months. During this period, OMA was deeply committed to educating
everyone about the new process, as well about supervision and evaluation. As the novelty wears
off, the lack of clear incentives can threaten to turn the sessions – especially at the district and
even at the area level, where the process is not under close scrutiny from downtown – into
“going through the motions meetings,” which on this scale would be at great cost in terms of the
time devoted to them by management.

Not everyone in the organization fears a somewhat tougher stance. In a discussion with
one senior manager, the discussion moved to consequences, and the interviewer noted:

[The informant] believed that people should get fired if they’re not getting results,
because that’s what they’re there for. It’s not personal; it’s fair. Managers need
to know where the problems are, if the solutions are getting done and how they
know they’re getting done.
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It is also possible that personnel changes have resulted from the accountability process.
Some of our informants argue vigorously that unit commanders and area deputy chief-level staff
have been removed because the process confirmed that they were not running their operations
effectively. Others may have been reassigned or encouraged to retire for the same reason.

Institutionalizing change. Support for the accountability process seems strong among
those who are actually involved in it: area and district executives, and members of district
management teams. Some have indicated that they cannot imagine the department doing without
it. A commander noted:

“It keeps everyone on their toes,” and is a “much tougher, but better, way to do
business. I can’t imagine going back [to the old way]. Accountability will be one
of the superintendent’s lasting accomplishments.” 

OMA is now part of the formal structure of the police department, its status defined by a
departmental general order. That being said, there are those who have been discomforted by the
process, for districts and special units have been accustomed to operating with little
administrative scrutiny as long as nothing was obviously wrong. Some have objected to the
diversion of field resources to handle administrative tasks increasingly associated with the
demands of CAPS implementation and OMA pressure. Because the place of a formalized
accountability process in the department is not solidified, members who are discomforted by the
new pressure to meet measurable performance standards can hope that it might wither away in
future administrations. The need to stay the course across administrations and directorships is
highlighted by the special difficulty of changing the culture of a police organization. OMA has
embarked upon developing “a culture of accountability” within the CPD, and that takes time and
focus from top management. Accountability is intended to become a routine feature of the
department. However, it will not be enough to label boxes and arrows on the organization’s
chart; senior managers throughout the city will have to believe in the process and struggle to
make it work. It must become part of the agency’s regular way of doing business.
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Strengthening Community Policing through Information Technology

The Chicago Police Department, in partnership with Oracle Corporation and the Police
Executive Research Forum, is developing a state-of-the-art integrated criminal justice
information system. This new system – Citizen Law Enforcement Analysis and Reporting
(CLEAR) – is a natural progression in the CPD’s ongoing quest to “police smarter.” The
department’s strategic vision for the future, Together We Can, named the use of technology as a
component of change. In the document, the CPD set forth its commitment to integrating new
technology to support the broader goals of CAPS – “enhancing our crime-fighting capacity,
improving the quality of neighborhood life and developing a strong partnership with the
community.” This section of the report describes this new initiative and examines some of the
“launch procedures” that lie behind it.

Information Technology and the Police

We begin by noting the national context in which CLEAR is being launched. The
information technology (IT) revolution, although it started a half century ago, is just beginning to
explode in the criminal justice world (see Coldren, 1996; Dunworth, 2000, for reviews). Police
departments, in particular, are ripe for change, as they are positioned to utilize information
technology to guide daily operations, analyze the effectiveness of tactics and enhance
management accountability. The CompStat system in New York (McDonald, 2000), as well as
data-driven law enforcement programs such as the Strategic Approaches to Community Safety
Initiative (SACSI) (Coldren, et al, 2000), have given police a taste of what is possible.
Unfortunately, as Dunworth (2000) notes, “the present reality is that too few police departments
are utilizing that capability effectively” (p. 371). Police agencies the size of Chicago are awash
with data. Each day they receive thousands of 911 calls, complete more than a thousand crime
reports and arrest hundreds of people. However, although they enter thousands of data elements
into their databases each day, it has been of little value because it cannot be extracted for reports
and analyses. 

Today, “data-driven policing” is the buzz in law enforcement circles. Interest is driven in
part by external demands for accountability, cost-effectiveness, staff “right-sizing,” performance
measurement, and audits of their probity and procedural regularity (Chan, 2001). Police have
also observed the impact of IT on internal “business processes” in the private sector – lower
record keeping costs, greater flexibility and speed in decision making, better management
control over product quality and more individualized relations with customers. They have also
observed that the required computer hardware and software has become less expensive and more
“user- friendly.” Many police agencies want to get involved and showcase new mission
statements, business and marketing plans, and training programs that focus on information
technology. However, too often there has been more talk than progress in implementing
integrated data systems, the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), partnerships
with researchers, and crime analysis and forecasting.
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The CPD has a large-scale plan for harnessing the power of information technology.
Beginning in June 2001, the CPD, with more than $35 million in support from Oracle
Corporation and other funding sources, began an intense program of software development and
testing. Oracle, a major business software designer, wants to demonstrate that recent advances in
information systems can be tailored to help foster greater accountability, efficiency and
effectiveness in the public sector arena. Oracle assigned more than 20 software developers to
work on this project. The CPD’s superintendent and deputies have made CLEAR a top
organizational priority. Given this level of commitment and expertise from the participants, CPD
management anticipates that IT will have a substantial impact on the department, and ultimately
on the community it serves.

A review of the recent (25-year) history of automation projects in law enforcement
reveals a glaring paucity of research examining the impact of these interventions on police
organizations, bureaus or units and line officers. Despite the absence of good research on many
topics, it is clear that automation in law enforcement has traveled a rocky road. Whether we look
at records management systems, criminal histories, computer-aided dispatch, emergency
response systems, crime analysis, Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) and NIBRS, the Internet, or
systems integration and networking, most police departments have not yet adequately utilized
the capability inherent in information technology. The list of reasons for this is long. With crime
analysis, for example, obstacles to success include: the use of isolated individuals (usually
civilians with limited knowledge of officer needs) to provide statistics to district personnel rather
than encouraging widespread data analysis among supervisors and line officers; hardware and
software problems; poor quality police data (missing or inaccurate information); insufficient
funding for completing projects; inadequate training; and the attitude among police personnel
that crime analysis is not needed for their job (Dunworth, 2000; Reuland, 1997). Often crime
analysis is a special project that does not involve line officers in examining data and pays little
attention to whether the product is actually used in the field.

In general, our experience tells us that good ideas, good people and good technology are
critical to making automation projects work effectively, but they are not sufficient to ensure
success. Agencies consistently underestimate the human factors (individual, social and
organizational influences) involved in implementing new initiatives – especially technology.
Real people are involved, and they must interface with the equipment and software. These
individuals must understand 1) what is expected of them; 2) how changing their behavior will
benefit them personally and make their jobs easier; 3) how easy it will be to change their
behavior with proper training, user-friendly programs, technical assistance, etc.; and 4) how
these new systems will change the way their performance is evaluated. Instilling positive
attitudes and expectations is important, but IT can be structured to produce results among the
most reluctant employees. As Chan (2001) notes, systems with required fields, drop-down option
lists and other quality-assurance mechanisms make it difficult for officers to bypass data fields,
thus producing more frequent and thorough reporting.
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The CPD is well aware of the many obstacles confronting previous data systems projects,
and has plans to overcome them. Department managers plan to introduce new systems and
processes that will impact everyone in the organization – from the way officers do their jobs
daily, to the administration and management of the agency as a whole. CLEAR will go well
beyond New York City’s CompStat in providing accountability and monitoring of productivity
at the unit and district levels. Equally important, CLEAR intends to reach beyond the
organization to involve the community. As police organizations continue to redefine themselves
in the era of community policing, understanding the consequences of new police capabilities for
community residents becomes vitally important.

Origins of CLEAR

It is useful to understand the context under which the CLEAR project evolved. Oracle
had been working with the CPD since 1996 on development of the Criminal History Record
Inventory System (CHRIS), as well as on other information technology projects. CHRIS, in its
initial release, had many limitations and was not well received by users. One complaint was
typical of the reception of IT applications in many police agencies: officers labored to put
information in, but got nothing back in return. It was a system that provided information to “the
bureaucrats” rather than to field personnel. Detectives in particular complained that they were
spending a great deal of time inputting data while not getting anything useful. CHRIS needed
reworking, and the CPD believed the best way to accomplish this was to develop a menu-driven
application.

When the CPD decided to “roll up its sleeves” and overhaul its information technology
systems, it approached Oracle Corporation to present the concepts behind what would become
known as CLEAR. At a spring 2001 Oracle/CPD meeting, the department described CLEAR’s
potential market value and reasons why Oracle would be the CPD’s best partner for developing
an enterprise system for law enforcement. Among the several points presented by the CPD were:
1) Oracle would have full access to CPD operations; 2) the CPD would have ownership of its
proprietary version; 3) Oracle would have ownership over the generic version, which could be
marketed to other law enforcement agencies; and 4) the department would support the
partnership with in-kind services such as development staff, command staff and overhead.
Additionally, both Chicago’s police superintendent and the chief of Washington, DC’s
Metropolitan Police Department were present to show that there was “multi-city interest” in such
a project.

Within a week of the meeting, the CPD and Oracle were engaged in continuing dialog
about CLEAR development. Underscoring Oracle’s enthusiasm about the project was its offer of
funds for development purposes. However, the offer came with one stipulation: the project had
to be contracted out by May 31, 2001 – a date fast approaching. At the same time, a CPD deputy
superintendent contacted the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) to gauge its interest in
partnering with the CPD to assemble a portrait of best practices in the IT field and to educate
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other law enforcement agencies about CLEAR and IT. PERF showed immediate interest in the
CLEAR project’s ideas and its proposed role. 

A second meeting took place between the CPD and Oracle’s first vice president. The
negotiation began with Oracle’s offer of 90,000 consulting hours for CLEAR project
development. After ensuing discussion about the project’s need to be “capacity building,” Oracle
added 500 hours of Oracle University training for CPD staff. The CPD reciprocated with an offer
of $9 million from the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (OCOPS) funding that
had been allocated for technology. As the project approached the $40 million mark, a law firm
was hired to handle the contract negotiation process. With City Hall’s help in the contract
process, the agreement was completed in seven days, including several sleepless nights for CPD
and Oracle staff.

Description of CLEAR

It is important to note that CLEAR is not a static system, but rather an evolving one that
is open to feedback, refinement and redefinition when necessary. Each application within
CLEAR undergoes a multi-stage development process involving conceptualization, joint
application development (JAD) sessions between developers and police, subcontract negotiation
when necessary, pilot testing and training. Applications are implemented only after focus groups
have offered feedback about their usefulness; after internal marketing has taken place to elicit
user interest and buy-in; and after field testing has determined that the application will work
properly. If there are difficulties at any of these stages, the application team works out the
problem before the application is made available in the field. Target implementation dates are set
for the various CLEAR applications, but they are often adjusted when unanticipated issues arise.
A major goal of CLEAR is to help users understand that the automation process has the potential
to enhance their jobs, as opposed to viewing new procedures as another set of tasks being added
to their already long list of “things to do.”

The primary goal of CLEAR, in partnership with Oracle and PERF, is to design and build
an enterprise information system – customized for the CPD, but adaptable for others – to
fundamentally change the way criminal justice agencies conduct business. The three major
CLEAR components are police management, criminal justice integration and
community/business partnership. The goals for each include:

Police management: Promote effective resource allocation; officer management and
accountability; risk management and early warning; tactical and strategic planning; and fiscal
accountability. The departmentwide management accountability process will make use of the
new systems to address crime and disorder problems; react to emerging crime; optimize
community involvement; and manage available human and material resources. 

Criminal justice integration: Enable unified strategies to reduce crime; eliminate
criminal justice bottlenecks; increase accountability between criminal justice agencies; and
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provide a comprehensive picture of offender activity. Information sharing will involve other law
enforcement agencies, prosecutors, the court system, the corrections system and other
interventions, perhaps including non-criminal justice partnerships. The CPD has stated that it
hopes the criminal justice integration component will give the CPD the capacity to “police
smarter”; enhance partnerships with surrounding suburbs and cities; improve the quality of
criminal justice information; improve employee morale; and reduce liability costs. 

Community/business partnership: Strengthen problem-solving capacity, conduct
community-needs assessment; and allow for easy and convenient information sharing and
intelligence gathering from the community. Currently the CPD partners with citizens through
monthly beat community meetings and through District Advisory Committees in each of the 25
districts. There will be increased effort to reach people currently not participating in these
activities as well as an increased focus on meaningful problem solving and citizen involvement
at beat community meetings.

In sum, CLEAR attributes include predictive resource allocation to deploy officers when
and where needed; unprecedented availability of information for management analysis and
officer accountability; shared problem-solving information for community policing partners; pre-
packaged information to support decision making at all levels of the department; and provision
of information integration to manage offender flow through the criminal justice system. When
CLEAR is fully deployed, the CPD expects to enjoy reduced crime and safer communities;
proactive community involvement; proactive resource allocation; decreased redundancy in
administrative functions; and increased management and officer accountability. The various
CLEAR applications will be available through the intranet at the CPD, the internet for the public,
and the extranet for other government agencies. 

Figure 19 lists 11 CLEAR applications currently under development, as well as four
CLEAR-related projects whose development and execution are integral to maximizing CLEAR’s
potential. Also shown are four applications that remain at the conceptual stage. The following
subsections of this report will provide an overview of active CLEAR applications and related
projects, and briefly describe planned applications. A final subsection presents some research
findings on the Chicago community’s interest and readiness to strengthen its partnership with the
Chicago Police Department through information technology, and on officer and civilian
personnel attitudes and use of technology. 

Information in this section was derived from 48 in-depth face-to-face interviews with
application developers, trainers, implementors and users; from 25 observations of focus groups,
training sessions, pilot tests, meetings and application launches; and from resident survey data
collected at beat community meetings. Our data collection began in November 2001 and
continued through November 2002. This report represents the most up-to-date information at the
close of our data collection period. Funding for the continued study of CLEAR has been secured; 
findings will appear in a later report. 
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CLEAR Applications and the Development Process
 

For the reader’s clarity, listed below are applications comprising the CLEAR enterprise
system, as well as projects undertaken to complement or enhance it. More detailed descriptions
of each application and project are found in later portions of this section. 

Active CLEAR applications at various stages of development:

• Automated Incident Reporting Application (AIRA)
• Arrest System Phase II
• Data Warehouse
• Digital Mug Shot System
• eTrack Phase I
• Gang Module
• Crime Mapping
• Juvenile Arrest Application
• Organized Crime System
• Personnel Suite
• Traffic Crash Report Routing System 

Adjunct CLEAR projects: 

• CHRIS Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) Conversion
• Criminal Justice Integration Project
• National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) Compliance
• Technical Management System

Applications slated for future development: 

• Automated Pawn Shop
• Community/Business Partnership
• Enhanced Hot Desk
• Probation/Parole Information Integration



AIRA

Arrest System Phase II

Data Warehouse

Digital Mug Shot System

eTrack Phase I 

Gang Module

Crime Mapping

Juvenile Arrest Application

Organized Crime System

Personnel Suite

Traffic Crash Report Routing System

CHRIS HTML Conversion

Criminal Justice Integration

NIBRS

Technical Management System

Automated Pawn Shop

Community/Business Partnership

Enhanced Hot Desk

Probation/Parole Info Integration

*not all modules and projects pass through each stage

Figure 19
CLEAR Module / Project Status*
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The Development Process

An application can pass through seven stages before being launched: 1) conceptual, 2)
joint application development (JAD) sessions, 3) subcontracting, 4) development, 5) pilot-
testing, 6) training, and 7) implementation. 

At the conceptual stage, a module exists only as an idea that either allows for a more
efficient and cost-effective means for accomplishing a CPD core function or enables the
department to use data to engage in a wider scope of law enforcement strategies. 

Each system being developed undergoes a series of day-long joint application
development (JAD) sessions, often held over a period of several months and consisting of high-
, mid- and low-level meetings. At these working sessions, people from the division for which the
application is being developed – the eventual users – provide their knowledge of their unit’s
business operations. After each session, the Oracle team produces a process flow document, an
example of which is shown in Figure 20. Flow documents are based on procedural information
gleaned from the day’s activities, and they are reviewed at the next meeting. After three or four
JAD sessions, a process model is drawn by the Oracle team and given to the division’s key
personnel. After the unit or division management team carefully reviews and accepts the
document, it becomes the foundation for the application’s development.

A number of applications under development require subcontracting with outside
vendors to create or supply hardware or software for the various systems. The city’s bidding
process must be followed, usually necessitating proposals from several vendors. This process can
hold up the development of an application, particularly if there are protracted negotiations about
a contract’s language. And, occasionally vendors realize that they cannot deliver the promised
product, and the CPD must begin anew, further delaying the module’s development.

Applications in the development stage have progressed from a concept, with appropriate
input, to a “ready for testing” mode. Usually Oracle development team members and CPD
members have worked together on different aspects of the application to get to this stage. A
significant outcome of this stage is the identification and detection of flaws and unexpected
outcomes. Solutions are undertaken by the developers and additional input may be sought from
potential users. 

The pilot-testing stage is next and is conducted in a number of ways. Pilot-testing can be
conducted at CPD headquarters, at a select stationhouse site, in a particular unit of the
department, or at the district-level involving many officers and their supervisors. The type of
pilot-testing used depends upon the complexity of the application and the targeted user of the
application. Pilot-testing may be completed in one day or over the span of a longer period. The
test period is generally based on the complexity of the application and the number of users
impacted by its implementation. At this stage, unanticipated problems or additional feedback can
send developers back for fine-tuning of the application.
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Tuition Reimbursement Process Flow

Training also takes numerous forms, depending upon the complexity of the application
and the number of potential users. Applications that are simply enhancements of existing
systems may require nothing more than widely distributed explanatory memos or brief
explanations and 
streaming video presentations at roll call. (Streaming videos are on-demand presentations stored
on a network and can be viewed at any time in multiple locations.) Applications that are
replacements of outdated and antiquated systems or that are entirely new modules require more 
intensive training and continued technical support. For such applications, trainers may spend
several days out in the stationhouse providing individualized instruction to field officers. A
training method known as “train the trainers” is often used at the CPD for large-scale instruction.
For this, designated district officers receive training on use of an application, and they
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subsequently return to their units to train fellow officers. The CPD has created a special training
team whose primary responsibility is to make sure that users of each CLEAR application are
adequately familiarized with the module either prior to or at the time it is implemented.

When an application reaches the implementation stage, just about all the bugs have been
worked out, and it should be technically unflawed. The challenge at this stage is to create
excitement and motivation among potential users in the environment where the application will
be accepted. Users must be convinced that the new application will help them do their job more
expeditiously. Support must be in place to work through early resistance and to get users through
the technical learning curve. We know the least about this stage, as most applications are not yet
fully operational. During 2003, many of the applications will reach this stage, and we will later
report on their impact on the organization and its users.

Applications Under Development

Automated Incident Reporting

The CPD’s case reporting system is becoming computerized by a CLEAR module known
as AIRA (Automated Incident Reporting Application). Once implemented, AIRA will enable
Patrol Division officers – the backbone of the organization – to complete case reports via
portable data terminals (PDTs) or workstations in any CPD facility. AIRA development is a very
ambitious project with roots dating back several years; over its gestation period, its scope, depth
and timeline have increased almost exponentially.

Background

In March 2000 a lieutenant in the department’s Research and Development unit was
charged with creating a basic, user-friendly data entry system to be used by patrol officers to
complete incident reports. The new project manager recruited five police officers, both with and
without technical knowledge, to work over a five-month period to develop the business logic for
such an application. They were then to hand it over to a vendor for technical development. A few
months into the effort, the project manager was promoted, and he subsequently turned over
responsibility for the project to a sergeant, one of the five officers who had been working to
develop the application’s logic. The lieutenant’s promotion left the team with a gap in technical
know-how, and over the next few months, a series of assignment shifts decimated the team,
leaving the project manager to handle the task single-handedly. The lone AIRA developer
realized that the project had been “put on the back burner,” evidenced by the fact that the only
support staff available to him consisted of interns from a nearby university and that funding for
the project had become quite limited. Development limped along for several more months, until
an administrator was brought in to head up a new unit called Information and Strategic Services
to see the development of CLEAR to fruition.
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Goals for AIRA

The department’s goals for automated case reporting are several and well-defined. AIRA
is expected to simplify the reporting process; improve reporting accuracy, quality and
completeness; free supervisory personnel from reviewing report minutiae; provide follow-up
investigators with complete and timely information to improve case solvability; reduce the
number of hours tied to report processing; and achieve NIBRS compliance (explained fully in
another section of this report). As part of the CLEAR enterprise system, AIRA is also expected
to interface with the department’s other key information applications and systems. As the first-
line information collection system – the “on ramp” to CLEAR – it must successfully interface
with all of the other modules, receive information from the dispatch system and transmit data to
the data warehouse and to CHRIS (which will soon become a part of CLEAR).

Development and Implementation

Development of this CLEAR module differed from that of the others. As mentioned
previously, the development team originally worked on the business logic aspect of the
application with the idea of eventually turning the project over to a technical team to realize it.
However, when the project was resurrected in summer 2001, despite the fact that Oracle
developers were already beginning to work on several CLEAR modules, AIRA remained an in-
house project. Two officers with programming expertise joined the project manager, and AIRA
began to take shape. Soon thereafter, another officer was brought on, chosen for her knowledge
and experience with process mapping, a method that, by means of flow charts, describes,
analyzes and ultimately improves organizational operations. Flow charts were created to ensure
that data input screens capturing the rich data needed for crime analysis were developed for
every type of incident. Over the ensuing weeks, five officers from the district where AIRA pilot
testing was to eventually take place were brought in to work with the AIRA team to provide
insight and expertise of officers with current field experience.

Because AIRA was not being developed by Oracle, formal JAD sessions were not held,
but focus groups have regularly contributed to the application. Randomly selected tactical, beat,
lockup and rapid response officers were brought together in three different groups to meet twice
monthly for three months. In addition, four groups of captains and lieutenants were convened to
offer suggestions about the application after seeing a demonstration. According to the
development team, many members of each group were skeptical at the start of the process, but
most left with positive attitudes about the application. These groups were also encouraged to
complete a survey eliciting their opinions, suggestions and concerns about AIRA
implementation, and were directed to an intranet site to do so. Other sources of input included
officers from the Missing Persons unit to ensure that appropriate information for these types of
cases is included on AIRA; assistant state’s attorneys, who provided their opinions about the
printed case report produced by AIRA; and CPD management, who attended periodic
demonstrations of the automated case reporting module. 
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During this process, a member of the team reviewed the various general orders – the
official department documents that delineate new rules, procedures or policies, as well as
procedures for implementation and measurements of accountability – that would be affected by
AIRA and worked with individuals in R&D responsible for rewriting them. The officer also
proposed the elimination of various procedures that, in practice, are not carried out despite being
specified in the orders. More than 30 department general orders were affected by the
development of automated case reporting.

Generally, reaching this point in the development of a CLEAR application would mean
that after a period of pilot testing and training, the application would be ready to launch.
However, this is not the case for AIRA because of the many systems with which it must
interface, as shown in Figure 21. In addition to needing to install a new operating system in each
of the department’s portable data terminals (PDTs), complex adaptations would still need to be
made to the city’s automated dispatch system, and message-oriented middleware – software that
connects two otherwise separate applications – would need to be designed to serve as an
interface between AIRA and CHRIS.

Figure 21
Proposed AIRA Message Switching System
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Vendors were sought for these projects, and though it was eventually decided that the
original vendor for the automated dispatch system would make the changes, much wrangling
ensued between the vendor and the city’s legal department over the contract’s language. After
looking for a vendor to design the message-oriented middleware and realizing that an outside
firm might take up to a year to complete it, the recently hired Data Systems director of
development decided to develop the middleware in-house. While this was underway, a Data
Systems project manager was working with an AIRA team member on a massive mapping
project to document the CHRIS structural changes needed to accommodate AIRA data.

Field testing of the automated case reporting application was underway by early February
2002 to see what problems emerged in practice and to find flaws in the logic. At first, several
cars with AIRA-equipped PDTs answered calls in the district where the application was to be
rolled out first. The AIRA project manager addressed roll calls prior to sending the cars out to 
provide an overview of the application and to let officers know that additional cars would be
joining them on district streets that evening. After a few weeks, a group of 10 to 12 officers,
composed of AIRA team members and Data Systems trainers, began testing the application in a
different district each week to observe the application’s behavior in the city’s various radio
dispatch zones. Generally three officers manned the cars, with one officer taking reports through
the AIRA system, one taking reports on paper and one documenting what was happening with
each process. As of mid-May, while AIRA team members were testing the application while
patrolling the streets, field testing was also being done with that district’s stationhouse at the
front desk. The station-bound AIRA tester worked with district officers to familiarize them with
the new application by using it to complete “walk-in” reports.

Various problems were encountered in field testing. Perhaps most troublesome was the
limited battery life of the PDTs. Despite numerous promises from various vendors that their
products would offer lengthier usage periods between charges, none offered substantial
improvement. Batteries that hold the charge longer than those currently in the department’s
PDTs are available, but they do not work in temperatures below 15BF, making them an
impractical choice for Chicago’s climate. Other problems included screens that did not appear
during the report-taking process, occasional system “crashes” and scattered “dead spots” – areas
within a radio zone where dispatches are not received. Also vexing are some PDT issues. In
addition to being particularly bulky to carry around, the placement of the PDTs in the squad cars
is problematic; they are difficult to see in daylight and at all times are inconveniently situated for
ease of data input. This problem remains a challenge, because the mount apparatus can not be
moved due to air bag compliance issues.

The complexity and sophistication of the AIRA project continued to increase, and the
decision was made to bring in professional programmers, who were onsite by mid-April 2002.
Within a month, another key decision was made – to change AIRA’s platform from active server
pages (ASP) to extensible markup language (XML), an operating system that became an industry
standard during the course of AIRA’s development. XML provides the CPD with greater ease in
making future programming modifications. This platform change, however, delayed pilot testing
in the test district once more. 
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As it turned out, the delay caused by conversion to XML was immaterial; disagreements
over contract details between the vendor and the city’s legal department prevented changes to the
city’s automated dispatch system from being implemented when expected, and then the vendor
continually revised its timeline. As of the writing of this report, completion of the dispatch
system work was scheduled for January 2003, with pilot district testing planned for March 2003.

Implementation of automated incident reporting in Chicago still faces several significant
challenges – bandwidth capacity, the magnitude of training and facilities limitations.

Bandwidth. A question that may be unanswerable until citywide implementation is
underway is whether the narrowband spectrum assigned to public safety agencies can adequately
accommodate a large-scale wireless communication system such as AIRA. One AIRA team
member stated the problem in very understandable terms: “home dial-up modems are 56K. Well,
what we’re dealing with is only 9K, and the pipe is small.” The development team is doing what
it can to hold to a minimum the amount of data the system will be handling at any given time –
for example, much planning has gone into determining the least amount of time that a report can
effectively remain available via the PDTs before being transmitted to CHRIS (which will soon
be incorporated into CLEAR). 

An experimental wideband communications system exists that might be a solution to the
department’s limited bandwidth, and the AIRA team has been trying to set up a pilot test in one
of the CPD’s 25 districts. Known as Greenhouse, this technology would increase bandwidth
from 9.6K bit/sec to 460K bit/sec, ample for transmitting incident report data as well as for
wireless transmission of mug shots, live audio and video, driver’s license photos and other data
that would be of assistance to officers in the field. Greenhouse has performed successfully for a
Florida jurisdiction whose force size and topography are not comparable to Chicago’s.
Consequently, the vendor agreed to set up a test site in the city, but at the time of this report’s
writing, full scale testing had not gotten underway because of a contract delay in the city’s law
department. 

Successful results with Greenhouse technology in Chicago’s urban setting will not
provide a quick solution to the bandwidth problem, however. The FCC, which regulates and
licenses radio spectrum use, has not issued a permanent license for Greenhouse, nor has it
announced any intention to allocate this wideband spectrum for use by wireless communication
systems, making it unwise for the CPD to invest in such technology. The department must
proceed as though Greenhouse may never happen.

Implementation plans currently call for a “soft rollout,” meaning that the automated
incident reporting application first will be introduced on one watch in one sector of a
geographically small district. When AIRA is determined to be operating effectively in that
milieu, additional sectors and watches will begin using AIRA. Once all officers in an entire
district are successfully completing automated case reports, another district – probably one
sharing the pilot district’s radio zone – will begin the step-by-step deployment process. In
addition to ensuring that sufficient attention is given to training and equipment issues, this
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paradigm will allow the AIRA team to precisely identify the point at which the bandwidth is
overwhelmed, should that happen. 

Training. Large-scale training for the entire Patrol Division on a totally new system is a
herculean feat. Nearly 10,000 people must learn to manipulate a new computer program to
perform key functions with as little disruption as possible to the districts’ daily operations –
without overtime. Two days of training is anticipated for use of AIRA because of the importance
of accurate case reporting, combined with the expanded data collection and new technology
associated with the new application. No more than two officers will likely be pulled off the street
at any time; this implies that training will be underway for nearly a year. 

The training venue has not yet been finalized. It has been deemed preferable for officers
to be outside of the stationhouse while being trained; however, there is very little enthusiasm for
holding training at CPD’s academy. Under consideration instead is holding training in Area
headquarters’ auditoriums, which would allow for more officers being trained at one time (two
officers from the five districts comprising the Area in this training configuration). However the
effectiveness of training officers for an application they may not be using for several months is
questionable. Another possibility entails a mobile classroom that can be parked outside the
district stationhouse, eliminating travel time for officers while still removing them from the
distractions of stationhouse activity. Logistical challenges caused by training needs are but one
example of the problems created by the sheer size of the city’s police department.

Because training is key to AIRA’s success, a sergeant was brought on to the development
team to develop AIRA modules for in-service and new recruit training and to work with the Data
Systems training team to identify the most effective instruction-delivery option for field training.
A recently formed committee joining representatives of the training academy, Data Systems
trainers and the AIRA team meets on a regular basis to share ideas and coordinate efforts. Also,
the sergeant is currently working with interns from a nearby university to create an AIRA user
guide.

Facilities. As is the case with deployment of any CPD program requiring new equipment
or workstations for district personnel, facility limitations loom large. The CPD’s 25 district
stations roughly fall into three categories: new, modern and very old. Accommodating needed
wiring and workstations is not a problem for the department’s newest stations, and the modern
facilities generally pose no major challenge. However, approximately one-third of the city’s
district stationhouses are antiquated – some even unable to accommodate new wiring for
additional fax lines. 

There are plans to replace many of these old facilities; however, some potentially will not
be ready when it would be logical to launch AIRA there. There are both old and new stations in
each police Area, and undoubtedly at least a few old and new stations share radio zones. 

Infrastructure surveys were conducted during July 2002 to gauge the preparedness of
each facility for the upcoming implementations. Members of the AIRA team visited each district
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station, looking room by room to assess its needs, checking for ample space for additional
computers and to verify whether the stationhouse has adequate wiring and data port terminals
(internet conductivity ports). Not surprisingly, this effort revealed that the oldest stations would
need a considerable amount of rewiring, data port installation and minor remodeling for housing
new hardware. Each facility, old or new, needs additional computers. 

The Future of AIRA 

As explained above, AIRA is on the brink of pilot testing. The various application
refocuses and delays proved helpful in at least one important way – between the time the pilot
rollout was originally planned and when it will actually take place, the pilot district’s new
facility was completed, circumventing any wiring or space problems. Still unknown is the
effectiveness of the modifications made to the city’s dispatch system and the ability of the 9.6K
bit/sec bandwidth to transmit the significant amount of AIRA data that must bounce between
patrol cars, supervisors’ cars and CHRIS. If the current bandwidth is able to run AIRA
departmentwide, and a battery with sufficient power is located, work on AIRA for the
foreseeable future will probably entail enhancements until either a wideband system becomes the
standard or radio modem technology becomes more reliable.

Nonetheless, the work done by the now 12-member AIRA team in seeking out emerging
communication technologies positions the department well to harness the power of advanced
communications systems to enable field personnel to eventually relay pictures and sketches to
other cars in the field; transmit fingerprints; access crime analysis information at a crime scene;
and attend roll call remotely while patrolling the beat. 

Automated Arrest System Phase II

The Automated Arrest System, launched in 1998, is a client-server application currently
used by lockup personnel to enter prisoner intake information during processing. Phase II will
shift responsibility for this procedure to arresting officers, allowing them to process the prisoner
via soon-to-be-installed computers in interview rooms. Once Phase II is operational, data entered
by arresting officers will interface with the department’s digital mug shot application (described
in a later section) and automated fingerprint identification system (AFIS), allowing lockup
keepers to photograph arrestees as soon as they enter the lockup, resulting in real-time records.
In addition, watch commanders can upgrade or downgrade charges and approve bookings or
subsequent releases online.

Phase II is Web-enabled and will also have electronic arrestee-detainment-tracking
capability. At the CPD, increases in the length of an arrestee’s detainment require approvals
from increasing levels of command, and the application will automatically seek electronic
approvals from appropriate command staff as needed. And, various reports will be available on
an immediate and per-request basis. Among the reports available will be listings of arrestees on
hold at the time of the report generation and arrestees that have been on hold for up to 24 hours,
48 hours or 72 hours. History reports can be generated by a host of parameters, including date
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ranges; officers requesting detainments; and number of detainees by detention facility for a given
time period, to name a few. Numerous customized reports will be obtainable using available data
captured through this new process as well.

Development and Implementation

Eleven formal JAD sessions composed of representatives from 10 internal units and
outside agencies were held from July 2002 through the time this report was written, with more to
be scheduled. In-depth training will be required for Phase II of the automated arrest application,
plans for which had not been announced at the time of this report’s writing. Implementation will
proceed slowly, probably district by district.

While implementation of Arrest Phase II is scheduled for first quarter 2003, two
significant hurdles must be cleared for this to happen. First, the application’s funding source
must be finalized and, not unrelated, substantial furniture, hardware and wiring will need to be
installed in most, if not all, CPD sites with detention facilities. Wiring upgrades probably will be
of a smaller magnitude in newer stationhouses; however, furniture and computer equipment will
be required throughout the city, as interrogation rooms have historically been quite spartan.
Complicating the outfitting of these rooms is the requirement of finding a means to bolt down all
furniture and computer hardware for the safety of interrogation room occupants. Pilot testing will
likely occur in a recently built stationhouse to take advantage of the reduced need for
infrastructure upgrades there. 

The Future of the Arrest System Phase II

As mentioned above, implementation is planned for early 2003, and when fully
operational, the application will offer increased security within the city’s detention facilities 
because the automatic data flow from arresting officers’ input will enable the lockup keeper to
focus more fully on the physical aspects of the intake. In addition, it will provide a real-time
“snapshot” of lockup occupancy and as well as data to produce management reports and
analyses.

Data Warehouse

The data warehouse serves as a queriable data repository that produces a variety of
relational reports. Figure 22 shows a screen on which officers might typically begin an arrest-
related query. Its data will eventually come from a host of sources, including each CLEAR
application, the Records Management System, other agencies sharing information and citizen
Web services. Currently the data warehouse holds information on more than 4.5 million arrestees
dating back 12 years, with data on an additional 400 arrestees being entered on a daily basis.
Each entry contains more than 30 data points, including name, address, age, nicknames and
tattoo descriptions. The warehouse also contains information about crime incidents catalogued
by crime type, address, time of day, etc. The database currently processes more than 7,000
queries daily. To date, the data warehouse has successfully interfaced with the Records
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Management System (RMS), which includes the Office of Professional Standards (OPS); the
Internal Affairs Division (IAD), the detective unit; the arrest system; the case reporting system;
311; 911; the mug shot system; the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS); and the
Criminal History Recording Information System (CHRIS). Additionally, sworn members can
create real-time “ad hoc” reports as needed.

Figure 22
Data Warehouse Arrest Query Screen

Development and Implementation

The users of this system range from special units to the Patrol Division, and while the
data warehouse is a work in progress, many officers have demonstrated their interest by using
the available pre-packaged reports, as well as by making special requests for unique reports.
Because the user base is so broad, training is needed to reach all levels at the CPD. Training is
ongoing and is being conducted in various ways. Some training was conducted at the academy,
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while other training efforts involved officers going out to area headquarters and training large
groups of people. In addition, there is a volunteer cadre of “information providers” in the
districts and area headquarters. The volunteers undergo a two-day training, and their role is to
run reports or help people when they know what they need but do not know how to get it. To
date, the biggest users of the data warehouse have been Data Systems Administration, the
detective unit, Youth Division, the Office of Management Accountability, and the Bomb and
Arson section. District-level use is fairly even. The department has experienced very little
resistance to this application because users, in general, rapidly see the speed and richness of the
data available to them. Real-time arrest data from 132 suburban Chicago jurisdictions are also
entered daily, and sworn members of these agencies also query the system.

There is continued work to integrate a variety of information from “legacy” systems;
these are mainframe and minicomputer systems that pre-date local area networks (LAN) and
wide area networks (WAN) internetworking. Additionally, there is constant entry of arrest and
case reports that date back further than 1999. The manager of this application does not have a
“hard and fast” deadline to meet in terms of completion of the application, but believes, in
general, things are moving along at a good pace in terms of getting more data into the
warehouse. 

The department would like to make the data warehouse information available to officers
in cars through the Automated Information Recording System (AIRA), but bandwidth appears to
be the obstacle that currently prevents this from working.

The Future of the Data Warehouse Application

The overall goal is to incorporate more and more systems into the data warehouse. In
particular, the department would like to incorporate Crime Mapping and Analysis (ICAM),
Citizen ICAM (which is available to the public via the Internet), additional pre-packaged reports
and information from other agencies willing to share their information – particularly other law
enforcement agencies. To date, there has been no discussion of involving agencies outside the
law enforcement arena, nor of the general public being able to input or tap into the data
warehouse in any capacity. Citizen ICAM allows the public to map crime information by area,
but citizens do not have an avenue for providing data or information to the department.

Digital Mug Shot

As recently as 1994, the CPD relied on Polaroid cameras to capture mug shot
photographs of offenders. In 1995 the CPD updated its mug shot system with digital cameras at a
cost of $3 million. The system required large steel stands to house the cameras, jumbo flashes,
storage boxes for each camera-dedicated PC and elaborate data storage techniques. The system
provided quality photos but only captured minimal data for reporting. The 1995 system also
required mug shots from individual districts to be captured on an area server that handled four
other districts’ mug shots, eventually routing them all to a central server at CPD headquarters.
The system’s intended life span was approximately four years, and by late 2000 it had become
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very unstable, resulting in frequent crashes and time-consuming searches. Other problems
generated by the system included omitted mug shots, Central Booking (CB) numbers not
matching the correct suspect’s mug shot and lockup keepers making too many processing
mistakes. According to a CPD insider, the 1995 system was “barely getting by – limping along.”
In 2001 it was determined that the 1995 system had outlived its usefulness and was beyond
repair, requiring the CPD to begin the process of looking for a new mug shot system. 

The department’s new Digital Mug Shot System enables detectives to create virtual line-
ups, provides an avenue for the Internal Affairs Division (IAD) to track officers’ work, creates
an interface to keep the sex offenders list accurate and up-to-date and, lastly, upgrades mug shot
data capture techniques in the department’s lockups. A digital mug shot is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23
Digital Mug Shot
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Development and Implementation

The development of a new digital mug shot application began to take shape in January
2001. After much deliberation, a local company was selected by the CPD in March 2001 to
develop the new mug shot system. While this company’s bid was somewhat higher than that of
other vendors, the department decided to contract with this company because it met all of the
CPD’s hardware, software and technical support requirements. Initial project management by
both the CPD and the vendor was not very strong and, as a result, the project progressed slowly
for the first six months. A change in management resulted in new life and direction for the digital
mug shot application. The vendor conducted interviews to determine the CPD’s needs and to
identify units within the CPD that would benefit from access to the new Digital Mug Shot
System. In addition, a civilian chief database analyst from the Data Systems Division was
appointed by the executive administrator of Information and Strategic Services to head the
CPD’s development of the new digital mug shot application. The new mug shot manager
assembled a four-person support team of Data Systems personnel and joined the vendor in
finalizing the development plan and testing new hardware.

The department’s two main hardware needs for the new digital mug shot application were
digital cameras and new computer servers. The vendor’s first camera recommendation was
rejected by the CPD, so a search began anew for a digital camera that would meet the CPD’s
specifications: high mega-pixel count for clear, crisp pictures; zoom features; and automatic
picture downloads to the CPD’s data warehouse. By April 2002, the vendor identified a Canon
camera that had the required specifications. However, after three months of testing in a pilot
district, the CPD realized that the camera had some drawbacks – it required the lockup keeper to
look through the viewfinder, snap the picture and then check picture quality via the attached
computer. The CPD wanted a camera that provided a live pre-shot image on the computer screen
so all picture-taking steps could be completed from the computer stand. By July 2002, the vendor
was close to endorsing a $2,000 camera that would provide a live image and be controlled from
the computer workstation. Around the same time, CPD management changes slowed
development. 

Testing of the new live-image camera began in the pilot district in early August 2002.
However, at the time this report was written, no decision had been made about whether the
camera would be selected. Some of the images from the new camera had a greenish hue, perhaps
because the camera lacks a flash and the pilot district’s lockup is poorly lighted. The greenish
hue is a matter of concern because mug shots must accurately portray color, especially when it
comes to distinguishing marks such as tattoos and scars. And, many of the lockups in the city are
somewhat dark. 

The other hardware requirement – a server system capable of handling a large volume of
pictures – was met by the department’s purchase of several servers to accommodate CLEAR.
The new Digital Mug Shot System requires the use of a storage area network (SAN) to store the
mug shot pictures and two servers to run the digital mug shot application. One of the servers is
used as a stand-alone backup in case the main mug shot server fails. It is expected that in the
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event of a main server failure, the backup server would take over in a matter of minutes. Mug
shot files can now be quickly searched. New servers also eliminate the need for area servers and
allow each lockup to send mug shots directly to CPD headquarters. According to the vendor, the
two servers are working well and are providing ongoing system updates.

The new Digital Mug Shot System is designed with different functionality for a variety of
end users; however, the focus of the system is the processing of offenders in the department’s
lockups. The process goes as follows: An arrestee is brought into the lockup and processed via
the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), which sends arrest information to the
computer linked to the mug shot camera. Before being put into a holding cell, a CB number is
written in ink on the prisoner’s arm. When the lockup keeper is ready to remove the prisoner
from the holding cell to take the mug shot, the lockup keeper checks the computer for the correct
CB number and gets demographic information on the arrestee. The demographic information
gives lockup keepers a much better idea of who to look for when removing a prisoner for a mug
shot. This is an important improvement over the old system, which did not show demographic
information. In the past, this lack of information sometimes resulted in a mug shot being
associated with the wrong CB number. When the lockup keeper confirms that the correct arrestee
has been selected, mug shots are taken – sometimes as many as six photos per prisoner,
including closeups of tattoos and scars. Mug shots are then sent to the SAN, printed out and
attached to the prisoner’s file. 

The print copy is an important upgrade requested by lockup keepers. The photo is now
checked before prisoners are released, ensuring that the correct prisoner is being released.
Another change is that the new mug shot system requires lockup keepers to take mug shots in the
order that prisoners are processed in AFIS, again to increase the likelihood that the mug shot will
be taken and processed correctly. The only way around this is with an override from the desk
sergeant or district commander, though all sergeants have been given bypass authority so lockup
keepers are not delayed if a desk sergeant or commander is not available. According to the
vendor, these steps in the new mug shot application should eliminate 90 percent of human errors
associated with lockup procedures. 

While lockup personnel are the primary users of the new Digital Mug Shot System, the
system also has separate functionality for various authorized users including: the Detective
Division, IAD, the Identification and Graphic Arts Sections, Administration and the Sex
Offender Registration Unit. 

Detective Division. After logging on to the mug shot system, detectives are presented
with a main menu that includes query, line-up and help functions. The help function is currently
inoperable but will eventually offer a searchable help manual. The query function allows
detectives to search for offenders by CB and identification record (IR) numbers, sex offender
registration and social security number. It also can query by demographics, personal features
(hair color, height, weight) or date of offense occurrence. For example, detectives can enter a CB
number, and the new Digital Mug Shot System will find the offender and list his or her name,
CB number, criminal history, demographics and mug shot image. An option only available to
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detectives is the “create a line-up” feature. By checking “add to line-up,” the offender’s mug
shot is added to a virtual line-up. Detectives can then have the system query similar-looking
offenders to fill out the rest of the line-up. The system will find mug shots of hundreds of
offenders in the CPD database who closely match the offender’s gender, race, hair color, height
and weight.

The system handles up to nine photos in a line-up. When detectives are satisfied with the
line-up, they can display it entirely on one page or in a cascaded fashion (one picture per page).
Once saved, the line-up is date- and time-stamped, which serves as a reference. If the line-up
remains unchanged, it will forever be saved with the time stamp. The line-up can be recalled and
changed, but any saved changes generate a new time stamp.

Internal Affairs Division. IAD uses the mug shot system to monitor the activities of
CPD personnel. All CPD employees’ ID photos are stored in the mug shot system, and they are
linked to their personnel data information. IAD’s menu choices are similar to those of the
detectives (query, line-up, help), but IAD personnel can use the system to ascertain how an
officer went about creating a line-up; to determine whether the system is being used
appropriately; and to investigate any charges of officers selling photos of undercover officers to
street criminals.

Identification and Graphic Arts Sections. Authorized employees of the Identification
Section (IDENT) have the ability to query different photos as well as modify and delete them. If,
for example, a lockup keeper takes a mug shot of a prisoner with an incorrect CB number, a call
must be placed to an authorized IDENT employee to fix the error in CHRIS by deleting the
entire record, thus allowing the lockup keeper to start over. Errors in information that has already
been keyed into CHRIS, like the wrong mug shot being linked to a CB number, are also fixed by
IDENT personnel. Graphic Arts is responsible for all field mug shots; usually this means going
to  hospitals, taking mug shots of wounded prisoners and scanning those pictures into the mug
shot database.

Administration. The administration functionality of the mug shot application gives
trainers, the Help Desk personnel and CPD administrators access to the mug shot system for all
administrative requirements, such as changing a user’s login identification or fixing a technical
problem. 

Sex Offender Registration Unit. Convicted sex offenders in the City of Chicago are
required by law to register their address with the CPD. The department, in turn, is required by
law to keep mug shots and addresses up-to-date and available for the public. The new digital
mug shot application provides the interface for the CPD to maintain the sex offender registry and
provide public access.
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Training and Implementation

For the digital mug shot application, the vendor’s representative conducted the first
classes, and the Data Systems sergeant in charge of CLEAR application training provided input.
Classes were held in the Data Systems computer lab at headquarters, and the Data Systems
training team sat in. Participants were instructed via two large monitor screens that mirrored the
training screens used by participants. The classes began with a very brief history of mug shots in
the CPD and an explanation of the current status of the application. After several sessions, the
training team gained a sufficient level of knowledge about the system and assumed all further
training responsibilities. 

Training for all of the main user groups, except lockup keepers, was conducted between
February and May 2002. Instruction focused on the groups’ specific use of the new Digital Mug
Shot System, and the various options for each were examined and tested. Participants were
informed that the Help Desk would be available for technical questions. Sessions were not
lengthy, and entire user groups were trained over the course of a few days. As each group
completed its training, screens pertaining to their functions became accessible.

Training and implementation for the remaining group – the lockup keepers – was
originally scheduled for November 2001. However, when the new servers arrived, it was learned
that electrical upgrades were needed in some of the stations. The rewiring process took longer
than expected due to holiday schedules. After this and other setbacks, pilot testing of the new
mug shot system began in mid-March 2002. However, until a final decision is made about a
camera, no firm date for training and implementation for the lockup keepers’ portion of the
Digital Mug Shot System will be set.

Training for lockup keepers will be held onsite over all three watches, with perhaps as
little as 15 minutes of instruction needed per lockup keeper. Trainers will return on the ensuing
two or three days to work out any bugs and answer additional questions. When training is fully
delivered at one site and the live version of the new Digital Mug Shot System is functioning, the
trainers will move on to the next lockup site. 

Impact. Some resistance is expected with this and all CLEAR applications. However, all
user divisions were consulted prior to development, and the general consensus seems to be that
the benefits of the new system greatly outweigh any negatives. Lockup keepers will be affected
most by the new system, and their biggest complaint thus far concerns their lack of bypass
authority. According to one CPD insider, this restriction is in place “to not let them screw up”
and to compel them to follow correct procedures when processing offenders.

The Future of the Digital Mug Shot Application

The digital mug shot application is designed to interface with outside agencies’ systems.
Cook County is putting its photos into the CPD’s data warehouse via the CPD’s new Digital
Mug Shot System. Data will be shared with the Illinois State Police auto theft division and the
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National Insurance Bureau. And, as mentioned previously, the Digital Mug Shot System will
continue to provide access to the sex offender Web page that displays pictures and provides
information to the public about sex offenders in the Chicago area. 

There are anticipated obstacles and concerns with the new Digital Mug Shot System.
Finding an acceptable camera or camera setup still remains the most pressing problem. Despite
many upgrades in the new system, there are still concerns that lockup processing delays, photo
inaccuracies and questionable judgment of lockup keepers when recording arrestee demographic
information could lead to the loss of important information. Another area of concern is the
handling of youth mug shots. Currently there are no mug shot cameras in the youth lockups, so
juvenile arrestees must be transported to the adult lockup, processed in a separate area outside of
the adult lockup and then have their mug shot taken in the adult lockup.

Maintenance of the new mug shot system is included in the vendor’s contract with the
CPD, as are parts and labor. However, one CPD informant expressed concern that changes made
to the system might be costly if the vendor charges excessive fees for those changes.

Another mug shot application issue that still needs to be worked out is the user
authorization policy. As with all CLEAR applications, levels of access to the Digital Mug Shot
System is limited by officer status. However, all officers have the equivalent of lockup keeper
status within CHRIS; thus, all officers would have access to the lockup portion of the new mug
shot system. One solution is restricting access to the lockup portion of the system to lockup
keepers and their supervisors. However, this arrangement prevents patrol officers from filling in
when lockup keepers are out for the day (sick leave, day off or furlough). Faced with this
predicament, some within the CPD feel all officers should be given access to lockup keeper
functions. A final decision will need to be made. 

Finally, the issue of deleting or backing up information has not been resolved. All
information in the new Digital Mug Shot System – including deleted information – is currently
backed up on tapes. This gives the vendor the ability to bring back any mistakenly deleted
information should such a situation arise. However, this presents problems with court orders to
delete a person’s file and mug shot. The information would never fully be deleted in the new
mug shot system because of the data-recovery ability. The vendor could stop providing data back
up to satisfy the courts, but such action would provide the CPD very little room for error. A final
decision will need to be made on this matter as well.

eTrack

The Chicago Police Department is automating evidence and recovered property inventory
and tracking, one of its core functions, with the multi-phased deployment of eTrack. The first
phase, launched in summer 2002, provides electronic data capture. Automated tracking of
evidence and property will be upgraded with the implementation of eTrack’s second phase,
which will replace the Criminal Evidence Recovered Tracking System, the department’s legacy
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application known as CERTS. eTrack’s third phase will incorporate upgrades that enhance
functionality.

Thus far, eTrack enables officers and evidence technicians to record new inventories and
specify their destination. The application is available via any computer with access to the CPD
intranet. After logging on, officers input the same information on evidence or property that was
captured on the previously used five-part handwritten form. Figure 24 presents the electronically
produced inventory record. Supervisors approve the inventory electronically after the officer
submits it electronically, and a bar-coded label is printed and attached to the package. eTrack
also enables electronic manifesting, with couriers scanning the bar-coded label of each package
to be transported. In addition to creating a manifest document, this process provides a cross-
check that ensures that all evidence or property approved for transport is picked up. When the
evidence or property arrives at the Forensics Services Section (crime lab) or the Evidence and
Recovered Property Section, the receiving officer rescans the package to acknowledge its arrival.
Thus, with the completion of phase one, all handwriting has been eliminated from the
inventorying process. In addition, inventories can be queried by any number of variables.

Figure 24
Inventory Record Printout
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Though to date only phase one of eTrack has been launched, its impact on the CPD has
been substantial on many dimensions. From a sheer breadth standpoint, eTrack impacts every
individual who might need to inventory evidence – essentially every sworn member of the 
department. In addition, electronic inventorying offers improvements in officer time-
management, legibility and integrity of data, accuracy of disposition and courier accountability.

As officers become familiar with eTrack they are able to save time by keying in
inventories in less time than it took to fill out the old written form. Additionally, prior to the
launch of eTrack, each “intake unit” had only one inventory collection book. Therefore, officers
needing to record a piece of evidence or recovered property often would spend a considerable
amount of time in the station either tracking down the inventory book or waiting until other
officers completed their work and supervisors approved it. In addition, correcting and
inventorying electronically is likewise more efficient. Rather than having to white out changes
on a five-part written form, officers need only log on to an edit page, and the correction is
quickly and neatly accomplished. What all of this means is that officers should be able to return
to their street assignments more quickly than in the past.

Legibility issues no longer exist, because nothing is handwritten. Before eTrack, a copy
of the inventory form was sent to data entry clerks who were responsible for deciphering
officers’ handwriting and keying data into CERTS. This step was eliminated with Oracle’s
development of an interface that “migrates” data collected via eTrack to the CERTS database.
The level of accuracy is automatically enhanced because of features that include all data fields
needing to be filled before the report can be submitted to a supervisor; incident numbers being
validated against 911 calls; addresses corresponding to the city’s geocode file; and other such
features.

The disposition of evidence and recovered property is accurately recorded and traceable
with eTrack, because all inventories require that an “action” field be filled. Officers must specify
what will be done with the property and how it will be transported to the appropriate destination
(crime lab, Evidence and Recovered Property Section, etc.). The location of the property or
evidence can be determined at any time by querying the system.

eTrack also provides accountability for the couriers, because pickups are time-stamped.
Supervisors can, if necessary, ascertain whether couriers are managing their time appropriately. 

Development and Implementation

The eTrack project began in July 2001, and an Oracle project manager was assigned to
co-develop the evidence tracking application within weeks of that. Weekly JAD sessions were
held for stakeholders over a four-month period, and Oracle submitted a scope, objectives and
approach document by early December of that year.

After the document was accepted, development of the application began and was
essentially completed by mid-February 2002. During this period, the CPD project manager
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conducted site surveys to determine hardware resources and accessibility in district stations and
other facilities where evidence and recovered property are inventoried. This survey revealed that
additional workstations were needed and that various facilities adaptations would likely make
implementation more successful. Also during that time, vendors were located and contracts
finalized for supplying bar code scanners and printers for each site. Because this process went so
smoothly, hardware installation and implementation of this aspect of eTrack, originally planned
to be part of phase two, was realized in late September 2002.

Pilot testing of eTrack phase one was carried out by the CLEAR training team to not only
ensure that the application worked as expected, but also to sufficiently familiarize them with
eTrack to carry out the large-scale training operation before them. Because every sworn member
at each evidence intake facility would need to be trained, the decision was made to have trainers
onsite, around the clock at first, in each facility as eTrack was introduced. So, when eTrack was
launched at the pilot site in early June, members of the development team and trainers were at
the station from midnight on to address roll calls and give demonstrations, and subsequently
provide individualized hands-on training for all sworn personnel. After it was determined that
everything was working smoothly, the development team turned everything over to the trainers,
who stayed at the pilot station for two weeks. Once eTrack “went live” at the pilot station, it
became the only method for inventorying evidence or property at that site. The development
team returned to the pilot test station several nights later to observe how the application
functioned under high volume circumstances – during a mission resulting in many arrests. After
an essentially problem-free launch at the pilot site, an aggressive implementation scheduled was
followed, with trainers staying at each site for two days. By early September 2002, eTrack
became the standard means for inventorying evidence and recovered property in the Chicago
Police Department.

Training. Onsite training began with a member of the training team addressing roll call
and giving a presentation of how to inventory a piece of evidence, eliciting suggestions from
participants on hypothetical information with which to fill the data fields. Officers were
encouraged to ask questions throughout the demonstration, which was visible on large monitors
in the roll call room. At the conclusion of roll call demonstrations, officers were called in by car
to sit with a trainer for one-on-one training. “Test cases” were used for training unless officers
happened to bring in evidence after an arrest. In such cases, officers received training as they
inventoried the evidence on eTrack. Test-case training took place on a portion of the intranet
known as the “sand box” – a place where officers are encouraged to “play around” with the new
application. Those receiving individualized training signed in to ensure that officers not on
furlough were trained before the team left the facility and to acknowledge that they had received
a 25-page user’s guide. More than 7,500 officers were trained on eTrack by CLEAR training
personnel. Those not trained by the team were instructed later by district officers designated as
trainers. The CPD Help Desk also received training from the CLEAR training team and was
available for questions from the time eTrack went live at the pilot site. 

Training team members were also onsite as the new eTrack hardware (bar code printers
and scanners) was introduced at the various evidence intake facilities throughout the city.
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Printers were installed by the vendor and scanner installation was handled by the training team.
Training at evidence intake sites was virtually unnecessary because the only new change
associated with this upgrade was for sergeants – one screen had been removed and a new box
appeared on an existing screen that denoted their approval for a courier’s removal of evidence or
property from the site. However, approximately 20 couriers based at CPD headquarters as well
as 100 evidence and recovered property receivers based at one facility would need simple
instruction on use of the bar code scanners. This was accomplished in a two-week period prior to
implementation.

Implementation and Impact 

Phase one of eTrack was implemented with no significant obstacles on the “front end
data capture” side and has been well-received by users. However, users represent only one part
of the equation. Receivers of data captured by eTrack – the Forensics Services Section and
Evidence and Recovered Property Section – represent the other. Interviews with receivers
produced somewhat mixed reviews. 

On the whole, there is enthusiasm for the application. However, there are occasional
problems with the interface between eTrack and CERTS. Once in a while, automatic data
transmission from eTrack to CERTS is not smooth, resulting in a situation in which evidence
arrives at its destination, but the corresponding eTrack information is not accessible. A printed
list is generated for all such transmission difficulties, and there is no loss of data. The degree to
which this is troublesome seems to relate to informants’ level of technical expertise: those with a
more sophisticated computer background viewed interface problems as something requiring
extra troubleshooting, but nothing that diminished the application’s value. Others with more
basic knowledge indicated that considerable effort goes into the resolution, opining that creating
the eTrack system in phases was ill-advised. However, the application’s harshest critic admitted
that eTrack phase one solved several problems even though it created a few new ones.

The eTrack project managers acknowledged the interface problems, explaining that the
difficulties were anticipated because CERTS is such an old system. Despite this, the decision
was made to launch eTrack in phases for a few reasons. First, knowing that the rank and file –
eTrack’s users – is always a difficult group to sell on a new application, the managers decided to
get the “front end” developed and launched as quickly as possible. The benefit of doing so, in
their estimation, outweighed the problem of occasional difficulties with the interface. They also
firmly believed that they could establish credibility by rolling out the first phase rather than
taking extra time to develop the entire module, which would contribute to the officers thinking
that the application would never become a reality.

The Future of eTrack 

As mentioned earlier, eTrack phase two is currently scheduled to be completed by the
end of 2002. JAD sessions are ongoing. As the target date draws nearer, if it appears as though it
is too ambitious, the date will be pushed back, or the scope of the project may be reduced. This
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could postpone the launch of some features until the third phase (functionality enhancements) is
launched in spring 2003.

In addition to replacing the CERTS system, phase two will provide a data feed to the
Illinois State Police Forensics Lab, where all evidence is eventually sent. When CHRIS is
incorporated into CLEAR, data from eTrack will reside within the CLEAR database, and all
evidence-related data will be queriable through the data warehouse.

Gang Module

By the mid-1990s it was internally apparent that the department’s system for collecting
and analyzing gang information was disorganized and ineffective. The system was a paper-
driven process that isolated operational units and made interdepartmental sharing of critical gang
information very difficult. Recognizing the need for a central database that would allow
identification and tracking of Chicago area gangs, in 1998 the CPD began development of a
Gang module that would interface with CHRIS. The goal of the Gang application, to be
developed in several distinct stages, is to enhance the department’s ability to record gang
information, reduce system redundancies and create a database that will enable officers to
engage in predictive analysis.

Development and Implementation

At the beginning of the project, the commanding officer of the Research and
Development Unit became project manager of the Gang application. Five principle areas of the
Gang database were developed in stage one, which was completed in approximately two years: 

• Member profiles – a fully automated gang arrest database that functions as the
department’s first step in identifying an arrestee’s gang affiliation. This was 90 percent
complete at the end of stage one.

• Organization profiles – an online source of gang profiles including descriptors such as
gang type; history; factions; rivals; symbols and signs; and documents and photos. At the
end of the first stage, about 50 percent of this area was completed.

• Gang incident review – enables citywide or beat-specific analysis of criminal gang
activity. This section is linked to member and organization profiles as well as to the
department’s crime-mapping system for identifying and mapping criminal gang activity.
Gang incident review was 35 percent completed at the end of stage one. 

• Administrative reports – generates detailed gang-activity reports for field and command
personnel. Approximately one-third was completed at the end of stage one. 

• Major case operation file – provides narcotics investigators and gang specialists with the
ability to conduct comprehensive long-term investigations more efficiently by providing
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all available information that may be associated with the case. Work on this area has not
yet begun.

A work plan for the second stage Gang application development has been drafted, and a
grant proposal to fund it was submitted in September 1999. Stage two work has four main goals:

• Completing gang incident review – considered the focus of stage two work, the system
will be customized to identify, track and analyze narcotics gangs, as well as to link
narcotics tip information with the criminal gang database. In addition it will automate the
processing of new arrest data and the interpretation of arrest and case data. 

• Enhancing compliance and data security – ensuring the Gang module’s compliance with
regulations guiding federally funded multiagency criminal intelligence systems. This
entails establishing and maintaining acceptable standards for submission and entry of
criminal intelligence information, its dissemination to other agencies, and the review and
purge process.

• Enhancing the Police Patrol Task Force program – development of a program that will
provide for accurate sharing of gang parolee information between the CPD and the
Illinois Department of Corrections, aimed at identifying high-risk parolees who may
return to ongoing criminal activity.

• Developing the major case/operation file – begin creating case objectives, confidential
links to targeted gang members and surveillance investigative notes.

The grant proposal for stage two development of the Gang module received preliminary
approval. However, questions about the module’s compliance with federal regulations delayed
disbursal of funds. Nearly two years later, the CPD received federal notification that the Gang
module would not violate privacy statutes. Unfortunately, the grant specified that funding was to
be used by September 30, 2002, which proved to be an impossible timetable because of the
CPD’s involvement in developing CLEAR applications. Thus, the department opted to delay
stage two development until the following year and seek new funding.

The Future of the Gang Module

According to a CPD informant, stage one work of the gang application created a reliable
system that tracks gang membership, and stage two, when completed, will enhance the system
and prompt officers to ask questions they might not have contemplated. The expectation is that
as the Gang application expands, the ever-growing database will provide easily accessed, rich
information that can be used to anticipate emerging gang activity.

There is much enthusiasm about the nascent Gang application, and the gang application
project manager was looking toward development of a third stage focusing on comprehensive
sharing of information as well as toward a fourth aimed at community gang prevention.
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Functions that may be added in the future include a predictive analysis tool as well as computer-
generated notifications to officers of specific information related to gang cases on which they are
working. 

However, at this time, future development of the Gang module is uncertain, because the
project manager was reassigned and has yet to be replaced. In addition, until new funding is
secured, development will remain on hold.

Crime Mapping

Background

To date, the effect of citizens giving and receiving public-safety-related information on
their perceptions and behaviors remains poorly studied (for early research, see Lavrakas,
Rosenbaum & Kaminiski, 1983). Yet information technology, particularly access to the Internet
through personal home computers, opens a welcoming door for citizens to become actively
engaged with local police in new and creative ways. In cities such as Sacramento and San Jose,
California, police are beginning to experiment with allowing citizens to report crime and
disorder incidents via personal computer. Almost a decade ago Chicago began to share
information with its citizens through crime maps produced by its Information Collection for
Automated Mapping (ICAM) system. Today, everyone can access an easy-to-use Internet
version of ICAM to draw their own crime maps. One police chief recently summarized the
situation: “The bottom line for police departments committed to community policing is this.
Absent a compelling reason not to (and there are legitimate reasons), information that police
departments provide to our members should also be provided to our residents, and it should be
provided with similar speed and detail. Only then can we expect our partners in community
policing to have the information they need to be fully equipped and engaged.” (Ramsey, 2002, p.
42)

ICAM was launched in 1994, and the public version, known as Citizen ICAM, became
available in 2000. Figure 25 presents a crime report generated by Citizen ICAM. This mapping
application relies on a Geographic Information System (GIS) to graphically represent data in the
form of a map, enabling officers to perform crime mapping and analysis, while Citizen ICAM
gives the public access to the CPD’s database of reported crime. Both versions allow users to 
view crime activity in map, chart or table form and to search crime activity by beat, intersection,
specific address or type of crime. Information pertaining to victims or potential suspects and
exact addresses of incidents does not appear on Citizen ICAM. Such information is accessible,
however, on the department's version, which is a secure mapping program.
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Figure 25
Citizen ICAM Report

Current ICAM reports provide many invalid addresses – 20 percent or more, according to
a CPD informant. These inaccuracies exist because historically, officers filling out case reports
have had difficulty identifying actual addresses at incident locations (vacant lots, for example)
and have resorted to guessing. The cumulative effect of their guessing has resulted in a system
with many faulty incident locations.

To provide more accurate mapping, the CPD is retiring ICAM and centralizing its
computer mapping capabilities at headquarters by means of a new system that will allow officers
to search for correct addresses before they enter incident locations into a case report. Officers
will be able to input the approximate area of an incident, and the new mapping application will
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use corrected GIS information to identify the exact address/location for a case report. Eventually,
this will be available wirelessly on the portable data terminals installed in police cars.

In September 2001 the department hired a civilian with 18 years of GIS experience to
manage development of its new mapping system. The manager hired a senior programmer in
mid-2002, and together they have been able to move forward with development, although
slowly. An analyst is expected to join the team in early 2003.

Developing the system involves three distinct activities. The first consists of updating
and correcting the geographical data. ICAM’s operating system does not allow modifications to
be made to its base information, so an automated extraction program is performing the laborious
process of removing inaccurate data from the existing ICAM application, correcting it and
translating it into the new mapping application. Because of the accurate historical data’s value in
tracking crime patterns and trends, the process must be carefully monitored to ensure that data
are not overwritten or lost.

The second important development activity entailed locating a geocoding application that
validates geographical information as it is entered to ensure that officers in the field could only 
enter accurate addresses. An outside vendor developed such an application for the CPD, and it is
currently working successfully in pilot testing with AIRA, the department’s new automated
incident reporting system. When AIRA is operational, a “Map It” option will display on the
PDTs, enabling officers to check address validity. 

Adding enhancements and functionality to the new mapping application is the third
development activity. The new system will draw data from additional sources of information,
such as the 911 Center, the Department of Revenue and the Department of Buildings; track
domestic violence incidents; and have expanded search and analysis capabilities. In addition, the
system will enable officers to use GIS information in investigations. For example, if there is a
rash of stolen vehicles in an area, officers will be able to query the data warehouse to determine
whether conditions such as road work led to an increase in poorly lit side street parking that, in
turn, possibly contributed to an increase in stolen vehicles. Another planned function within the
new mapping system will allow officers to check for building specifications – number of rooms
and floor plans – of premises they need to enter. One goal of the enhanced mapping application
is to enable users to access data on buildings throughout the city – a goal that will be realized
only if businesses and other organizations make their data available to the CPD. Finally, the new
mapping system will employ aerial photography technology to provide zoomable satellite photos
of buildings and structures. When a contract has been settled between the City’s Law
Department and the vendor, the aerial photos will be stored in and displayed by the new mapping
system. 

Plans for pilot testing are not finalized, but testing is expected to happen in a technology-
savvy district over the course of a month. The intention would be for the pilot district to
extensively test the new mapping application and provide feedback to guide final edits and fixes.
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After a successful pilot test, a basic mapping system would become available, with additional
features and business/building information added over time. 

Training. Training is not an immediate concern, but the academy will be the likely site
for hands-on retraining of current officers, while new officers will learn to use the application as
part of their curriculum.

Implementation and Impact

Development was originally scheduled to start in late summer 2002, with rollout at the
end of the year. However, numerous setbacks, including hiring restrictions and ad hoc projects
assigned to the development team, have significantly pushed those dates back. The current target
date for the deployment of the new mapping system is March 2003. 

All sworn members of the CPD will have access to the new mapping system, though
Patrol Division officers will likely use it most frequently. Significant resistance to the new
application is not expected. The system will be accessible via CHRIS, which can be a “painfully
slow or very fast” process depending on the district stationhouse (old or new) from which the
application is accessed. The GIS manager believes that “network speed is critical” for the
success of the new system; slow retrieval times will definitely discourage users. 

The Future of Crime Mapping

At the time this report was written, the mapping application had issues still needing
resolution. Outside consultants are needed to help create an interface between the newest
technology and the CPD’s current technology. New hardware is also needed: the enhanced
mapping system’s database will require additional disk space to store data and color images,
necessitating a second server to ensure that search time will not be protracted as data and photo
collections grow.

The department will no longer need to maintain a citizen version of the new mapping
application, because the new system will permit community access to certain levels of
information. The new setup will require significant security measures to prevent improper
access. These measures have not yet been determined. 

Juvenile Arrest

Until recently, the CPD’s juvenile arrests were processed primarily by means of a rather
cumbersome paper-based system. To ensure more accurate record keeping and gain greater
analytical capabilities, as well as to comply with the 1998 amendment to the State of Illinois
Juvenile Court Act of 1987, the department has implemented an expanded Juvenile Arrest
System as a CLEAR application.
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Prior to launching the enhanced Juvenile Arrest System, the CPD stored in CHRIS basic
information about juvenile cases handled through the court system. Data entry clerks would
input information from paper reports filled out at the time of the juvenile’s arrest. In addition to
being inefficient and redundant, this process also did not capture data about station adjustments –
the immediate resolution of a juvenile offense with conditions imposed on the offender by a
youth investigator. This is a frequent outcome of juvenile arrests and a focus of the 1998
amendment. Station adjustment paperwork was kept in a file at the stationhouse where the
juvenile was processed. To access information about station adjustments, officers needed to call
the appropriate district to request a check of the paper records. With 30,000 juvenile arrests and
thousands of station adjustments each year, this method proved to be very ineffective and left the
CPD with no real means to accurately track a juvenile’s compliance with station adjustment
stipulations. This method also made it very difficult to maintain station adjustment records that
were mandated by the 1998 amendment. It specifies that a) no more than nine station
adjustments can be granted to an offender without state’s attorney approval (though the CPD’s
threshold is three); and b) station adjustments must be reported to the State Police for offenses
that would be felonies if committed by adults.

To comply with these requirements, the CPD decided to expand its youth processing
system by designing Web-based, interactive juvenile-arrest data entry screens that would capture
the mandated information and whatever additional data were permissible within the constraints
of juvenile rights legislation. The CPD’s main goal for the enhanced Juvenile Arrest System is to
track and assess the conditions and outcomes of juveniles as they move through Chicago’s
juvenile arrest system. The new system allows officers to check a juvenile’s record for
outstanding warrants, missing reports, demographic information and criminal history, including
summary of arrests, arrest charges, court charges and mug shots. However, only youth
investigators, supervisors and detectives cross-trained in youth arrest procedures can access the
data entry screens to process a juvenile offender. A new feature of the enhanced system is that
youth investigators now are able to save their work-in-progress, allowing officers to resume
working or update case reports at any computer connected to the CPD intranet.

Development
 

Development of the enhanced Juvenile Arrest System evolved over the last four years
and has involved many participants, each with distinct responsibilities. The CPD’s Data Systems
director of development oversaw the project, while programmers from the Oracle team created
the actual juvenile arrest screens. The commanding officer of Youth Investigations
Administration headed a five to 10 person team responsible for many facets of Juvenile Arrest
System development including: design review, testing and evaluation, recommendations for
change and user training. 

The department’s original intention was to launch a system that would meet or come
close to the state’s amendment compliance date of January 1999. In November 1998, the CPD
expected to be in compliance by March 1999. However, this deadline was not met and was
revised numerous times due to CPD and the Oracle team personnel departures, funding shortages
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and other data systems matters (such as Y2K security) that took precedence. According to a key
insider, there were no repercussions for missing the compliance deadline; the State of Illinois
decided to turn a blind eye to the deadline because jurisdictions statewide were unable to meet it
as well. However, the CPD did its best to comply with the new requirements through its existing
paper-based system, but without an automated system, the attempt fell short of satisfying the true
intent of the law. 

Over time, 16 joint application development (JAD) sessions were held with
representatives from Data Systems, Oracle and the Youth Investigations team. The sessions took
place between August and December 2000, resulting in a process model that mapped out the
paper-driven juvenile arrest process in its entirety. The process model, an elaborate flow chart
showing possible decision points and associated procedures in the arrest process, would serve as
the foundation for development of the application. However, as 2001 began, development of the
expanded juvenile system was put on indefinite hold for many of the same reasons that led to its
previous delay. In April 2002, the development of the juvenile arrest screens began anew, with
both the commander and commanding officer of Youth Investigations brainstorming to
determine the best way to get development of the expanded Juvenile Arrest System back on
track. They decided to create a six-person focus group comprising youth investigators from the
various Chicago Police Department Areas. Over the course of the next five months, five focus-
group sessions were held, at which participants recommended changes and improvements to the
juvenile arrest screens. Their recommendations were subsequently passed on to Data Systems
developers and Oracle programmers for implementation. A working model of the enhanced
juvenile system was made available for testing by users in two Area headquarters, CPD
headquarters and the Special Investigations Unit, with the intention of eliciting user feedback.
Unfortunately, due to their heavy workload, investigators in the field never used the test model
and, therefore, no feedback was generated. The Youth Investigations team nonetheless felt very
confidant of the final product, and despite having no user feedback, they decided to progress
with the training and implementation of the enhanced juvenile arrest application.

Training. A six-person team made up of youth investigators conducted training for the
enhanced juvenile arrest system in September 2002. Training consisted of a three-hour class for
the department’s 250 field youth investigators, 60 headquarters Youth Investigation staffers, and
supervisors and detectives who have been cross-trained in juvenile arrest procedures. Sessions
were held at CPD headquarters on each watch, with a maximum capacity of 18 participants per
session to ensure that each officer had a terminal on which to work. Early training sessions were
well-attended, averaging eight to 10 officers per session for the first two weeks. However,
attendance dropped off considerably by the end of the second week.

Training sessions were held in the Data Systems computer lab at headquarters.
Participants were instructed via two large monitor screens that mirrored the training screens
being used by participants. The three most frequently used functions were covered in-depth,
while a few others were briefly examined. Each attendee received an extensive training packet as
well as a Juvenile Arrest Menu “cheat sheet” and a small packet of printouts from the new
system.
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Instruction concluded two days before the system was launched citywide, with
approximately 80 percent of Juvenile Arrest System users having attended a session. Youth
officers who had served as trainers returned to their districts, where they were expected to train
those who were unable to attend formal training at headquarters. The Data Systems Help Desk
was trained in the technical aspects of the enhanced Juvenile Arrest System and is available for
users who have technical questions about the new arrest screens. However, all juvenile arrest
processing questions must be handled by Central Youth Activities at CPD headquarters, which is
staffed around the clock and can help guide officers through the processing of youth offenders.

Implementation and Impact

 The citywide launch of the enhanced Juvenile Arrest System occurred on September 30,
2002, when it became the primary method for processing juvenile offenders. Early feedback
indicates that the rollout went well. Some bugs surfaced, but they were basic malfunctions (could
not print; button did not work) that were remedied by officers in the field calling the Help Desk
or the juvenile arrest liaison (a Youth Investigations officer at CPD headquarters), who contacted
Data Systems programmers to coordinate efforts to solve the problems. Solutions requiring a
policy decision are taken to the commanding officer of Youth Investigations. 

Those most impacted by the new juvenile arrest application are youth investigators,
designated detectives and, to some extent, arresting officers who now follow a slightly new
procedure. A key CPD insider stated that “responses have been pretty positive,” stressing that
this is not a completely new system, but rather an enhancement and expansion for which most of
the hurdles in making the transition from paper to the computer have already been cleared. In
addition, the changes – including the final look and feel of the new juvenile arrest screens – were
closely scrutinized by officers who would use them on a daily basis. 

Youth Division administration will need to develop a course of action for juveniles who
do not comply with station adjustment stipulations. Prior to the implementation of the new
Juvenile Arrest System, the department did not know whether juveniles were actually complying
with station adjustments, so no action was ever needed. Now, compliance with station
adjustment conditions will be trackable, and a course of action for noncompliance must be
devised. It is expected that the appropriate action will be taken via the juvenile court system, but
the action plan has not been finalized. 

The CPD has not encountered any major obstacles in implementing this application and
does not expect to in the future. Sergeants’ complaints are anticipated, because the scope of their
report review and approval responsibilities has been expanded. Under the enhanced Juvenile
Arrest System, sergeants are required to thoroughly read each report for accuracy and
completeness before approving it. Another concern voiced by users is that it might be more time-
consuming to process a juvenile’s arrest under certain circumstances. For example, at one
training session an officer proposed a scenario in which several juvenile offenders would need to
be processed at the same time. The officer believed it would be a lengthy process to complete all
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required fields for each juvenile and that it could be difficult to gain access to a computer in
stationhouses with limited computing resources.

The Future of the Juvenile Arrest Application

Currently the enhanced juvenile arrest application is solely being used within the CPD,
though developing an interface with other all juvenile arrest systems within Illinois is being
considered. The State of Illinois has expressed interest in the possibility of replicating the CPD’s
new Juvenile Arrest System statewide. Another future use being examined by the CPD is
incorporating some of the analysis that will be done with the new juvenile information into beat
community meetings, especially if residents of a specific beat show interest in juvenile arrests
and request information that can be shared. 

Organized Crime System

The Organized Crime application is a component of the Criminal History Recording
Information System (CHRIS) case reporting application. Organized Crime units will use this
application to capture vice case-reporting incident data and to create supplemental reports.

Development and Implementation

Data entry screens were developed more than a year ago for this application and currently
the combined Oracle/CPD development team is working toward implementation. The screens
were demonstrated for the Organized Crime Division (OCD) personnel at a meeting in late
October. Modifications identified were in the area of narcotics property and the supervisors’ “in
box.” The narcotics property modification deals with money that is taken for the purpose of
“buys” by OCD. The division wants to identify each unit of currency that is taken out for buys
by serial number, a function that cannot be accomplished under the current system. Additionally,
the supervisors’ in box needs to offer a greater range of options to make it useful for the various
units within the division, such as narcotics, vice and prostitution. The current application
accommodates only one way for supervisors to enter data, which does not allow all units to
complete their task. 

The intention is to implement the screens as soon as possible, but the actual timeline is
dependent upon approval of the modifications identified at the October meeting. OCD is not
moving forward with the current client-server system because it would require training more
than 300 personnel on a format ultimately to be replaced by HTML. Instead, the division will
wait until the Patrol Division’s automated incident reporting application (AIRA), described
earlier in this section, is completely operational, then move the OCD module into HTML format
and conduct training for the 300 officers who will use the application. There will, however, be
HTML supplements developed in OCD for some of units within the division.
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The Future of the Organized Crime Application

The goal of the Organized Crime Division application is to establish a natural flow of
data into the CHRIS reporting system and, eventually, into the data warehouse. What was once
accomplished manually by OCD officers will be automated through the OCD data entry screens.
Data entry will eventually be conducted via PDTs or any workstation with access to the CPD
intranet. 

Personnel Suite

The Chicago Police Department is institutionalizing its accountability initiative
(discussed in full in an earlier section of this report) with the development of the Personnel Suite,
an automated system that will track and monitor personnel data. Included in this application is a
module known as the Personnel Performance System – an early warning system – that will
identify problem behavior before it results in an unfavorable outcome. 

The Personnel Suite will automate human resource functions in five of the department’s
units: Finance, Internal Affairs, Office of Professional Standards, Medical and Personnel. Data
pertaining to behavior monitoring and performance will be collected in the Personnel
Performance System, as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26
Personnel Suite Overview
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Automating the Units

Finance Division. A few of this division’s functions are currently automated through
CHIPPS, which is a stand-alone system used by City Hall’s Department of Personnel, but
tracking of time and attendance – one of the Finance Division’s core functions – is not. The
Personnel Suite will computerize the tracking of time and attendance, which is now maintained
individually by unit. Currently, time and attendance records are transferred to the Finance
Division, with data eventually ending up at City Hall for payroll functions. Because this
information is not automated, the department is unable to obtain real-time information about
manpower strength which, under any circumstance, is essential. In the present climate of
ongoing terrorism threats, real-time information that is immediately accessible is absolutely
necessary to ensure effective deployment in the event of an incident. In addition, the system will
automate basic timekeeping tasks, such as transmitting time slips electronically. Managers will
benefit by having data available to help them approve vacation and time-off requests based on
anticipated manpower levels, and officers will be able to track their vacation, furlough, sick time
and overtime allotments.

Internal Affairs and Office of Professional Standards. The Personnel Suite application
will enable these units to easily access information for complaint investigations. At this time,
each of these units has its own investigation assignment and tracking system. Personnel Suite
will eliminate redundant processes of these two units and ensure that duplicate complaints are
not filed. In addition, the application will provide access to time and attendance records, which
are essential for determining whether an officer was on duty at the time of the incident, as well
as provide access to arrest and case reports relevant to the consequent investigations.

Medical Section. This unit’s myriad functions related to medical leave and injured-on-
duty (IOD) status will be directed by the Personnel Suite. Currently, a complex and laborious
manual process tracks and regulates this massive subgroup and, as a result, manpower strength
data takes up to three days to calculate. Under Personnel Suite, real-time force level numbers
will be accessible.

Personnel Division. Some of this unit’s functions are handled through the Chicago
Integrated Personnel and Payroll System (CHIPPS). This system will continue to handle its
current CPD functions, such as generating payroll, and will not become a part of CLEAR.
However, other Personnel Division systems such as Star Management, Tuition Reimbursement
and Applicant Investigations (background checks) will be automated and managed within the
Personnel Suite. 

Personnel Performance System. This portion of the Personnel Suite will be a repository
for all data related to officer behavior and performance, which will drive the early warning
system. The Personnel Performance System will interpret the information to identify officers
whose performance indicates potential problems as a result of recurrent citizen complaints,
pursuits and traffic accidents, firearm-discharge incidents and the like. Officers so identified are
provided with intervention (counseling or training) designed to correct the problematic behavior.
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While this is currently done on a manual basis, the Personnel Suite will widen the scope of the
data employed and systematize the problem-identification process. Development of the CPD’s
early warning system is not the result of a consent decree; however, U.S. Department of Justice
recommendations for jurisdictions so mandated will anchor Chicago’s program.

Development and Implementation

At the time of this report’s writing, Personnel Suite applications were all advancing
through developmental stage, putting them squarely on schedule. Progress of each application is
as follows:

Finance’s JAD sessions got underway in early autumn, and the process description
document was completed at the end of October 2002. This segment of the Personnel Suite is not
expected to be as complex as some of the others.

Internal Affairs’ portion of the Personnel Suite is nearing the end of the developmental
stage. Five JAD sessions have been held, and the document mapping out current functions is
almost completely written.

Office of Professional Standards’ application is almost at the end of development, with
its five JAD sessions having been held over a three-month period. Its formal description
document is currently being prepared.

Medical’s first round of JAD sessions was held in early autumn 2002, with the process
expected to be completed by year’s end. The process mapping document is scheduled for
completion shortly thereafter.  

Personnel’s segment of the Personnel Suite has reached the end of the JAD phase –
sessions have been held, and the process mapping document has been written. At this time,
departmental acceptance is awaited. 

The Personnel Performance System remains in the conceptual stage, mainly because
the other applications from which essential personnel data are extracted must be developed first.

The Personnel Suite has gone through the subcontracts stage, having a signed contract
with the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). PERF will be helping the CPD identify best
personnel practices and policies from the public and private sectors nationwide in the human
resources areas the suite will encompass. 

Because of the widespread impact of this application and the sensitivity of the
information it will manage, the superintendent of the CPD has convened an oversight committee
that will make recommendations and help guide the direction and development of the Personnel
Suite. Composed of 11 key administrators and chaired by the CLEAR project manager, the
committee will review and evaluate PERF’s findings for applicability and appropriateness within
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the CPD and guide the institutionalization of new personnel-related policies and procedures. As
part of their duties, committee members will visit three sites where early warning systems have
been implemented to gather their own intelligence on best practices. In addition, the oversight
committee intends to host a mini-conference composed of private sector chief information
officers, IT professionals and human resource administrators to share ideas and consider best
practices from their vantage points.

Though development costs for this multi-dimensional system will be substantial, funding
has not been a problem for the Personnel Suite thus far. While the Personnel Suite project
manager is mindful of the plentiful funding needed to fully implement this application, she
remains hopeful that continued grant-seeking vigilance will augment the money already
earmarked by the department for the application’s development. And, because there will be no
hardware expenses associated with the Personnel Suite, there will be no “bottlenecks” related to
identifying vendors, seeking proposals and engaging in the bidding process.

At the writing of this report, it was not clear which subsystem of the Personnel Suite
would be implemented first. There are factors that would point to some being developed prior to
others – for example, the Medical Section application is somewhat independent of the others,
and its impact and benefits would be far-reaching. At the same time, a less complex system like
the Finance application might possibly be completed very quickly, making it an attractive
candidate for early completion. Decisions will be made when each of the subsystems’ as-is
document is completed. Because of the complexities of this application’s subsystems as well as
the depth of research to be undertaken before developing them, the target for completion of the
Personnel Suite is about three years.

The Future of the Personnel Suite 

The Personnel Suite can almost be considered the future of the CPD. While it is only a
part of CLEAR, it is a vital system that will help the department strategically deploy personnel;
create accountability standards; identify problems within the ranks and offer early intervention;
and remain poised to effectively address terrorism threats.

A byproduct of automating the organization’s human resource functions will be the
ongoing need to address policy issues related to the collection, use and dissemination of data.
The demanding task of developing and establishing sensitive, ethical policies is providing the
department with the opportunity to incorporate its best practices findings and policy-making
experiences into a document that can serve as a model for other jurisdictions planning to
implement automated personnel systems and early warning programs. 

Traffic Crash Report Routing System

The CPD is developing a comprehensive traffic crash report-related application
composed of three modules. One module will automate the traffic crash reporting process and
wirelessly transmit reports from officers’ PDTs directly to appropriate department units and the
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data warehouse. A second module will feed traffic crash report information to the Major
Accident Incident Section (MAIS) for followup investigations. An application that automates
traffic crash report retrieval and fulfillment of requests for report copies is the third module of
this system. Initial-stage development of this application, known as the Internet Crash Report
Retrieval System (ICRRS), is underway.

Background

On average 500 to 700 traffic accidents occur each day in Chicago, with each accident
usually producing multiple report requests. The majority (60 to 70 percent) come from insurance
companies, and the remainder are from internal units within the CPD, city agencies, private
citizens and other law enforcement agencies. Under the CPD’s current process, labor costs for
report processing and retrieval are very high: the department employs approximately 36 workers
to process, read, code and make 62 million photocopies per year. To offset this expense, the
department charges a $5 fee per traffic crash report copy.

Two years ago the CPD began electronically scanning the traffic crash reports and
storing them in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). These files – essentially photographs of
accident reports – are stored electronically but function as copies rather than interactive
documents. 

Goals for the Internet Crash Report Retrieval System

The CPD would like to make its traffic crash report retrieval system more efficient,
economical and customer-friendly, and plans to eventually create the ICRRS. The department
has three goals for the new system: get out of the “printing business,” reduce the number of
individual requests from the three main stakeholders, particularly insurance companies; and
eliminate the need to retrieve reports for city agencies.

The benefit of developing the ICRRS, in addition to providing customers a more user-
friendly system, is an approximate 158 percent return on investment over the first five years of
the system’s use. The efficiency of the ICRRS is expected to reduce insurance company report
requests by 50 percent, consequently reducing the CPD’s personnel needs by 25 to 35 percent. In
essence, the ICRRS has the potential to automate a substantial portion of the report-retrieval
process and drastically reduce the CPD’s labor cost.

Development and Implementation

A former police officer now serving the CPD as a civilian traffic analyst was brought
onto the Information and Strategic Services team to improve and automate the traffic crash
routing system. The analyst began redesigning the traffic crash reporting system in early 2002 by
meeting with representatives from insurance companies to listen to their suggestions for a new
report retrieval system. The analyst also met with the CPD’s Records Division director and
processing staff, at which time the director summed up the situation by saying, “The #1 problem
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is making the damn copies.” Network managers were also interviewed to discuss security issues
surrounding a new crash-report-retrieval system. 

After extensively reviewing the current crash report process, the analyst identified three
main options for improving and automating the system: 1) create a limited-information, stand-
alone crash report database that will not compromise CHRIS security; 2) adapt to CPD
specifications a paperless application being developed by the Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT) that will enable the state police to input crash information on their PDTs
and wirelessly send reports to a server to be stored; or 3) develop a CHRIS-linked system
requiring minimal changes to interface efficiently with the current setup in the Records Division.

In March 2002 the analyst recommended the CHRIS-linked system option – the ICRRS –
to the executive administrator of Information and Strategic Services. The ICRRS requires only
minimal changes in Records Division procedures, with personnel needing to sort traffic crash
reports into categories based on the type of incoming report and organize them by number of
pages (one-page reports together; two-page reports together, etc.). Reports would then be
scanned as electronic files (TIFF images), updated with any extra data or graphics and stored on
a server. Finally, the reports would be coded with a letter to indicate which city department or
agency should get the report (W for Department of Water, for example), copied and distributed.
The ICRRS would also attempt to make the new crash report and retrieval process “user-friendly
for business clients (insurance companies) and the man on the street” by being accessible online. 

The online option requires major upgrades to the current system but will allow a report-
seeker to go to the City of Chicago’s Web site, follow the link to the CPD’s Web site and, once
there, click on the ICRRS link. After users identify themselves as having been involved in an
accident, as insurance company representatives or as City of Chicago agency employees, they
will input the crash incident number, and the system will search for the scanned reports. Once
found, the system displays a portable document format (PDF) file link on users’ computers.
After paying the $5 fee by credit card, report-seekers can view, download or print reports as PDF
files. The single-report method is for customers seeking one crash report. For insurance
companies requesting hundreds of reports at a time, the system delivers them in batches of 100.

The Internet Crash Report Retrieval System has two hardware/software options. The
expensive option is to use either a top-of-the-line UNIX solution or a comparable Microsoft
solution, with the main benefit of the UNIX system being that it would make use of a Web server
the CPD already owns. A much less costly option would be for the CPD to purchase a small
server that would handle the ICRRS and a few other small CLEAR applications. The fact that the
ICRRS is not supported by the current CPD hardware/software is a concern, because the
majority of bottlenecks with CLEAR applications are due to contracting with an outside vendor
for hardware and software delivery and support. Whichever option is pursued, there will be some
security concerns related to the way the ICRRS delivers information to various users via the
server. While the analyst cautioned that “there are no unhackable systems,” the plan is for the
ICRRS to use a highly secure component object model (COM), a bypass that allows the CPD to
increase security by controlling the flow of data.
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As of October 2002, the Internet Crash Report Retrieval System was still awaiting
approval from the executive administrator of Information and Strategic Services, and funding is
not currently available to allow the analyst to hire a small staff of graduate students from a
nearby university and begin development of the ICRRS. According to a CPD informant, only the
criminal justice components of CLEAR have been budgeted and have funding for development.
Community-Business Partnership components (of which the ICRRS is one) are not yet funded,
and it is unclear when funding will be available.

Training

Training will not be needed for this “front-end” portion of the ICRRS, because the
analyst believes that proposed changes to the Records Division Web site are self-explanatory,
and only select CPD employees will need instruction. Training will be needed, however, for
those responsible for long-term maintenance of the ICRRS. 

Pilot-testing of the ICRRS is also not an issue at this point, but the current thinking is that
the first step will entail Data Systems running the application on the CPD intranet and attempting
to breach its security. It is also likely that the pilot model of the application would be opened up
to insurance companies for user-friendliness testing.

Implementation and Impact

With sufficient staffing and funding, the analyst believes the application can be
developed and launched within three to six months. When implemented, the ICRRS will most
impact the department and insurance companies. The CPD will improve efficiency and save
money, while insurance companies that “want it badly,” according to a CPD informant, will
enjoy a “greatly streamlined process,” likely eliminating their need for outside retrieval services.
These retrieval companies charge a fee to insurers to handle the laborious process of picking up
batches of accident reports and bringing them back to the insurance companies.

The Future of the Internet Crash Report Retrieval System

At the time this report was written, a target date for completion of the Internet Crash
Report Retrieval System was uncertain; much depends on the still-to-be-determined
development priorities for each of the Traffic Crash Report Routing System modules.

Looking toward the future, the CPD has been approached by the Cook County Clerk of
Courts about data exchange. The Clerk’s office would like to send every traffic incident report to
the CPD, giving CPD officers access to all traffic tickets written in Cook County. Having access
to all of the county’s automobile-related records could be helpful for investigators having
difficulty tracking down a person and for those wishing to access up-to-date information on
countywide DUI arrests. 
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Adjunct Projects

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) Conversion

A goal of creating CLEAR is to bring the CPD’s various computer applications into one
integrated system that enables each module to interface with the others, eliminate redundancies
and function in an integrated fashion. To realize this goal, more than a dozen pre-CLEAR
applications must be converted from their original operating environment – client-server – to
hyper text markup language (HTML), CLEAR’s Web-based operating environment. HTML
conversion is perhaps the most far-reaching and least visible aspect of CLEAR development.

HTML is “quicker, better and cleaner” than CHRIS’s current client-server platform,
according to one informant. Among HTML’s advantages is that it allows systemwide
modifications to be made to applications by means of programming changes from one central
location rather than at each workstation site, as is required in a client-server environment. 

Typically, when a legacy system is in the process of being converted, updates and
enhancements are made to the application, based on focus group input and “user wish lists.”
Conversion of the legacy systems to HTML requires the development of business logic for each. 

HTML conversion, headed by a CPD project manager working with an Oracle project
manager, began in January 2002. The entire project is expected to take 35,000 hours to execute;
the target completion date is summer 2003.

Integration of Criminal Justice Information Systems

This aspect of CLEAR calls for developing a system that provides for a flow of data
between the CPD and more than 120 agencies in the Chicago area, including law enforcement,
prosecution, courts, corrections and “other interventions” (presumably not criminal justice 
agencies) yet to be specified (see Figure 27). The main goals for Integration of Criminal Justice 
Information Systems are stated as: “enable unified strategies to reduce crime, eliminate criminal
justice system ‘bottlenecks,’ increase accountability among criminal justice agencies and provide
a complete picture of offender activity.” The CPD believes that an integrated system would add
value in terms of reducing crime and labor, as well as increasing the number of cases solved.
Specifically, an integrated system would improve the capacity to “police smart,” share
development costs, allow for single-system maintenance, reduce administrative labor costs,
improve employee morale, strengthen relationships with the community, reduce liability costs
and enhance the Chicago Police Department’s reputation as a technology leader. 
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Figure 27
Criminal Justice Information Sharing

The CPD conducted an 18-month impact analysis for one of its divisions within an
integrated criminal justice model and found that its clerical work force could be reduced by 227
and its technical work force by seven, thus producing an annual savings of $8.7 million. The
analysis also concluded that 90 officers could be redeployed to the streets of Chicago. These 
findings, along with the department’s enthusiasm for a truly integrated criminal justice system,
are moving this CLEAR application forward.

Research on the Implementation of Integrated Criminal Justice Information Systems

A great deal has been written about the benefits of implementing an integrated criminal
justice system, providing reasons why such a system would be advantageous to many. It is
claimed that faster data sharing among agencies would lead to quicker arrests, facilitate faster
processing of criminals, expedite court cases and prevent crime. Such a system also would be of
invaluable assistance in the case of a disaster, be it natural or manmade. 

However, many complications that can impede development of such a system have
likewise been identified. For example, for agencies to share data, they must systematically
collect and enter identical data elements and use compatible computer systems to ensure smooth
data transmission. Historically, agencies have set up stand-alone systems and collected data
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 useful solely to them. Because data entered into individual systems can also be incomplete or
inaccurate, linking such systems can be highly problematic. And many lack a governance
structure and function as individual agencies. 

Governance boards provide project review, implement initiatives, set policy, recommend
funding, set standards, prioritize system changes and authorize software changes. However, the
development of a governance board is often fraught with agency turf issues or dissolves in a
political tug of war. The development of a governance structure needs the stewardship of
someone who can champion and market the need for an Integration of Criminal Justice
Information Systems effort; garner unconditional support from county, city and elected officials;
and motivate others to jointly conduct strategic planning and consensus building. This can be
challenging when there is scant natural consensus-building among jurisdictions or the politicians
who serve them. Furthermore, if all stakeholders are not brought to the table during development
of a governance board, there is likely to be diminished cooperation, buy in by participating
agencies and, ultimately, trust among them. Eliciting agency participation in the development
stage is a critical part of governance board evolution. Agencies not involved at this stage
historically have strong concerns about changes that might result from having a governance
structure and are less likely to support establishment of such. 

Funding constraints also contribute to agencies’ reluctance to get involved in data
sharing. Smaller agencies often lack the resources or funding to purchase adequate computing
systems, and may not be able to employ the technical support needed to run and maintain them.
Other agencies cite privacy issues and data misuse as reasons for not participating in a fully
integrated data-sharing program. While federal funding is available to alleviate smaller agencies’
resource problems, many of those jurisdictions use the funding to further develop and improve
systems that are specific to their agency and, therefore, make no progress in the data-sharing
arena.

Among the larger questions in the creation of a integrated criminal justice system are:
Who decides what data are important? Who controls the data? Who ensures that adequate
quality-control mechanisms and safeguards against data misuse are in place? While the reasons
for developing an integrated criminal justice system are highly convincing, the reality of doing
so can be highly discouraging.

Chicago’s Criminal Justice Information Systems Integration Project

The CPD has launched an Integration of Criminal Justice Information Systems
recruitment effort headed by a retired lieutenant who now serves in a civilian capacity. The
primary thrust of this project is to involve other jurisdictions in providing their data (mug shots,
fingerprints, case reports) to the Cook County Sheriff’s Criminal Apprehension Booking System
(CABS). CABS is the central repository for the above-mentioned information from Cook County
agencies outside the City of Chicago, and its data are transmitted to the CPD’s data warehouse.
Currently participating are 107 police departments, the Cook County Sheriff’s Office and the
Illinois State Police, all providing ongoing data, the earliest dating back two-and-a-half years. 
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The head of the Integration of Criminal Justice Information Systems project spends
considerable time visiting nonparticipating agencies to make presentations demonstrating the
capabilities of the data warehouse. Additionally, discussions have started at the federal level with
the Secret Service, DEA and FBI to elicit their participation. Though the CPD believes that
criminal justice information integration and the formation of a governance board should be
spearheaded by the State of Illinois, to date such efforts have not progressed beyond the
discussion stage. The CPD is not willing to wait for that to come about, so it is moving ahead
with criminal justice information integration activities with its current resources and is not
seeking to develop a governance board.

There has been, however, an inter-governmental agreement entered into between the
Cook County Sheriff’s Office and the Chicago Police Department. About two-and-a-half years
ago the Sheriff’s Office obtained funding from the Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services to help Cook County suburban and city police departments acquire Livescan fingerprint
equipment, which enables them to scan fingerprints, as they are captured, into the Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS).

Currently, most agencies that have partnered with CABS have no direct results from their
participation; the payoff is down the road, when they will be able to tap into the CPD extranet to
get online reports, detective information and streaming video training. However, the department
has launched a pilot test, selecting six Cook County police departments to have extranet access
to the CPD’s data warehouse. The data warehouse contains 12 years of Chicago Police
Department data and, as mentioned previously, two-and-a-half years of data from the Cook
County Sheriff’s Office, the Illinois State Police and the 107 participating Cook County police
agencies. At this point, pilot test areas have access to the CPD’s online reports. Figure 28 shows
the offerings available to pilot-test agencies. There is ongoing discussion about extending access
to the Automated Directives and Streaming Video Training menus. A potential problem of
offering expanded streaming video training access is that participation of too many agencies
might tax the department’s bandwidth capabilities. 

Each of the pilot users has a unique ID, based on the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) numbering system. Participating agencies log on through the CABS network, and key in
the identification number, which is specific enough to check the integrity of users by agency and
by person. If problems arise from one particular agency, more training or technical assistance
will be provided. The CPD is currently providing training to users at the six pilot sites. Each
police agency determines who will use the system as well as who will receive training. Some
agencies only want specific individuals to have access to the system, while others want it
available to the entire department.
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Figure 28
Pilot-Test Agencies Menu

In terms of criminal justice agency integration, the CPD is only involved with other law
enforcement agencies or institutional police forces, such as those at universities and hospitals.
This is due to the fact that the data currently being shared are related strictly to arrest and case
reporting.

The CPD envisions a second phase of criminal justice agency integration that will
involve the Law Enforcement Automated Data System (LEADS) and NCIC developing a
governing board, especially to address privacy issues. Though the Illinois governor mandated
that the Illinois Integrated Justice Information System will provide an as-yet-unspecified number
of people to help implement data sharing, the CPD is not optimistic that this will come to fruition
in the foreseeable future. Thus, the department is moving ahead on its own to realize its vision.
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One of the impediments that the department has come up against with this system,
according to one key person’s experience, is that “all roads lead to firewalls,” meaning that a
central pipeline needs to be created for universal participation. Other obstacles to full
implementation of agency integration include problems related to limited transmission
bandwidth as well as the Data Systems Division’s current heavy workload.

The Future of Criminal Justice Information Integration

The CPD continues to visit collar county agencies, hoping to continue to bring them “on
board” through their participation in data sharing through CABS – data that will ultimately
reside in the data warehouse. While the CPD currently has 109 partners, the goal is to have 132
agencies involved by 2003. The vision is that the data warehouse will become the main database
for all types of criminal justice information and that all participating agencies will become
proficient at using the data for crime-prevention and crime-solving efforts.

National Incident-Based Record System (NIBRS)

The federal government began to systematically collect crime data in 1929 through the
Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program, which produces counts of specific types of offenses.
This program remained unchanged until the mid-1980s, when it became evident that collecting a
greater range of incident-related information would provide a more accurate picture of criminal
activity as well as a more robust database from which to perform crime analysis. Due to UCR’s
aggregate structure, there is no method by which offenses can be linked to arrests and, likewise,
clearance information cannot be linked to information about arrestees. To address this, in 1988
the federal government introduced a new reporting system called National Incident-Based
Reporting (NIBRS). The unique feature of the NIBRS is that collecting richer data at the time of
arrest allows for individual records on each reported incident and its associated arrest. NIBRS
moves beyond aggregate statistics and raw counts of crimes and arrests to look at details of an
offense, such as offender, victim, property, weapons used and other essential arrest data. 

A multi-year evaluation of UCR resulted in the 1985 publication “ Blueprint for the
Future of the Uniform Crime Reporting Program,” which presented guidelines and specifications
for NIBRS. Though more than 15 years have passed since the Blueprint recommended NIBRS as
a reporting system that would serve law enforcement’s future needs, to date only 11 percent of
the U.S. population is represented by agencies using the system. 

Research on the NIBRS System

Numerous studies, focus groups and surveys have been administered to ascertain why
NIBRS is so underutilized, and recommendations have been made for helping law enforcement
agencies adopt the system. In 1997, the Bureau of Justice Statistics released a document entitled
“Implementing the National Incident-Based Reporting System: A Project Status Report,” in
which seven major impediments to NIBRS reporting are summarized: 
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Funding. Many agencies lack the software and hardware required to capture the new
data fields required by the NIBRS system, and neither do they have the resources required to
keep up (inputting, maintaining quality control, processing) the significantly increased volume of
data nor the personnel to train employees on an entirely different and more complex system. This
affects both small law enforcement agencies that may be using a simple stand-alone computer
doing little more than word processing as well as larger departments with costly legacy systems
that cannot accommodate NIBRS data fields. 

Uncertainty about the benefit of NIBRS. Law enforcement agencies throughout the
nation have yet to be convinced that NIBRS compliance will benefit them significantly. NIBRS
has long been viewed as a statistical tool for researchers rather than one for law enforcement and
crime fighting. Therefore, most departments consider the system to be one that requires
increased work with few tangible benefits. 

Policy concerns. Law enforcement officials fear that crime will appear to be on the
increase under NIBRS. Because the new reporting structure records multiple offenses for one
incident – an incident that under UCR is reported as one offense – an inevitable result will be
that crime will appear to be worsening. And in a similar vein, agencies have expressed concern
that no definitive policy has been adopted that would prevent comparison of UCR crime
incidence figures with NIBRS data. Such comparisons are unacceptable because the programs
differ so dramatically.

Administrative issues. Because officers will be required to spend more time at a crime
scene to capture the data required for NIBRS, administrators foresee officers having less time to
respond to residents’ needs. In addition, agencies are concerned about having the available
resources and time to train officers and hire technical support for this new system. 

Reporting requirements. Law enforcement agencies consider NIBRS compliance to be
a complete change in the way they do business, forcing them to meet a number of new
regulations that, as mentioned before, are viewed as burdens rather than benefits to them. Some
have called for more flexibility in NIBRS reporting, which is currently perceived as requiring
“all or nothing” participation. However, to date the federal government has only indicated a
willingness to work with agencies and has not actually created a change in the method of
reporting. 

Data elements questions. Law enforcement agencies are not completely convinced
about the value of collecting some of the required data elements – elements they believe have no
investigative value. 

Education needs. Key agency decision-makers and stakeholders alike will need
comprehensive education to gain an appreciation of the usefulness of an incident-based system.
Complementing this instructive program should be an awareness campaign aimed at the media,
the business community and the public at large to demonstrate the nature, objectives and benefits
of the multi-dimensional reporting system.
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To many, the far-reaching implications of this list of concerns appear to provide more
reasons for excusing law enforcement agencies from becoming NIBRS-compliant rather than for
their joining in. The federal government, for this reason, has shown keen interest in Chicago’s
progress in converting to a NIBRS-compliant agency.

Chicago and NIBRS Compliance

The responsibility of NIBRS-compliant reporting falls on the State of Illinois, which will
require that all jurisdictions in the state become NIBRS-ready. Statewide participation is likely
to take some time, because many smaller departments are currently not ready to change from
UCR and will not be in the near future. The CPD, however, has identified early 2003 as a target
date for becoming NIBRS-compliant. This does not mean that NIBRS data will be reported to
the federal government; however, the department will be collecting data according to NIBRS
specifications.

Fifty-three data elements will be extracted from the CPD’s Criminal History Recording
Information System (CHRIS). Information to populate NIBRS data fields will enter the system
via the Automated Incident Recording Application (AIRA), which prompts officers to collect
richer data elements when completing incident reports. An extensive evaluation revealed that
hundreds of new CHRIS data fields and tables are required to accommodate the information
entering the system via AIRA. The CPD’s enhanced CHRIS 2.0, expected to be complete in
early 2003, will be reconfigured to provide all of the data for NIBRS compliance. 

Oracle Corporation is responsible for the programming changes needed to accommodate
the new reporting structure, and there is an officer assigned to deal with all technical matters, as
well as one to conduct process mapping to illustrate how the new system will impact all parts of
the organization. Training will be conducted in modules at the appropriate time, and an analyst
in Research and Development will develop a plan for determining how crime information is to
be disseminated to the media when and if the data are reported. As stated earlier, the timetable
for collecting the data is early in 2003, but actual data reporting is highly dependent on the
ability of jurisdictions statewide to become NIBRS-compliant.

Training. NIBRS reporting will not be singled out as a separate training piece; rather it
will be incorporated into district-level AIRA training for police officers, as well as into the
curriculum for upcoming lieutenant and captain training. Trainers will mention NIBRS to the
supervisors as AIRA begins to move out to the field, but they will not announce, “you are now
going to collect new data for us to be NIBRS-compliant.” Historically, there has been much
negativity about NIBRS – that it asks for data while giving nothing in return. The CPD is aware
of this and is determined that organizational needs will always have priority over NIBRS
requirements.

Key CPD people working on the NIBRS compliance application are in agreement that it
is evident NIBRS was developed by statisticians rather than by law enforcement professionals.
An illustrative example is that key identifying information such as tattoos are not included in the
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NIBRS database. (That and other useful types of information will be stored in the CPD’s data
warehouse.) One developer opined, “NIBRS does not lead to solving crime.” The officers will be
trained to collect useful data such as this as part of automated incident reporting rather than
because they are NIBRS-related. Optimally they will see the benefits as they begin to use the data
warehouse routinely.

Obstacles. Unlike many other jurisdictions, the CPD does not believe funding problems
will affect its NIBRS-compliance endeavor. This is due, in part, to having received some federal
grant support. But this is the case in greater part because the AIRA application, already under
development, is a sophisticated data system with data requirements that exceed those of NIBRS.
Analysts found that completing the AIRA mapping document, which ensures that all information
entered via AIRA (including NIBRS requirements) will be assigned a data field in CHRIS, was a
prodigious undertaking. And the complexity of analyzing relational data looms in the future. For
example, a barroom brawl will require the CPD to report on all of the victims and all of the
offenders, and to identify at least five relationships among them. This becomes a very complex
statistical task that assumes that the responding officer gleaned that information at the time of the
incident. Officers were not previously trained to do this, and it will take time for them to get
beyond the hierarchy rule (most serious crime) when filling out crime reports. For a time,
Chicago will be in the peculiar position of collecting NIBRS data in isolated pockets, because
AIRA will be introduced watch by watch, district by district over a still undetermined time
period. So while one district may be fully capturing NIBRS data, another district may only do so
on two watches, while the remainder of the city still collects data under UCR requirements. And,
as mentioned previously, the department intends to collect and use the data for its own purposes,
such as an investigative tool, but may not necessarily move to reporting the data because of the
public relations implications of the associated perception of increasing crime. 
 

While the CPD does not anticipate the funding woes faced by other agencies, it does
share the common concern about how the media will report future NIBRS-compliant crime data.
The CLEAR development team is aware that someone will need to educate the media and public
about the different reporting methods and the meaning behind the new numbers. The department
will handle education of officers internally, but efforts to help the media, legislators and its
customers understand NIBRS are still undetermined. A positive outcome the department
anticipates under NIBRS compliance is that collecting rich data fields and understanding the
various crimes that occur in an “incident” will help them identify crime trends, better understand
root problems and, consequently, help with predictive analysis.

The Future of NIBRS Compliance

It appears that Chicago will be ready to collect NIBRS data beginning in early 2003, with
the entire city participating as the year progresses. Because Chicago has the second largest police
department in the country, the federal government is highly interested in its progress and hopes to
use Chicago as a model for other places. The problem, however, is that it is the State’s
responsibility to report NIBRS data, and few Illinois towns are collecting and reporting NIBRS
data. An important issue facing Chicago is that it will be collecting NIBRS data long before the
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State of Illinois is ready to report NIBRS data. Time will tell whether the state will have to be
reporting on two systems – UCR for towns not participating, and NIBRS for Chicago and the
other municipalities that are ready.

Technical Management System

The Technical Management System is a program that was developed by the Data
Systems director of development to track CLEAR application development activities, application
use and customer relations management (CRM). The Technical Management System was
launched in early 2002.

The system’s tracking aspect allows management to, at any time, check on project status,
recent activity, billable hours and the like. Access to this type of up-to-the-minute information on
an ongoing basis has allowed the CLEAR team to find themselves in “firefighting mode” less
often, because this management system provides a “big picture” overview. 

Application use is tracked by the Technical Management System’s auditing capabilities:
by means of this program, managers can ascertain exactly who is using particular applications or
features of applications, which contributes to system security. Because levels of access are
determined by rank and ID, it is possible to know exactly who has used any part of any
application. So, for example, if data are “leaked” to a gang or the media, CLEAR’s auditing
capabilities will allow for identifying every person who had access to that bit of information,
which the director of development deems essential in a large organization dealing with sensitive
information.

The CRM aspect of the Technical Management System focuses on Web  operations.
Calls to the Help Desk by CPD personnel (customers) are tracked to determine what type of
assistance was given and facilitate followup, if necessary. Help Desk inquiries often point out the
need for “bug fixes and enhancements,” so analysis of Help Desk activity strives to ensure that
nothing “falls through the cracks.” In addition, Data Systems personnel can easily recontact the
Help Desk “customers” to gain a more thorough explanation of situations requiring a fix, if
necessary. 

Police Employee Attitudes and Use of Technology

In order to assess the level of knowledge and frequency of use of technology currently
available in the CPD, surveys were conducted with personnel in selected police districts. The
surveys also probed how computer technology has affected their jobs and their relationships with
others in the department. The demographic data that were gathered included rank, education,
assignment, time on the job, and whether those working in the district had home computers as
well as access to the Internet. Data from these surveys provides baseline information about
sworn and civilian personnel’s use and attitudes about computers from a point before various
CLEAR applications were implemented in their district.
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Our research design involved selecting four police districts for study in advance of
CLEAR implementation. One district would be the first test site for a variety of CLEAR
applications. After sending an introductory letter to the commanders explaining the study, we
conducted onsite personal interviews to brief them on our research, gain access to their staff,
determine roll call schedules for both patrol and gang and tactical officers, and do a brief facility
walkthrough. We would need to return to each stationhouse on three separate occasions to be
able to capture data from those on furlough, special assignments and missions, as well as to
accommodate the rotation schedule of days off. Between roll calls we moved throughout the
stationhouse to hand out surveys to officers and civilians who worked in various offices –
supervisors, desk and lockup personnel, and those in the Community Policing unit. Data
collection began in March 2002 and was completed in May 2002. Each of the four stationhouses
was visited for three 24-hour periods to collect the survey data. At the end of data collection, 759
officers and civilians had completed questionnaires. Research staff briefly stated the purpose of
the visit, emphasized the anonymity of the survey – names and star numbers were not taken, so it
was not possible to trace responses to specific individuals – and enlisted stationhouse
employees’ cooperation before distributing the questionnaires. The survey completion rate
varied by district, but stood at 89 to 99 percent. These rates were a reflection of returning to the
stations three times, carefully monitoring day-off patterns, and gaining prior cooperation with
commanders and watch commanders. Only senior staff members were sent so that their research
experience would facilitate data collection efforts and manage the complexities of collecting data
in a roll call setting. 

Our next report will track trends among personnel serving in the four districts, once
CLEAR applications have been implemented. We will examine CLEAR’s impact on sworn and
non-sworn jobs as well as ways in which it affects these individuals’ interactions with others in
the department.

First Findings

The survey found that many Chicago police officers and civilian personnel are
experienced at using computers. They vary in their assessments regarding the impact of
information technology on their work. Most think IT has improved their work lives and has
changed the way in which the police department does business. In terms of rank, 84 percent held
the title of officer, 10 percent sergeant, 2 percent lieutenant, 2 percent civilian and 1 percent
captain. The average age of the stationhouse personnel interviewed was 40, and the average age
when they came on the job was 28. Eighty percent surveyed were male and 20 percent female,
and almost half (47 percent) were working on or had earned a college degree. Thirty-eight
percent listed their usual assignment as beat car; 19 percent tactical or gang unit; 15 percent
rapid response car; 11 percent office staff, desk, review office or lockup; 6 percent as
management, 4 percent in special units such as bike patrol, squadrol, motorcycle or foot patrol;
another 4 percent as community policing personnel, and 3 percent as moving between beat and
rapid response assignments. 
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Computers are already widely used in the police department. When asked about their use
of a list of existing computer systems, 91 percent indicated that they used at least one system
every day. Only 4 percent reported that they used one of the department’s systems as little as
once or twice a week, or less often than that. Most commonly used were the portable data
terminals in patrol cars. Administrative and managerial systems were used most often by district
office workers and managers, including the highest-ranked personnel. Crime maps and reports,
stolen car databases, and mug-shot files were more often used by officers in the field, most
notably by the district’s tactical units. Younger and more educated officers also reported more
computer use.

One of the strongest factors associated with computer use was training. We asked officers
and civilian personnel how they had learned to use the department’s systems, and 86 percent
reported receiving formal training, most at the police academy, at headquarters or area training
sessions, or at their station. Almost 20 percent received some training via computers themselves,
using videos that can be accessed from district workstations. Eighty percent said they also had to
work on their own, learning how to do things by trial and error, and more than 70 percent got
informal help from their fellow workers. Of those who got formal training, 60 percent thought it
was adequate, and 40 percent did not. This is important, for the extent and adequacy of formal
training was strongly related to every kind of computer use. Well-trained officers and civilian
personnel were more likely to appreciate the efficiencies afforded by the new systems; they were
more likely to think they made them more effective in their work; and they were more positive
about the impact of computing on the police department and on policing as a profession.

Another factor associated with computer use was whether officers and civilian personnel
had a computer at home. Just over 80 percent of those surveyed reported having a home
computer that could run standard office software, and almost all with home computers reported
being connected to the Internet. This is higher than figures for Americans as a whole and
suggests that Chicago police are relatively technology-savvy. Across a wide range of measures,
officers and civilian personnel with home computing experience were more satisfied users of the
department’s information technology. Because of the training they received and their frequent
use of home computers, it is not surprising that most police officers and civilian personnel feel
fairly computer-competent: fully 85 percent rated themselves as very competent or somewhat
competent in using computers at work.

There was general satisfaction with the impact of the department’s IT on police work.
Almost 85 percent of those surveyed reported that computers have increased the accuracy of
information available to them, 92 percent thought that they have increased the timeliness of that
information, and 95 percent indicated computers have made them more effective. Over 75
percent felt computers made their work more interesting, and 92 percent believed that they make
their work easier. In their view, the “paperless office” has yet to appear in the Chicago Police
Department – less than one third thought that computing has reduced the amount of paper they
use in their work. IT also seems to have affected their accountability. Two-thirds of those
surveyed indicated that computers require them to report more frequently about what they are
doing, and that they are now more accountable for their actions. Almost 60 percent thought that
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computers enable their supervisors to oversee their work more closely, and 80 percent indicated
that their supervisors are now more aware of their day-to-day workload. Officers and civilian
personnel in these four districts thought that computing has improved management practices in
the department (61 percent) and improved information sharing among officers (83 percent).
Large majorities felt that computers have improved police service to the public, police response
to crime and proactive policing.

As noted above, this survey was conducted to provide a baseline for assessing future
improvements in the department’s information systems. Another round of surveys will examine
changes in the use of specific information systems and acceptance of new systems as they come
online. The data will contribute to our overall assessment of the impact of modern information
technology on policing in Chicago.

Future CLEAR Applications

Several CLEAR applications remain in the conceptual stage and may come under
development during the next year. These applications are described below: 

Automated Pawnshop. This application, as planned, would develop a mechanism for
pawnshops to provide online inventory reports, which would then be cross-checked against case
reports and Evidence and Recovered Property Section (ERPS) inventories.

Enhanced Hot Desk. This module will make accessing Hot Desk information (open
warrants, stolen cars, etc.) faster and easier for the CPD. Currently, officers have to use a dial-up
connection to get into the Illinois State Police mainframe; the enhanced module will be Web-
based. 

Probation and Parole. This application will provide a data feed between the Illinois
Department of Corrections (IDOC) and the CPD, providing information on releases as well as on
conditions of probations and paroles. To date, proposals have been submitted for grant funding,
and the Oracle agreement has been amended to include this. 

Community/Business Partnership. Increasing public interest in police effectiveness in
problem solving, and concern about police accountability and potential misconduct, calls for
greater public input in the measurement of police performance. The department plans to develop
new community-based measures of police performance that reach beyond traditional
performance measures to capture information about a broad range of community concerns. The
goals for this application include strengthening problem-solving capacity, conducting
community-needs assessment, creating a convenient information-sharing mechanism and
receiving intelligence information from the community. The system could collect ongoing,
systematic data on quality-of-life indicators, citizen participation levels, police performance on
various dimensions and the overall strength of police-community relations. 
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Community Interest and Readiness for Involvement

As part of the CLEAR evaluation, an ongoing University of Illinois at Chicago study is
addressing the community’s readiness to participate in a partnership with the Chicago Police
Department built around Web-based communication.

Community/Business Partnership Research

The Chicago Police Department proposed the Community/Business Partnership as a
component of the CLEAR initiative in order to 1) enhance problem-solving capacity, 2) improve
community needs assessment, 3) make information sharing easier and more convenient, and 4)
gather more intelligence through community sources. The creation of a sophisticated Web-based
system for communicating with the public also has the potential to help the CPD achieve several
management objectives under CLEAR, especially in the areas of accountability and strategic
planning. Strategic management in the 21st century covers a broad range of proactive functions,
including crime control, order maintenance, fear reduction, public satisfaction and
accountability. In theory, the systematic collection, analysis, utilization and dissemination of
new community-based data, reported via the Internet, holds the promise of empowering both
police officers and local residents involved in the process of proactive problem solving and
community crime prevention.

At present, the Community/Business Partnership application is in the conceptual stage.
The department expressed a commitment to move ahead with the planning of the
Community/Business application, and the joint evaluation team at Northwestern University and
the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) agreed to provide the CPD with research assistance.
The research team is engaged in several tasks. First, we are assisting in the conceptualization and
development phase by identifying key information components for Web-based community
modules. Second, we are engaged in a formative assessment of this component by exploring
community interest and readiness for Internet communication with the CPD. This includes
gathering information about residents’ access to the Internet, usage of the current CPD Web page
and reactions to a preliminary Web-based survey. Third, we are proposing a “demonstration and
evaluation” plan for field-testing this new initiative. Each of these research activities and
corresponding results is discussed below.

The research team has made significant progress on a plan for expanding the Internet link
between the CPD and Chicago communities. Regular meetings have been held with CPD
representatives, UIC and Northwestern University faculty and PhD students. As a byproduct of
this dialogue, a steering committee was created to continue this process and to develop an overall
plan for this application. To assist in this process, UIC has prepared a concept paper for the CPD.
This concept paper describes the value of a comprehensive CPD Web page that would include at
least five key components:
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Problem reporting. This component would afford Chicago residents the opportunity to
formally report crime and disorder incidents to the CPD over the Internet. Citizens participating
in monitoring could be invited to:

• Submit and obtain traffic crash reports
• Make initial reports of minor criminal activity 
• Report persistent disorder problems
• Report suspicious activity

Citizen monitoring. Through Web-based surveys, this unique feature could provide the
CPD with a mechanism to enhance the police-community partnership initiated with CAPS and to
institutionalize past efforts to “measure what matters” in 21st century policing. Citizen reporting
could supplement Citizen ICAM, beat meetings and district advisory committees as a method for
collecting information about a wide variety of issues that are of concern to both the police and
community. The Citizen Monitoring program, using random samples of citizens selected to
monitor and report conditions in their police beat on a monthly basis, could be designed to
achieve the following objectives:

• Assess neighborhood conditions
• Assess citizen performance in community activities
• Assess police performance on a range of dimensions
• Evaluate anti-crime interventions
• Offer recommendations

An open question is the auspices for conducting a monitoring program. An independent
monitoring component could enhance the credibility of the process and encourage citizen
participation.

Neighborhood profile report. To further the dialogue between police and residents the
CPD could provide analysis and feedback based on the information that they accumulate from all
sources, creating a two-way flow of information between the parties. The Citizen ICAM
component of the city’s Web site is one step in this direction. A Neighborhood Profile Report
could provide the community with:

• Crime information on incidents and arrests with geographic location (e.g. ICAM)
• Citizen monitoring results such as neighborhood and beat profiles, performance

indicators and community survey results

CAPS Online. This feature, designed specifically to enhance community policing in
Chicago and to facilitate direct communication between police and community members, could
have several features:

• Provide CAPS information such as meeting times, locations, agendas and guest
speakers
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• Host listservs and message boards
• Provide an automated problem-solving module for Problem Oriented Policing

(POP) projects (including a training tutorial to strengthen the integrity of the
CPD’s five-step problem-solving model).

Public service links. This component would allow the CPD to link residents to other
public safety services online and assist them in finding help with other problems. Links would
include sites with information about social, educational, health, employment, legal and public
safety services to help build individual and community competencies.

Current Citizen Access to the Internet and the CPD

As part of this formative assessment the research team has focused on two primary tasks.
First, we sought to gauge the capacity and interest of community residents to engage in Internet
communication with the CPD. Second, we focused our attention on the feasibility of
implementing a Web survey that would serve as the Citizen Monitoring component outlined
earlier. Each of these activities is described below.

Access to the Internet. To assess community readiness for Internet communication,
questions about Internet access were included in the survey of residents attending beat meetings.
(A detailed description of the study was presented in the resident involvement section of this
report.) The findings provide a profile of the Internet-readiness and interest of CAPS meeting
attendees – a group that is likely to be among the first in line to use any future Web-based
system. The results provide estimates of levels of access and usage of this technology, as well as
identify populations in need of special outreach. 

The beat community meeting survey included the following three questions regarding IT:

Do you have a personal computer at home?
If yes, do you use it to connect to the Internet or to check e-mail?
Have you ever used the Chicago Police Web site or online ICAM crime mapping?

The results of these questions probably underestimate the extent of Internet access by
Chicagoans, because they do not reflect access through computers at work, or though those in
public facilities such as libraries and schools.

Of the 3,455 residents who answered these questions, 68 percent indicated they had a
home computer; 80 percent of those owning a computer indicated that they were connected to
the Internet; but only 35 percent of those with Internet access indicated that they had either
visited the CPD Web site or online ICAM.

To better understand the project’s potential audiences – those with a home computer and
already using the Internet – we constructed a demographic profile of computer users. The
strongest predictors of computer ownership, Internet use and visiting the police Web sites are
age and education. Computer use declines with age and increases with education. Among beat
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community meeting participants, 85 percent of those under age 40 own a computer, compared to
41 percent of those over age 65. Furthermore, the greater majority (89 percent) of computer-
owning residents younger than 40 years old have Internet access, while 66 percent of computer
owners older than 65 use the Internet. Connecting to the CPD Web site or ICAM followed the
same trend, with 44 percent of those under 40 having visited these sites, and only 16 percent of
those over 65 having done so. 

Computer ownership and use varies even more widely by education. Only 36 percent of
those not graduating from high school reported owning a computer, while 87 percent of those
with college degrees reported having a computer. These trends also hold for having an Internet
connection and visiting police Web sites. Home ownership is correlated with owning a
computer; having a PC was reported by 71 percent of home owners and 58 percent of renters.
(We note that 58 percent represents a relatively high level of computer ownership among renters,
however.) Among computer-owning renters and home owners, Internet usage figures are quite
similar (75 percent vs 81 percent), as are figures for those visiting the CPD Web sites, (36
percent vs 34 percent). Responses to these three questions did not differ significantly by gender,
though percentages for males are slightly higher than those for females. 

Perhaps the most interesting finding was that race was only a modest predictor of
computer ownership and use. Seventy percent of white and Latino beat-meeting attendees
reported owning a computer, as did 65 percent of African-Americans attendees. Of those who
reported owning a computer, 88 percent of whites, 77 percent of Latinos and 73 percent of
African-Americans reported Internet use. But among these Internet users, only 42 percent of
whites, 34 percent of Latinos and 28 percent of African-Americans have visited CPD Web sites.

Figure 29 demonstrates the magnitude of all of these differences in computer access. It is
based on all of our respondents, so in each case the bars are cumulative. For example, about 41
percent of those age 65 and older who attended beat meetings during 2002 had a home computer.
Sixty-six percent of them reported having internet access, or 26 percent of all senior citizens who
were surveyed. Few of them had accessed the CPD Web site, so in the end only 6.5 percent of all
of those over age 65 had done so. Save for those without a high school education – whose
responses are also presented in Figure 29 – they were the least computer-savvy group. College
graduates and those under age 40 were the most “wired,” with CPD access percentages
approaching 40 percent.  

These findings indicate that there is an opportunity to enhance resident-police
partnerships through IT by increasing public awareness of sites currently available, as well as by
upgrading existing Web sites to enable interactive communication between residents and the
police who serve them. At present, CPD Web sites provide only one-way communication – the
department has harnessed communication technology to disseminate its message to the public.
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Figure 29
Race, Age, Education and Patterns of Internet Access

But while residents are well-positioned to do so, they have no reciprocal opportunity to provide
input and feedback about crime, neighborhood conditions and the officers who serve their
neighborhoods. A two-way Web-enabled communication would not only strengthen the Chicago
Police Department’s partnership with its constituents, but it would also enrich the department’s
accountability pursuits.

Feasibility Study of a Web-based Survey

Our second major task as part of the formative assessment was to develop and test the
feasibility of a Web-based survey that would provide the foundation for an expanded system of
Internet communication between the CPD and the public. This task was the primary
responsibility of UIC members of the research team. They focused on a component of the system
with which they have extensive experience and one for which the greatest benefits are likely to
accrue: Web-based surveys of community residents. The plan was to develop and test a
prototype Web-based survey that would capture the essence of the Citizen Monitoring
component outlined above, including collecting data on a wide variety of neighborhood
conditions; residents’ perceptions and fears about crime and safety; police-community relations;
and other issues that are important in community policing. 
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The prototype survey included questions drawn from the CAPS evaluation surveys
described earlier in this report. They were included in the draft Web survey because of their
content validity and demonstrated reliability. Later research will enable us to compare responses
generated by Web- and telephone-based surveys for validation purposes. Our Webmaster
prepared a site that includes the Web survey.

The next step was to gather input and feedback from a diverse set of Chicago residents
about the content of the survey and the feasibility of Web-based communication between the
CPD and local residents. To obtain this feedback, three focus groups were convened during
November 2002. Police beats were identified using the evaluation’s survey data on where
attendance rates and access to personal computers and the Internet is relatively high. Beats were
selected to represent predominately African-American, Latino and white communities. The UIC
team attended meetings in these areas and invited citizens with Internet access to remain
afterward for a focus group meeting. The principal UIC investigator served as facilitator each
time and two graduate students recorded the dialogue. The participants were asked to visit the
prototype Web site and complete the Web survey, which included an open-ended question
through which respondents could give us feedback about the user-friendliness of the survey and
the content of the questions.

Focus group questions. To confirm the content validity of our Web survey and to
consider new measures, focus group participants were asked the following four questions:

When you think of the police and the community having a “good” relationship, what comes to mind? How
would you define it?

When you think of the police and the community having a “bad” relationship, what comes to mind? How
would you define it?

When you think of making your neighborhood safe, what do you think the police should be doing? [Probe:
What is doing a “good job” on the part of the police?]

When you think of making your neighborhood safe, what do you think its citizens should be doing? [Probe:
What is doing a “good job” on the part of the citizens?] 

To explore the feasibility of Web-based communication with the police, focus group
participants were then asked the following three questions:

If you could report crime or suspicious activity online through a home computer, would you be willing to
do it? What types of crime or circumstances would you be willing to report over the Internet? (Probe why.)

What do you see as the major benefits and drawbacks of communicating with the police department over
the Internet? (Probe opinions about surveys of neighborhood conditions and of police performance).

What types of information would you like to receive from the Chicago Police Department?

An examination of the discussion at the three focus group meetings revealed some
common themes and concerns. 
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What to measure. Two basic concepts emerged when citizens were asked to
characterize “good” and “bad” police-community relations – partnership and performance.

• Partnership. This concept was described as “teamwork” and characterized by
communication, “information sharing,” interaction, and trust between officers and
citizens. Participants tended to place the onus of “building relationships” on the police
rather than on citizens. 

• Police Performance. This was generally expressed through the concept of police
response to community concerns and crime problems. Most characterized a bad police-
community relationship by their perception of police “not responding to our needs,”
typically exemplified in either officers not responding to concerns that citizens brought to
their attention or police “not prioritizing,” but rather focusing efforts on problems
citizens did not feel were important.

When asked to characterize the role of both police and citizens in “making your
neighborhood safe,” two basic ideas emerged – proactive patrolling for police and increased
participation for citizens.

• Proactive Patrol. The general perception was that police maintain or improve
neighborhood safety through patrolling that is both highly visible and proactive.
Visibility entailed officers engaging in foot patrol instead of “hiding in a car” and
generally making their “presence known” in the community. Proactive patrol included
officers “working in conjunction with neighbors,” addressing chronic problems, and
being “more observant” about potential crime situations and signs of neighborhood
physical disorder that require police attention.

• Increased Participation. Respondents felt that citizens contributed to neighborhood
safety by increasing their participation within the community. Participation was typically
characterized as starting “block clubs,” interaction with neighbors, watching for
suspicious activity, attending CAPS meeting and sharing information with both police
and neighbors.

Feasibility of online reporting. The feasibility of online problem reporting received
mixed reviews from the focus group participants. Some envisioned great benefits, while others
expressed concern. Primary themes and their implications were as follows:

• Response Time. Several participants doubted that police response to crimes reported
through the Internet would be handled in “real time” or quickly enough for the Internet to
be a viable forum for reporting emergencies.

• Privacy. Several participants were concerned by the “tracing factor” associated with
communication through the Internet and whether their identities could be protected to
facilitate sharing sensitive information with the police in this forum.
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• Digital Divide. Those without Internet access would not be able to avail themselves of
this forum for reporting, especially those who need the additional forum most: members
of high-crime, low-income neighborhoods.

• Isolation. Some participants believed that reporting to a computer, as opposed to talking
to police personnel, “takes away the personal effect,” leading to “detachment” of the
individual from the community, as well as from the police. However, others also
expressed interest in the concept of the Internet as a tool to organize and strengthen
community responses to crime (for example, listserv for sharing information about
Neighborhood Watch and CAPS beat community meetings.)

Feasibility of Web surveys. We also explored the feasibility of Web-based opinion
surveys. The concept of Web-based surveys was not familiar to many respondents, and we did
not have adequate time to explain our thinking in detail. Participants were introduced to the idea
that some residents might be randomly selected to participate in a series of surveys and function
as “neighborhood monitors.” This stimulated some discussion around two themes with
implications for future development:

• If monitors are “designated people” in the neighborhood, these individuals would require
anonymity to avoid undue pressure from both police and fellow citizens. These monitors
would have to be carefully selected if they are to be representative of their neighborhoods
and should be responsible for reporting on conditions and performance in relatively small
geographic areas.

• The collection of survey data might overwhelm a police department lacking the
resources, skills or willingness to analyze these community assessments or address the
needs identified in the survey. This raises important questions about who should manage
the dataset and how best to foster accountability to the public. Furthermore, mechanisms
for sharing the survey results with the community should be in place.

Desirable information. Finally, the types of information that participants want to receive
from the Chicago Police Department pertain to the following:

• budget
• statistics (arrests, resources) broken down geographically and by race
• crime trends
• outcome of reported or known incidents
• beat logs 

Web Survey Test Results

To date, the Web survey has been completed online by eight residents who participated
in the three focus groups. Overall, the results are very encouraging. Respondents were able to
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complete all sections, which covered the quality of neighborhood social life (including social
cohesion, fear and collective efficacy); the severity of neighborhood crime and disorder
problems; the level and types of citizen involvement in public safety; assessments of police
activity levels and performance; and the demographic characteristics of respondents. 

Respondents were encouraged to comment on the quality and content of the Web survey
upon completion. These open-ended responses were quite positive and constructive. One noted,
“Everything is well-explained and there are no confusions or complications in this survey.”
Another said, “I think the survey covered a lot.” In terms of constructive suggestions, one
respondent asked us to explore reasons why some citizens might report feeling safe in their
neighborhood (we included questions about why they might feel unsafe). Another asked us to
further clarify our question about whether they have attended community meetings to indicate
specifically whether it included CAPS beat community meetings. 

Focus Group Findings

We were encouraged by this preliminary feasibility study. First, many dimensions
deemed important to local residents had already been considered for inclusion in the survey,
including proactive patrol, police visibility and citizen participation. These findings, however,
are a reminder to police researchers not to forget the importance of two classic measures of
police activity from the public’s viewpoint – response time to the public and patrol visibility. 

In terms of online reporting, residents are cautious, but optimistic. Concerns about
response time are real and, therefore, serious in-progress incidents are not good candidates for
Web reporting. Concerns about privacy and security cuts both ways. As one participant noted,
“If we can have protection, it would be pretty good.” If the proper precautions are taken to
safeguard anonymity, residents see considerable benefit to online reporting of criminal activity
such as narcotic trafficking and gang activity in the neighborhood without fear of exposure.

Whether online reporting serves to strengthen, weaken, or have no effect on police-
community relations remains an empirical question. Concerns about social isolation can be
addressed by supplementing online reporting with personal contact. In any event, the CPD will
need an initial automatic response program that notifies the individual that his/her report has
been received and assigned a reference number, and, if the user so desires, offers a timely and
personal response through email or telephone by an officer.

A final cautionary note: While these findings are interesting, we emphasize that three
focus groups are not representative of any particular community or the city as a whole. The
consistency of responses across three racial/ethnic groups gives us some confidence in the
general pattern of feelings. However, at best, these results apply to residents who have access to
the Internet and attend CAPS beat meetings. 
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Future plans for the Community/Business Partnership application could make use of
these findings and should, in turn, be subjected to careful evaluation. We have recommended that
the CPD implement a “Demonstration and Evaluation” model, where researchers and
practitioners work together to implement a carefully controlled study as part of a prototype
demonstration program.

CLEAR in the Coming Year 

This first report on CLEAR presented a descriptive summary of progress made on the
many applications being developed and implemented at the Chicago Police Department. The
CPD has overcome many of the obstacles to implementing information technology that have
been identified in earlier studies. The department has secured considerable funding for CLEAR
and has a highly dedicated and talented team of staffers from within the department and from
Oracle Corporation devoted to the project. CLEAR’s architects have a solid understanding of IT
and have engaged in several processes to ensure good product outcomes. They have kept at the
forefront the importance of officer acceptance. They have done so through customized training,
comprehensive testing and pilot-testing, and inclusion of stakeholders in development and
implementation of the various applications. When CLEAR is fully launched, the Chicago Police
Department will be the only department of its size to have an automated incident reporting
system in place. 

Some of the impediments that remain include securing the continued flow of funding,
station infrastructure challenges and the continuing balancing act of time management. Each
application requires tremendous time and effort, and many applications are dependent on one
another for full implementation. A continuing issue is the protection and privacy of the data to be
manipulated and shared. While data sharing holds tremendous promise in terms of problem
solving, predictive analysis and cost-effectiveness, it also holds the ongoing threat of revealing
data inappropriately or violating Chicagoans’ civil rights. The protection of individual privacy
will be an ongoing issue in all IT projects. Another hurdle will be how the department will
involve the community and local business in a meaningful and mutually beneficial partnership.
A true partnership will be forged when the community is not regarded merely as a source for
providing crime information to the police, but when it is considered a resource for feedback on
neighborhood conditions and the officers who serve them. Community input should be an
important part of the accountability equation. 

CLEAR’s ultimate goals address reducing crime as well as increasing accountability and
efficiency by means of using information in new and creative ways. However, it is too early to
judge the system’s effectiveness in meeting these goals, for many of its applications are in the
embryonic stage. If the many applications with upcoming completion dates reach fruition, our
second report should be able to begin assessing these efforts. 

We emphasize that much planning and research lies ahead before Chicago will have a
good sense of how Web-based communication might affect police officers, community residents
and the CPD. At this point, residents are being asked to respond only to a concept and a limited
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field test; results are mixed on the former and encouraging on the latter. The only way we will
know for certain is to develop the programs, deliver them, and assess their impact on the
community and the police through controlled research. The relationship between virtual and
physical communities remains an unexplored empirical question in the criminal justice field. 
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